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Build your own Receivers from these Baird -built kits -quickly and at lowest cost! Enjoy the thrills of
tuning in shortwave stations from all over the world! Seo and enjoy pictures and programs from your
favorite Television stations! Amaze your friends with this newest, most thrilling form of radio entertainment! Baird -built kits are complete. You can quickly assemble them -- complete your Television Receiver in an hour -your Shortwave Set in a few hours. Charts and wiring diagrams furnished with each kit.
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of pictures-no fussing. no struggling to keep your picture in
frame.
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have assembled your
set. Write for booklet and information- today.
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TELEVISION STEPS OUT
By HUGO GERNSBACK
T THE present time there appears to be a tremendouss
activity in television in every radio laboratory, all
over the country.
There is not a radio set manufacturer today who
has not his technical staff either investigating television or is
not pioneering into uncharted waters himself. This is not an
over- statement of the conditions, because it is the first time
to my knowledge that the interest has been so intense as it
is now.
New developments in television are coming along almost
every day; and the only comparison I can make is with that
boom the radio industry experienced in its broadcasting infancy during 1920 -1921.
There has been a furious activity in new television company
incorporations lately, and anyone picking up a newspaper will
find this statement confirmed. It may well be that television
will be one of the factors that will help lift the country out
of the present depression.
The Department of Commerce, through the Radio Commission, has been overwhelmed with television applications during the past few months, and new applications are pouring in
almost daily.
The month of July saw the opening of the Columbia Network's television station in New York and, though the sound
went out over the entire network, on the opening night, the
sight impulses at this time of writing are disseminated only
by a single station in New York. Sound is broadcast on
19.02 meters from W2XE.
It may be said with little fear of contradiction that, if one
of the important radio broadcast chains is now actually broadcasting television daily, the day is not far off when every
home will have a television receiver. Of course, as I have
said before, this day has not yet arrived, and possibly it will
not for another year. As yet, television belongs rightfully to
the experimenter and the dabbler; but, once we have several
hundred thousands of this class interested, the public, as
usual, will not be lagging far behind.
Important developments are now in the offing; chiefly our
long -predicted cathode tube, of which I have been speaking
for these last fifteen years. This is now about ready to
emerge from the laboratory, and it is quite certain that,
before the end of this year, commercial cathode tube television receivers will be on the market.
The disc and motor will, of course, prevail for some time
to come; because it seems likely that the cathode tube will not
be perfected very soon and will, probably, be as expensive
or more expensive than the disc and motor combination today. Evidently the manufacturers of television equipment
are convinced of this; because an increasing number of them
are now putting out discs and motors, and the next few
months will probably see an avalanche of these. The discs
are becoming smaller, as are the motors; and we will very
shortly have many low- priced kits for experimenters and fans
to experiment with to their heart's content.
In the meanwhile, new developments are coming hard and
fast, with the broadcast transmitters; and it will not be long
before all broadcast chains will disseminate both sound and
sight.
The development which seems most logical, at this time,
is that the smaller stations participating in the network will
broadcast television on extremely short waves--of the type
known as quasi -optical waves. The advantage here is that

there can be several thousand television transmitters all over
the country, without mutual interference, because the trans-

mission only reaches a few miles and does not pass beyond
the horizon.
It has also been found that a television antenna at a high
elevation is much more efficient and gives better images than
a low antenna. For that reason, the National Broadcasting
Corporation has already rented space in the Empire State
Building; where it will have an antenna some 1,200 feet
above the ground, for broadcasting television exclusively.
With a bit of power behind such broadcasts, it will be possible to get most excellent images within a radius of some
twenty to thirty miles; all depending upon the height of the

transmitting antenna.

Of course, we will have with us still the ancient television
problem-that we require two radio sets; one to receive sound
and the other to receive sight. But the day is not far off
perhaps, when all broadcasting will be done on the so- called
micro-waves which I mentioned before. It seems likely that
with these waves a simultaneous broadcast of both sight and
sound on the same "carrier frequency" will be achieved at
some not too future date.
I have for many years maintained that, ultimately, broadcasting will be done on short waves, and I still am of that
opinion. With television, it seems at the present time impossible to broadcast except on short waves. It follows logically
that, if the listener must buy two sets, one for the short
waves and one for the higher waves, our technicians will
sooner or later see the light and relegate the entire broadcast
art into the short-wave spectrum; where we have more elbowroom and where we will do away with practically all interference, heterodyne whistles, and the like.
Of course, such developments are still in the future, and
it is well that changes of this class should be gradual;
because, if they were not, the entire radio industry might
well be thrown into confusion. In this respect however, the
radio industry is not different from the automobile industry
which started out with open cars and solid rubber tires. Later
on, by gradual changes, the closed car was introduced, with
the small pneumatic tires; and still later, the balloon tire
came along. That meant, of course, the scrapping of all the
old cars; but the point is that the change was done gradually,
without disturbance to the industry.
It will be so with radio and, if our technicians are becoming
convinced that broadcasting of the future, mainly on account
of television, can be done only on quasi -optical waves, then
our broadcasters and our set manufacturers will follow suit
and there will be a gradual change and exodus down to the
short waves.
This change will solve a host of problems which seem, in
view of the television element today, so baffling and almost
insurmountable to the technician. To mention only one great
advantage, there is the practically total elimination of static.
At the present time atmospheric disturbances affect many
programs and, even on the present short waves, television
images are badly blurred by static. With the quasi -optical
waves (of say 3 to 4 inches length), static is practically
unknown and, if we couple this advantage to the almost total
elimination of station interference, it would seem that no
effort will be too great for the industry, to switch from the
higher to these extra -low waves.
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The newest Jenkins "stage lighting" scheme for use in the television
studio, the artists being illuminated by lights placed behind red and
green color filters arranged around the frame as shown.
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THE flying -spot type of pickup,
which is used by all present television broadcast stations, has
one major disadvantage along
with several minor disadvantages.
The major one is lack of flexibility,
which handicaps the showman in making television presentations, along
with the necessity that the studio
should be darkened, or at least illuminated with special colored lights.
The studio of the future will undoubtedly present a different picture
from the present fixed -apparatus type.
In this future studio, one will find
several pieces of apparatus which, in
appearance and operation, will closely
resemble the conventional camera,
found in today's motion - picture
studios. The scenes to be televised
will be staged on special stages or sets,
before each of which will be a cameraman with his camera. Off from the
studio will be a make-up room, with
the make-up attendants, a costumer's
room and a property room. Curtains
at the rear of the sets will be used for
scenery; and back in the control room
will be a highly -paid specialist, who
will "mix" the scenes coming from the
various sets, and put on the air, in
proper continuity, the story as the author meant it to be.
All the continuity ideas of the picture will rest on his shoulders. On
his skill will depend the sight and the
sound emphasis which must be placed
on each part of the plot. Here the
pictures coming from two or more
sets will be "mixed" and sent out to

tloo.

Vice -President, Jenkins Television Corporn-

REPLOGLL*

n}ittrn for

TELEVISION NEWS

How best to illuminate the person who
stands or sits before the television
pickup, has been one of the toughest

problems which television engineers
had to solve. Mr. Replogle gives us
some interesting fresh angles which
show how the Jenkins experts have
solved the problem, without having to
use the old -style highly concentrated
banks of lights, which are very annoying to the artist. The value of colored
lights is also explained.

the radio transmitter at the proper tending this method of television picktime. This specialist will correspond up. These difficulties have been mainto the present "film editor," who cuts ly in the small amount of light availout the unwanted parts of the scenes able on the photoelectric cell ; necessithat have been "shot," and pieces to- tating very high amplification,
with
gether the completed picture.
attendant noises and troubles. DeWhen such studios are available, to- velopment of the more sensitive caegether with proper receiving equip- sium photoelectric cell, as well as more
ment for the home end (which is well intelligent use of the screen -grid
highon the road to production), we can gain amplifying tubes (which, with
truly say, "Television is here with better manufacturing, have reduced
genuine entertainment value."
the microphonic and electronic noises)
have enabled the engineers of the
Direct Pickup Camera, the Latest
Jenkins - DeForest Laboratories to
Step Ahead
overcome the basic difficulties. They
The most recent step forward to- have achieved the undoubted advanwards the aforementioned ideal is in tage of the direct pick -up camera systhe development of the direct pickup tem in the television studio.
Present Experimental Studio of the

Jenkins Laboratories

Mr. Replogle, author of the

present article, is widely

known to the radio and television fraternity. He has just
been honored with the title
of chief engineer of the De
Forest Radio Company.
camera, shown in the accompanying
illustrations, which is capable of being
used outdoors, when mounted on
trucks; and used as well in studios
and theatres to pick up any scene that
can be brilliantly illuminated.
The idea of this camera is not new.
However, it has heretofore been considered impractical by television engineers, because of the difficulties at-

While in New York, at Station
W2XCR, the conventional flying-spot
system is still in use, yet in Passaic,
in the Jenkins -DeForest Laboratories,
a model studio using this direct pickup camera is in use. A glimpse into
this studio shows, at one end, a stage
around the outer edge of which are
mounted groups of lamps spaced at intervals along top, bottom and both
sides. These lamps are of fairly high
candle -power, and their purpose is to
illuminate with an even amount of
light every portion of the stage. On
the stage are a piano, music racks and
other properties necessary for the
immediate scene to be televised. Over
alternate lamps are placed special optical filters. The filter on one lamp
permits the red and infra -red rays to
flood the stage; while the next lamp
is filtered so that the blue part of
the light floods the stage. The reason
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ui three or more "direct pickup" cameras. this
Here we see how television dramas and other entertainments will he staged.
the images in or out as desired.
lade
to
panel
arrangement enabling the supervisor at the mixer
for this light- filtration is as follows:
If all the lights were permitted to

cant lepower, the brilliance presented to the
flood the stage with the total

Latest model Jenkins "direct pickup" camera with mobile truck. The
operator checks the image by looking into the scanner hood shown.

eyes of the artists would be very
annoying to say the least.

New style mixer and control panels, with image monitor, for television transmitting stations, designed by the Jenkins engineers.
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CROSS SECTION OF TELEVISION
PICK - UP TRUCK

Latest portable "television pickup" equipment.
The "direct pickup" television
camera can be rolled down the tracks and
used wherever desired. A front view of
the pickup camera is seen at right.

Bothersome Light Filtered Out
The total amount of illumination
versus the light spectrum is shown in
the accompanying curve. It is noted
here that, by far, the greatest brilliancy is in the yellow part of the light
spectrum. Fortunately or unfortunately, the latest highly- sensitive type
of photoelectric cell made with caesium
has a curve as shown; the greatest
response of the cell is in the blue and
red portions of the spectrum, with
very little response in the yellow. It
is obvious, then, that all the brilliancy
which is so bothersome to the eyes of
the artist actually does very little
good as far as actuating the photoelectric cell in the camera goes. Hence,
it is feasible, with negligible loss of
light, to filter out entirely the center
portion of the light spectrum emitted
by the lights around the edge of the
stage. In this way the comfort of the
artist is assured, and ample light can
he secured to actuate the latest types
of television pickup device.
In front of the floodlighted stage is
placed a direct pickup camera, an illustration of which is shown on the cover
of this magazine. The attending operator is aided by very accessible controls to focus his television camera on
any portion of the stage for the desired action.
Scenes Can Be Accurately Focused
If a close -up is desired, he brings
his camera close to the stage, refocuses the image on the photoelectric
.7e11, and keeps the image in the
center
of the television field. He ascertains
the focus and center of his image by
means of a television monitor; and not
by an optical finder
the common
practise with movie cameras. In this
way, he is absolutely certain just
what portion of the scene is put on the
air, the proportion the image occupies
in the field, and how well it is
focused.
Should the scenario call for a full length stage effect, the cameraman
is
able, without changes of lenses as is
necessary in the flying-spot, to follow

-
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the story by moving his camera back,
refocusing as he goes; and thereby
give the looker-in a wider field than
previously. By swinging his camera
he is able to focus on any one of several objects on the stage, as they become successively of prime importance
in the sequence of the story.

Prize Fights, Etc., Have Been
Televised!
From the foregoing brief description, the flexibility of this new camera device is obvious. With it we have

been able to televise plays involving
a plot of three or more people; we
have been able to put on prize fights
on a restricted stage, with a fidelity
that would enable the looker-in to follow each blow of the contestants; we
have been able to televise pianists,
showing the technique of the fingers,
and, of course, artists singing or
speaking, reproducing the facial expressions with recognizable detail.
Ballet dancers and clog dancers have
been televised with excellent results.
Therefore, it will be noted that, if two
or more sets, with a camera before
each set, were available, with the
proper "mixing" or continuity selection from each of these sets, a satisfactory presentation of even intricate
plots would be possible.
In the studio at Passaic, immediately behind the camera, is an open window through which, on sunshiny days,
the camera is turned outdoors. Cars
on the streets a block away, as well as
signs on buildings a block or more
away, are readily observed in the
camera's monitor. An airplane a
half -mile away can be distinguished
as it crosses the field of the camera.
In fact, the operators of the camera
state that they can pick up better pictures on a sunshiny day out -of- doors,
than can be secured on a specially lighted stage.

Outdoor Pickups Now Possible
The success in operating this camera outdoors has been such that the
Jenkins -DeForest engineers are now
developing a truck on which will be
placed a camera, with a long flexible
cable on a reel ; so that the truck may
be driven to a baseball game, to the
arrival of some notable, or to any
other outdoor event to be televised.
Photo above shows a lighter

weight direct pickup for studio
use, the photo -cell being placed
behind the scanning disc and e

RED ORAKOExELIOWOREEN- BWE

VKlET1ATRA410lfT

lens.

J

Chart (right) shows how both- m
ersome light is filtered out in é
new studio lighting scheme. Full I
line shows distribution of inc
candescent
flood -light over light
spectrum: dotted line shows sensitivity distribution of television
camera photo- cells.

UNUSED LIGHT

IN THIS AREA

ji

FILTERED OUT

USEFUL LIGHT SHOWN
IN SHADED AREA.
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In the

TELEVISION
EYE
all is said and done, price
one of the determining
factors in the popularity of any radio

AFTER
is still

set put on the market. In the picture
at the right, we see the latest model
"voice and television" combination
receiver, which will be placed on the
market shortly, by the Western Television Corp. This receiver gives an
8-inch picture on the screen and is
moderately priced- within the reach
of the average man's income. The set
was on exhibit during the recent
Radio Trade Show held at Chicago
and met with enthusiastic approval.
The model is called "The Spirit of 45"

"Krazy Kat " Does Her Stuff by Televisor
Germany Prefers
blonde as

"Miss Television"
win out in Germany.
Holt, a motion picture
actress, was chosen as Germany's first
"Television Girl." Miss Holt is regarded in Germany as a perfect Teutonic type of beauty, having beautiful,
symmetrical and very clearly defined
features. No girl without these natural attributes can aspire to the title.
blondes
THE
Misa Evelyn

see the toy image of "Krazy Kat" placed on the turntable, doing
her tricks before the "eyes" of the televisor.

In the photo above we

who have
her tricks
on the television screen, have thought
it a mysterious trick, and wondered

many people
N0seendoubt"Krazy
Kat" do

how it is all done. She dances, turns
and bows gracefully on the television
screen, as you sit there trying to
puzzle out the means by which this
entertaining trick is accomplished. To
stop all the complexity and wrinkled
brows, the editors have decided to let
you in on the secret of how it's done.
"Krazy Kat" or any other toy image

is placed on a turntable which is
placed on top of a spring wound or
other motor, operating on the same

principle as an ordinary phonograph.
As the turntable revolves, the toy
image is observed at outposts where
vision receivers are located. Simple,
isn't it? Using this experiment, which
was conducted by the National Broadcasting Company, atop the New Amsterdam Theatre, recently, as a starting point, it won't be long before
marionette shows will entertain us.

Cop) right by "The American Weekly"

A charming pose of Miss Evelyn Holt,
Germany's first "Television Girl ".
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Today

the city of Hollywood-where a

tions of the United States. In this that several experimental stations for
connection, it should be observed that the transmission of sight by radio be
the early success of radio broadcast- established.
sion -where men and women ing was stimulated in no small measThe Radio Corporation of America
play no small part in shaping the ure by the amateur "wireless" oper- contemplates building several
thoughts, the ideals, the architecture ators of that day. Similarly, the stations by the end of next year. such
One
and the fashions of the civilized amateur operator in television is now will be on the top of the new fifty
world-where the electrical marriage playing his part in the development of story RCA Building at 570 Lexingtonof sound and sight has produced a this new service.
Avenue, New York City; another will
mighty force to carry America's goodbe on a still higher building in New
The
Form
and
Progress
of
will message to the people of all naYork City. These sites have been
Television
tions-it seems appropriate to discuss
chosen because height is an important
The
next
stage
-and
I should an- technical
the most recent development in the
factor in the successful
ticipate its realization by the end of
field of electrical entertainment
transmission of sight by radio. These
next
yearshould
find
television
comTelevision.
two stations probably will be located
Where is television? When will it parable to the earphone stage of radio. in such a manner as to serve New
be ready for the home? What form At this point, the public may well be York City and its vicinity.
will it assume? How about the neces- invited to share in its further unfoldA third station will be located on
sary television transmitting stations? ing.
the Pacific Coast.
By
that
time,
television
should atWhat are its likely effects upon the
Additional
stations
established radio and motion -picture tain the same degree of development may be locatedexperimental
in
other
sections
of
as
did
radio
sound
broadcasting
in
the the country.
industries?
These are pertinent questions, fre- early period of the crystal set. This
Through
operation of these exquently asked. The answers are of does not mean that the actual physi- perimental the
stations,
we expect to obpeculiar significance to Hollywood;
tain exact information and practical
yet thinking men and women of all
field
which are required
the world likewise are evincing keen Everyone should read what Mr. beforeexperience,
definite
plans
can be developed
Sarnoff has to say about Television
interest.
for a
Let us, then, preface any discussion and its future. Mr. Sarnoff is, un- scope. television service of nationwide
of this subject with the general state- doubtedly, the biggest man in comment that television, or the process mercial Television and Radio today,
Television Will Help the Radio
of transmitting images by radio, still and we are sure our readers will
Industry
is in the laboratory stage. True, rapid find most interesting,
The
effect
of
television upon the
the
ideas
he
progress is being made. The sweep
present established radio industry will
has
expressed
in
this
article.
of events during 1930 and the first
be beneficial. There will be no intermonths of 1931 has been very subference between the broadcasting of
stantial indeed. Television has been cal structure of the first television
sound and of sight. These services
rebrought definitely nearer commercial ceiver will be similar in
any way to will supplement each other and comdevelopment by the research and tech- the
crystal
receiver.
The
similarity plete the impression upon the human
nical progress of the Radio Corpora- will lie in the class
and
condition
of mind by reaching it through both the
tion of America during this period.
the service; the visions which first ear and the eye. Television broadcome through the air to the public casting stations will operate on waveWhere Is Television?
will be of the same embryonic quality lengths different than those now used
One year ago, television was a sub- as the first faint sounds
which sent for the broadcasting of sound. An
ject of engineering conversation and mother hurrying to the earphone
different receiver will be
of entirely
a topic for technical dispute. It now the boy's crystal set in the
necessary; radio sets now used for
attic.
has progressed beyond that point.
When television reaches this stage, sound reception are not equipped to
Today, transmission of sight by radio rapid
may be expected, com- receive television.
is a matter of accomplishment, not of parablestrides
In the practical sense of the term,
perhaps
with the growth and
speculation.
development of broadcasting of sound. television must develop to the stage
It must be understood, however, The progress to follow should
make where stations will be able to broadthat the present sporadic activities in possible
cast regularly visual objects in the
the
projection
of
moving
this direction cannot be classed as a images on a screen on the wall.
Re- studio, or scenes occurring at other
practical service. They are purely ex- ception of sight by radio
then
will
be places through remote control; where
perimental; but as such they deserve comparable to the loud -speaker
stage reception devices shall be developed
encouragement and merit public in- of sound reception.
that will make these objects and
terest.
scenes clearly discernible in millions
The
Radio
Corporation
of
America
The present status of television is conducting its
of homes; where such devices can be
present
might be likened to the condition of developments in televisionexperimental built upon a principle
that will elimthrough
a
radio in the immediate pre- broadcast- large research
inate rotary scanning discs, delicate
staff
in
the
RCA
ing era, when amateurs were beginplant at Camden, New Jersey. hand controls and other movable
ning to hear faint sounds through the Victor
When
television emerges from this parts; and where research has made
air. Voices and music were passing experimental
possible
utilization for sight transthrough space in those early days of as a service stage it will be handled mission the
of wavelengths that will not
by
the
National
Broadradio; comparably, there are actually
interfere with the use of the already
some images passing through the air casting Company.
overcrowded channels in space.
today. They are being received by
Television Transmitting Stations
The Radio Corporation of America
established experimental stations, and
Before television reaches the prac- is pursuing the foregoing development
by amateur operators in various sec- tical stage of service, it is necessary aggressively in its laboratories and

great industry has been builded
upon the fascinating art of illu-

-

-
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and

Tomorrow
President of the
Radio Corporation of
America

will not attempt to market television

equipment commercially this year; it
is concentrating its efforts upon the
primary technical developments to be
completed before undertaking the
manufacture and sale of television
sets on a commercial basis.
Television in the Home Will Not
Interfere with Motion Pictures
in the Theater
The motion -picture industry need
experience no alarm over the impending advent of television.
Transmission of sight by radio will
benefit not only the radio industry;
it will also prove a welcome stimulant, a pleasant tonic to all the entertainment arts.
There will be no conflict, between
television in the home and motion pictures in the theater; each is a separate and distinct service. History
confirms the fact that the creation of
a new service for the public does not
result in the elimination of an older
service, provided each has something
of its own to give. On the contrary,
many examples might be cited to
prove that the reverse is true. The
telephone did not displace the telegraph. The radio did not displace the
cable. The incandescent lamp did not
displace the candle; more candles are
being sold today than before the creation of the incandescent lamp. And
television in the home will not displace
the motion picture in the theater.
Man is a gregarious creature.
Granting that we can develop 26,000,000 potential theaters in the homes
of America, public theaters will continue to operate because people will
go there in response to the instinct
for group emotions, and to see artists
in the flesh. These are human demands which television in the home
cannot satisfy.
Television Will Expand the Artists'

Field

Now, let us consider the human
equation as it may be affected by the
new development of television, for the
human factor is the most important
one in the creation of motion pictures.
In reflecting upon the entertainment arts in general, and the motion picture industry in particular, one is
impressed by two essential elements
which must be regarded as their life
blood. The mechanical age with its
(Continued on page 313)

David Sarnoff, President of
the Radio Corporation of
America, who, in the accompanying article expresses
his thoughts on the commercial application and development of Television.
Mr. Sarnoff combines a
happy combination of technical and business abilities,
and what he has to say on
Television proves most interesting. Undoubtedly,
Television will receive a
great impetus this coming
fall and winter.

High -Spots in Mr. Sarno$'s Article
The present status of television might be likened to
the condition of radio in the immediate pre- broadcasting era. The R. C. A. is conducting its present experiments in television at the R. C. A. Victor plant at
Camden, N. J.
tjj When television emerges from its experimental
stage, it will be handled as a service by the National
Broadcasting Company.
(l The R. C. A. contemplates building several experimental television transmitting stations by the end of
next year.
The effect of television upon the present established
radio industry will be beneficial. There will be no
interference between the broadcasting of sound and of
sight. These services will supplement each other and
complete the impression upon the human mind, by
reaching it through both the ear and the eye.
There will be no conflict between television in the
home and motion pictures in the theatre; each is a
separate and distinct service. The potential audience
of television, in its ultimate development, may reasonably be expected to be limited only by the population
of the earth itself.
Ç Television broadcast service of tomorrow will demand a constant succession of personalities, a vast
array of talent, and a tremendous store of material,
with a great variety of scene and background.
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What TELEVISION
INVENTORS Are Doing
- -

Left:

Miss

Violet

liodgson
"Miss
Television, 1931"
at the Radio Manufacturers Association
"Trade Show ", held
in Chicago. The two
well-known geniuses,
Messrs.
Hollis S.
Baird and U. A.
Sanabria, conducted
the experiments.
Miss Ilodgson, whose
dark eyes and wavy
locks make her an
Ideal subject for televising. is shown
standing alongside
of the lens, on which
the reproduced
image, transmitted
from another room
In the hotel, appears.

-o-

Right: Good Idea for
"built-in" television

The dark -eyed beauty above is none other than -Visa
Violet Hodgson, chosen at Chicago as "Miss Television,

screen. This happens
to be a midget
"movie" screen which
reproduces in miniature, the same feature shown on the
main screen of a
theatre. Rays of
light deflected from
a point near the lantern of the theatre's
projector, throw an
image on the small
screen. A loudspeaker reproduces
the sound accompaniment.
Sterling
Gleason.

-

Los Angeles theatre has midget screen in foyer
reproduces miniature of main picture. Good style which
for built in ltadiorisor.

"All-at-once" Television Transmission of Image

Left: Apparatus to transmit image and voice.
seen In photo

Mr. Gilbert C. Lee,
at right, Is supervising part of the experiments,
conducted by the members of the Los Angeles Television
Society. The old
method of "dots" which in aggregate form, built up the
image.
Is
discarded in favor of this new method, which transmits the object televised in its entirety, reproducing it in the space of 15 seconds. Line
drawings, etc., are televised and recorded on film or bromide paper.
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COLUMBIA IS

TELECASTING!

,r

The Columbia Broadcasting System officially
opened its experimental

..r

television

ir r

Ir
r

r
r

station,

W2XAB on July 21st, using 60 line scanning at 20
frames per second. A 60hole disc revolving at

ter

1200 r.p.m. is necessary

t

to "pickup" the Columbia
images. Frequency 2750 2850 k.c. Voice on 6120
k.c.

TRANSMITTER ROOM

CONTROL ROOM

STUDIO

WITH civic, radio and stage

celebrities participating, the
Columbia Broadcasting System officially opened its experimental
television station, W2XAB, Tuesday,
July 21. The opening of the station
follows several weeks of tests in which
clear reception of W2XAB's signals
were reported from cities as far away
as Boston, Hartford, Baltimore, Camden, Schenectady and Philadelphia.
Although sight transmission of the
premiere program was limited geographically to a comparatively small
section along the Eastern seaboard,
the sound transmission was carried
to most of the 85 outlets on the world's
largest network.
Mayor James J. Walker of New
York City lifted the curtain from the
photo- electric cells, formally marking
Columbia's expansion to visual, as well

General view of Columbia Television Studio, showing radio
transmitter and control rooms.
studio where artists are scanned
and the arc used for scanning.

SCANNING UNIT

as audible entertainment. The Mayor
had been asked to introduce to "look ers-in" (in addition to a nation of
listeners -in) Miss Natalie Towers,
Wellesley graduate, whose beauty
televised so attractively that she became the first girl ever to be signed
exclusively by a network for television
appearances.
Edwin K. Cohan, technical director
of Columbia, delivered a ten -minute

I

,

s

Natalie

vision'

ut right.
Radio transmitter panels at left; control panels with monitor

of

owers, who to .vfiss Telethe Columbia Broadcasting
System.

7

address on "What to Expect of Television".
Transmitting apparatus and antennae systems are adjacent to the
studio located on the 23rd floor of
the Columbia Building, 485 Madison
Avenue, New York. The equipment is
of the most modern design, representing latest advances in the science of
Continued on pate 317)
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I OBTAIN 6/2 FOOT

TELEVISION IMAGES
An Intertiem With ULYSSES A. SANABRIA

By H. Winfield Secor

Sanabria is one of the most brilliant geniuses in Television today. Although but 24 years
of age, this young engineer lias exhibited the largest television images thus far shown
and a gigantic television image, 10 by 14 ft., has been promised in a demonstration at the
New York "Radio Show" in September. The technical information here presented on
the Sanabria System is brand new and authentic, as it comes from the inventor himself.
television images, and having heard
the most flattering comments from
Capt. Dinsdale, and many other experts
who witnessed the demonstration, I arranged to interview Mr. Sanabria with
a view to procuring for our readers
further details on his system of television. The accompanying diagrams
and photograph will help to make the
questions and answers clearer.

Photo-cell Pick -up and Source of
Light
Q. How are the eight photo -cells
which pick up the image at your television transmitter connected?
A. The eight caesium cells are connected in parallel to a common circuit,
leading into a pre -amplifier of two
stages, which is mounted close to the
photo -cell group.
Q. Why is a pre-amplifier used close
to the photo -cells themselves?
A. To reduce the capacity to ground
of the input lead wires.
Q. What kind of reflectors are used
with the photo -cells?

Photo above shows Mr. Sanabria at extreme right, with Dr. Louis Cohen, distinguished
radio engineer of Washington, D. C., standing in front of the Sanabria television
amplifier and photo -cell pickup.

MONO the outstanding geniusess
M
in the field of American television developments, we find
the name of U. A. Sanabria, as
a shining light. This 24 -year old in-

Having witnessed a demonstration
of Sanabria's large (6% feet square)
TO TELEVISION
AMPLIFIER OUTPUT
1000 MA. 40 VOLTS

ventor has startled and agreeably surprised all those who have seen his
exhibition of "giant" television
images. Those who visited the recent
Radio Trade Show at Chicago had an
opportunity to see what Mr. Sanabria
had to show in new television developments. He also demonstrated his apparatus recently in New York City to
the members of the technical and

daily press.
Large television images have been
produced before; but the main feature
of the Sanabria television system is
the excellent quality of the images reproduced.

A. Hemispherical chromium -plated
reflectors, having the photo - cells
placed approximately at the center or
focal point of the reflector.
Q. How many million times is the
photo -cell current amplified, before it
reaches the gas -arc tube at the receiver in your demonstration set?
A. 2,000,000 times, approximately.

SPECIAL GAS
MIXTURE INSIDE
BULB

Z

-

INSULATING
RING

POWERFUL
ONCENTRATEO

ARC BEAM
CIRCULAR METAL
MODULATED BY
ELECTRODES
TELEVISION SIGNAL.
Schematic diagram of Taylor gas "Arc" tube. used by Sanabria in producing his gigantic
television images. The television signal produces a highly concentrated "arc" discharge
between the electrodes, as shown and the heater renders the discharge path more conductive.
TO

BATT.

OR TRANSF.

7.5 VOLT
FILAMENT
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6 STAGE
AMPLIFIER

' PHOTO CELLS

CONNECTED

6F

111

az
TO NEATER
CURRENT

SCREE6ÑN

2_0-2_2-II,

IN
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255

AUDIENCE

..CURRENT
SUPPLY

11

/
PHOTO CELL

PICK-UP

qhl¡¡h

/

LENS
DISC

-1.7.

2 STAGE

SUBJECT

:

.i_r(5,o

/

LOCAL"

-0i

AMPLIFIER

TUBES IN PARALLEL IN EACH
GROUP, ALL IN

IIII

I.-

PARALLEL

CURRENT
SUPPLY

various stages of amplifirutil,n indicated. The twelve
Diagram showing line -up of Sanabria "giant- image' television system, with
to supply the 1,000 M.A., for operating the gas "Arc" tube,
large amplifier tubes of the final stages are connected in parallel
used in the receiver.

arc or an incandescent lamp as the source of light at
your transmitter?
A. I use a 900 -watt projection lamp
rated at 1,800 candle power, or about
The light from
1/2 watt per candle.
this lamp passes through condensing
lenses, thence through a 45-hole revolving scanning disc (containing no
lenses, but simply holes) and then
through a projection lens onto a glass
mirror, of the surface -silvered type,
which reflects the scanning beam onto
the object to be televised. The reflected light beams from the face of the
subject, for example, fall on some of
the ring of caesium photo -cells, which
in turn cause to be developed corresponding electric currents which are
then passed into the amplifier. Four
different sets of lenses are mounted
on a turret, so that any one of the
four can be used at will. Each lens
has a different focal length.
Amplifier Is "Heart" of the Sanabria
System
Q. What do you consider the principal improvement in your television
system which accounts for the heretoQ. Do you use an

fore unattainable high quality of the
large images you obtain?
A. The major part of my research
of the television problem has been
on the amplifier. This amplifier gives
practically distortionless amplification
of all frequencies from one -quarter of
a cycle to 50,000 cycles and will pass
frequencies much higher than 50 kc.;
frequencies up to 100 kc. pass through
it at times. After all, the amplifier is
the real "heart" of the television system. If you have photo -cells which
will pick up and respond to frequencies of say 50 kc., and then attempt to
pass these frequencies through a poorly designed amplifier, many of the
most important will be cut off; with
the result that a poor image will be
seen on the screen. You therefore see
the importance of a well-constructed
and exceedingly well- designed amplifier in television.
Q. Do you use resistance coupling
in your amplifier?
A. I use a combination of resistance,
impedance and capacity coupling in
various combinations, which I have
found to give the best results after

much careful research and lengthy

tests.

Q. How many stages of amplification do you use between the photocells at the transmitter, and the Taylor
gas -arc tube, which you employ to
project the large images on the 61/2foot square screen?
A. There are two stages of amplification in the pre- amplifier, immediately following the photo -cells; then come
six stages of amplification, one tube to
each stage; followed by a third amplifier group, containing 12 special
Taylor amplifier tubes, of fairly large
size (equivalent to the RCA 845 amplifier tubes). These twelve amplifier
tubes in the final group are arranged
in two sub -banks of six tubes each;
all the tubes feeding in parallel into a
common output circuit. This large
bank of amplifiers is required to yield
the 1,000 milliamperes necessary to
excite the Taylor gas -arc tube used
in my television screen system.
Q. What is the plate voltage supplied to the large Taylor amplifier

SCANNING DISC.
SILVER-PLATED
GLASS
SURFACE

LENSES

LENS DISC

LENS

TO

+SCREEN

EFLECTOR

SHIELD

"O HEATER
CURRENT
SUPPLY

TAYLOR

45
REFLECTOR

LENSES

GAS `ARC"
TUBE

40
CAESIUM
CELL

CAESIUM
CELL

1800

900
PLA N
HOLE ONLY

VOLTS

1,000 MA.
TELEVISION
SIGNAL.

C.P.

WATT

LAMP

MOTOR
SHAFT

light beam coming from the scanning disc and lenses is
Above we see a plan view of the Sanabria photo -cell pickup; the flickering
gas "Arc" tube and lens type scanning disc at receiver.
Taylor
right
shows
the
at
Diagram
mirror.
from
a
projected onto the face
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tubes in the final amplifier group?
A. 40 volts.

How Sanabria Produces His Large
Image
Q. We understand that you are
using the new Taylor gas -arc tube,
which corresponds in physical size approximately to a '50 type standard
amplifier tube; tell us something about
this new "arc" tube. How much more
efficient is it than a Neon Crater tube,
and also is it water -cooled or air -

cooled ?
A. The Taylor gas -arc tube operates

The arc tube has an electrically- heated
cathode. By comparison with the
Neon Crater tube, the Taylor gas-arc
tube will yield as much as nine times
the luminosity-both tubes being con,
sidered of similar size. In the Taylor
tubes, suitable design of the electrodes
results in a concentrated discharge of
the television signal current in the
form of an arc, yielding a brilliant
spot of orange -colored white or rotogravure- brown, light which is passed
through the lenses on to the projecting screen.

Concerning the Scanning Disc and
than
Screen
the Neon Crater tube, and it will stand
Q. Do you use a lens disc, or simply
much more current for a given size
-hole disc at the receiver?
tube and a given luminosity, than a plain
A. The scanning disc used at the rewould a Crater tube of the same size. ceiver
one of the largest, if not the
Crater tubes, to handle any great largest,is lens
disc ever built; it carries
amount of power, must have their elec- 45
specially
made
trodes water -cooled. But, with a inches in diameter.lenses each about 3
This disc measTaylor tube the elements are air - ures
cooled, even in the size we use for re- (in 45 inches in diameter and rotates
the demonstration set) at 900
producing the image 6?' -ft. square,
P. M., or 15 times per second. This
which you saw. The tube you saw R.
is driven by a synchronous three demonstrated actually had 1000 milli- disc
phase A.C. motor, operated from the
amperes passing through it at a poten- A.C. laboratory supply circuit. No
tial of 40 volts; this "40 watts" of optical system aside from the lenses in
modulated energy being the television the lens-disc is employed at the
signal as it comes from the amplifier. receiver.
on an entirely different principle

Sept. -Oct., 1931
Q. What kind of a screen do you
project the large (61/2 -ft. square)
image onto, and where is the audience
situated with respect to the screen?
A. The revolving lens disc at the
receiver is placed about six feet behind the glass screen, which is a sheet
of thick glass, sandblasted on one side.
As you saw in the recent demonstration, the various-sized images can be
projected onto the screen, by moving
either the screen, or the projecting
mechanism, thus varying the distance
between the lens disc and the screen.
The audience is usually seated at least
40 feet from the front of the screen.
when I am projecting a large image,
about 61/ feet square. When I reduce
the size of the image to 3 feet square,
the spectators may move closer to the
screen, or to a distance of about 20
feet from it.
Q. How do you transmit the voice
in the demonstration set -up?
A. I employ the usual microphone.
similar to those used in the radio
broadcast studio, with an A.C.-operated voice amplifier, of two to three
stages, feeding into a dynamic speaker, mounted below the projection
screen at the receiver.

The "See-All" Scanner Kit
ONE of the latest television
scanner kits appearing on the
market is the "See -All ", a picture of which appears herewith. One
of the features about this scanner kit
is its nominal price coupled with excellent engineering and workmanship.
Special care has been given to the
scanning disc which after all is, we
might say, the real heart of any television receiver. The neon lamp will
pulsate with the television signal currents, that we know beforehand, but
if a poorly made scanning disc is revolved in front of the neon tube, poor
results will naturally be obtained.
Actual demonstrations of the "See All" kit proves the manufacturer's
claim that it does produce an excellent
brilliant image. One of the reasons for
this extra fine image is that the holes
in the disc are square, not round, thus
providing a far greater illumination.
The disc is sold separately at a very
low price which is interesting news
to all "telefans." Another feature of
this disc, which has its holes punched
in a special aluminum alloy, is that a
The "See -All" television scanner assembled
double spiral of holes is provided,
from the kit. The disc has 60 square holes
which greatly simplifies the framing
arranged in a double spiral to facilitate
framing the image. The kit contains all
of the image.
iron cores and windings for both driving
The "See -All" scanning disc is both
and phonic wheel motors, speed regulating
dynamically and statically balanced;
rheostat, by -pass condenser, neon tube,
the scanning holes measure .0085 inch
socket, support and shield, stroboscope
on a side. The "See-All" scanner kit
disc, instruction book and assembly bluecomprises a particularly fine disc, 12
prints, together with scanning disc and
inches in diameter, and which also
phonic wheel.
comprises the six- toothed laminated
iron "phonic motor" wheel and copper gether with the laminated iron cores
disc for the Eddy current motor; to- and windings for the Eddy current
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and phonic wheel motors; main shaft
of steel, with new style, self- adjusting
bronze bearings, which are simple to
mount and trouble -proof. A stroboscope disc, containing equally spaced
black marks on it is furnished, and
when viewed in the light from a 110 volt 60 -cycle incandescent lamp, the
black marks appear stationary when
the disc is rotating at 1,200 r.p.m.
A speed regulation rheostat and by-pass condenser are provided in the
kit. The kit also contains an aluminum housing for the neon lamp, as
well as a socket and a socket support.
A shadow box and lens assembly,
which is not absolutely essential, to
view the image, is supplied at a slight
additional cost. The motor support
frame is a single heavy casting of special aluminum alloy and it affords an
unusually rigid support for all of the
windings and iron cores, for both the
phonic and main driving motors.
The kit comes complete with instruction book and blue prints, showing just how to assemble the scanner
and giving data on a short wave
television receiver as well.

Television License Given R. C. A.
Experimental television station,

W3XAD of the R. C. A.-Victor Company of Camden, N. J., received a
license on July 22nd, to cover a construction permit. The station will use
2,000 watts power and operate on frequencies of 43,000 to 46,000 kilocycles,
48,500 to 50,300 kilocycles and 60,000
to 80,000 kilocycles.
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Some Interesting Optical Features in

TWO-WAY TELEVISION
Recent developments by the Bell Telephone Laboratory research staff, include
improved scanning light and photo -cells to give more natural tone values to
images; use of incandescent lamp instead of arc; improved lighting of booth
and a new lens system for the receiving scanner.
By HERBERT E. IVES
Television Specialist; Member Technical
Staff, Bell Telephone Laboratories

Fig.

1- Incandescent lamp

of high C.P., used for scanning light at transmitter.

beam many times. The user of the
apparatus saw, above the incoming
image, merely a mild blue spot of
light, which did not interfere with
his vision.
A disadvantage of the use of blue
light, which was anticipated, and
found in practice to be quite real, was
that dark, tanned, or ruddy complexions were rendered as altogether too
dark, in comparison with whites such
as the ordinary linen collar. The effect
is precisely that encountered in the
earlier photographic processes before
color sensitive plates and color filters
were available. While this defect was
minimized by the use of a dark background, and to some extent by chopping off the highlights by electrical
means, it was recognized as undesirable.
One recent improvement in the apparatus is a change in the nature of
the scanning light, whereby, without
sacrificing the general principle of us-

an inherent feature of the
two-way television system that
user is continuously
scanned as he views the image
from the distant station. The beam
scanning method,- by which a beam
of light sweeps over the subject's face,
enables the scanning operation to be
performed with a minimum amount
of light. Even so, because of the relatively low intensity of the television
image, it is necessary to reduce the
intensity of the scanning beam in
every way possible. In the two-way
apparatus as first operated, advantage
was taken of the fact that the photoelectric cells employed, which were of
potassium, were principally sensitive
to blue light. The scanning beam derived from a high power arc lamp was
accordingly passed through a deep
blue filter, which reduced the photoelectric efficiency of the beam very
little, but because of the relatively
low visual value of blue light, effectively reduced the brightness of the

IT IS

either

Jour. Optical Cor.. Feb., 19^1. Reprinted
by permission of Bell System Technical Journal.
Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., July, 1930.
'Jour. Optical Soc., March, 1958.

Fig.

of two -way television booth, showing location of two caesium cells
2-Interior
above and to either side of scanning and viewing aperture.
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ing visually inefficient but photoelectrically efficient radiation, the proper
balance of tone values in the face is
restored. This has been accomplished
by adding to the battery of blue sensitive potassium cells, a group of red
sensitive caesium oxide cells, and scanning by purple instead of blue light,
that is, both ends of the visible spectrum are used in place of one end.
In making this change, a number of
others were involved, most of which
resulted in simplification or improvement. One important alteration was
the substitution for the arc lamps previously employed, of incandescent
lamps of a type available from motion
picture projection practice, as shown
in Fig. 1. The lamp employed has for
its radiator, four vertical helical coils
of tungsten wire, and is furnished
with a reflector which images the coils
back on the intervening spaces. An
efficient condenser system throws a
brilliant rectangular image on the
back of the scanning disc, which is
substantially uniform over the whole
field. With this unit, the scanning
beam as it leaves the projection lens
is somewhat larger in diameter than
the beam as produced from the arc.
Consequently, for positions away from
the focused image of the disc holes,
the scanning beam is larger than before, with some resultant loss in the
range of sharpest definition. Since,
however, the user of the two-way apparatus is seated in a fixed chair, he
has little opportunity to move far out

of the plane in which the disc holes
are focused, so that this objection is
not serious. The advantages of this
substitution were two -fold. First was
a great gain in simplicity of operation
and maintenance. Second, the incandescent lamp, being a lower temperature radiator, radiates relatively many
times as much red light as does the
arc, for the same amount of blue. Consequently, once an incandescent lamp
unit was found which gave the amount
of blue light required for the potassium cells, the great excess of red
light made possible the use of relatively
few cesium oxide cells. Since these
are intrinsically somewhat more sensitive than the potassium cells, the net
result was that a red signal comparable with the blue signal could be
added by the installation of only two
cesium cells, each of less than half

.

Fig. 5 -Scanning disc with
special arrangement of condensing lenses as
used at the receiving ends of

two-way
television system, as
here described by
Dr. Ives, famous
television inventor,

connected

with the technical staff of the
Bell

Telephone

Laboratories.

the electrode area of the potassium
cells.

It was found most convenient to
mount the two cesium oxide cells directly in front of the observer, to
either side of the microphone, and
above the opening in the booth through
which the scanning beam enters, and
through which the incoming image is
seen. This arrangement is shown in
Fig. 2. The only objection to placing
the cells in this position is that they
encroach somewhat into the region
where reflections of the cells (which
are virtual light sources) are likely to
be seen reflected in eyeglasses. Since,
however, the head is normally directed
somewhat downward, cells placed in
these upper corner spaces are not serious offenders in this respect.
Two other features of the two-way
system which needed revision when
the cesium cells were adopted, were
the variable angle prisms used to direct the scanning beam upward or
downward, depending on the user's
height, and the general illumination
of the television- telephone booth. As
to the variable angle prisms, the only

L

rig.

4-.

Section
of receiver scanning disc with
system for
utilizing small
area light source.
lens

D
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change called for was the substitution
of achromatic prisms, corrected for
deep red and blue light, in order to
prevent the scanning beam from
breaking effectively into two beams
for large angles of deviation. The
problem of general illumination of the
booth is principally the choice of a
color of light which shall affect neither
the potassium nor the cesium cells.
For this purpose, a monochromatic
yellow-green was chosen, secured by
covering all the lights with a combination of orange and signal green
glasses. The potassium cells are insensitive to this color of light, and
the cesium cells were rendered so by
placing over them, windows covered
with a deep purple gelatin. This
choice of illumination color made possible a satisfactory general level of
illumination of the booth and the surroundings of the image without introducing spurious signals.
The transmissions of the purple
filters, the response curves of the potassium and cesium oxide cells, the
radiation curve of the incandescent
lamps used for the scanning beam, and
the transmission curves of the glasses
used over the lamps for general illumination, are shown in Fig. 3. Comparing these with the response curve
of the eye, also shown in the same
figure, it will be evident how the general problem of securing photoelectric
signals of maximum efficiency without
interfering with the general quality
of the image, or desirable conditions
of illumination, has been secured.
Before going on to describe some of
the optical features at the receiving
end, we may pause to discuss the improvements in the television signal
which have been introduced by the
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changes just described. There is, of
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course, a substantial gain in the steadSO
iness of the image due to the elimina40
tion of the arc lamps, much of whose
20
arc
the
was
from
radiation
effective
0
stream which always wanders some100
what. The chief gain, however, is in
60
the tone quality of the image of the
face. The difference is very clearly 2U 60
40
shown if shutters are arranged so that
either the potassium or the cesium Y 20
0
cells may be used alone, alternately,
and can then be quickly exposed toMENNEN.
gether. With the potassium cells
KS CELL
alone, as already noted, flesh tints are
in general too dark, and tanned or
r
ruddy complexions show unnatural
=
contrast with the whites. Highlights
due to reflection on the skin are often
C O CELL
observed to be out of scale, with a
I--_
i
the
of
mottling
of
resultant effect
®
i
wITNOUT FILTER
skin. With the cesium cells alone, on
in
are
flesh
tints
the
hand,
_
.I_I
the other
r.1. P,PPLE GELATIN
general too light, and faces are apt to
appear very flat. These differences
were anticipated, but others not so obviously to be expected, have been obFt _L
For instance, with the
served.
cesium cells, the pupil and iris of the
BLACK BOD RADIATION
eye are brought out with rather start(TUNGSTEN LAMP 26460 K)
the
potasling blackness, while with
sium cells, the detail around the eyes
is apt to be lost. The most satisface
tory results are obtained with both
1 _LL LL
¿
GREEGLAORANGE
hoped,
was
as
for,
sets of cells acting,
1-1-the combination of the two ends of the
W2
spectrum, gives, in the case of the
face, an effect very like that which
4,000 6P00 6.000 7,000 6,000 9
IN ANGSTROMS
light from the middle of the visible
an
is,
spectrum would give, that
Fig. 3- Spectral characteristics of the
"orthochromatic" image, as it would
scanning, viewing and illumination elethe
while
be described in photography,
ments in two -way television system.
as
definition of important points, such
the eyes, is distinctly improved.
in position with
Passing now to the receiving end of short focus lens, fixed
equal to its
distance
at
a
to
h
respect
we
the two -way television apparatus
a fixed lens
recall that in the apparatus as orig- focal length; L represents
cover the
to
enough
large
diameter
of
simple
a
described,
inally set up and
and the
picture
the
of
frame
entire
disc with a spiral of holes was used,
glow lamp
the
represents
P
1;
lenses
neon
was
a
which
behind
immediately
of this
lamp with a large flat water -cooled electrode. A great advantage
is that the cathelectrode. On continued operation, it optical arrangement
lamp can be made
was found that the heavy current de- ode of the glow can
be removed, as
and
quite
small,
manded in these lamps, in order to
distance from
a
considerable
to
shown,
brightof
sufficient
image
secure an
tube.
containing
of
the
wall
the
glass
the
on
ness, caused rapid sputtering
these changes in
closely adjacent glass wall, necessitat- In consequence a ofvery
high current
ing frequent renewals of lamps. A lamp design,
a relativefor
be
obtained
can
density
very radical change in the disc and
with at
of
energy,
low
expenditure
ly
which
by
made
been
has
lamp design
life.
lamp
long
a
time
the
same
been
this undesirable situation has
The condenser lens disc is observed
remedied.
The change in the disc consists in exactly as the simple disc, by the eye
substituting for the simple Nipkow placed at E. According to Nipkow,
disc, with its spiral of holes, an alter- when lenses are used on the disc, the
native form, suggested also by Nip - holes should be covered with diffusing
kow, in which each disc hole has asso- material. This is not necessary in the
ciated with it a condensing lens, posi- present case, because in the two-way
tioned so as to focus, in combination booth, the observer has very little latiwith a fixed collimating lens, and tude of motion, and it is only necesimage of the source on the disc hole. sary that his eyes lie in the overlapThe optical arrangement is shown in ping cones of rays from the extreme
Fig. 4, and a photograph of the disc holes in the field. By making the
with lenses and lamp in place in Fig. lenses l of large diameter compared
5. Referring to Fig. 4, D represents with their focal length, the solid angle
in section the simple disc with a spi- through which an image is visible is
ral of holes, h; 1 represents a small entirely adequate.
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New Hartman Scanner
ERE is a scanning unit that
deserves special merit, inasmuch as picture framing difficulties are easily eliminated. Due to

the 24 inch aluminum disc large and
brilliant pictures can be obtained. The
scanner is of the conventional vertical
disc type mounted on a rigid cast-iron
support and driven by a 1/6 H.P. synchronous motor. Belt drive is used
as a matter of quietness and flexibility. Noise is practically eliminated.
only the slight hum of the AC motor
being heard. The thin, hard aluminum disc runs perfectly true and is
accurately punched with the required
number of "square" apertures on a
precision indexing machine, which
was especially built for this work.
The cast iron mounting bracket supports the lens, neon lamp, scanning
disc and speed control. Large bronze,
wool -packed, bearings are used, insuring long service.
The 2 pulleys are so accurately machined that it is only necessary to plug
the cord into any 110 -120 V -60 cycle
A.C., line and the picture is immediately framed. Any tendency of the
picture to "float" can be easily corrected by adjusting the "speed control" either to the right or left.
The makers recommend use of a synchronous motor but gratifing results
can be attained with the regular induction type motors. A three inch
ground lens is regularly supplied
which enlarges the picture to 3 x 3
inches. Further magnification can be
attained by the use of an additional
lens. The apparatus comes mounted
on a solid wood base cushioned with
sponge rubber and can easily be fitted
into most any console type radio cabinet or Victrola cabinet.

The Hartman scanner has special constant
speed regulator, 24 -inch disc with square
holes, with 3 -inch lens.
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The arrangement of the three televisors is shown above. The director is seen at his selector box as the
"doubles" do their bit with
an army revolver. The different images were faded in and out by the director.

HOW WE STAGED
the WORLD'S FIRST
Television Plays

By WILLIAM

J. TONESKI
The First

R

Television Broadcast

'READY

.

Go ahead,"

after a brief pause the
microphone switch was
pressed and a voice announced the beginning of the world's
premier Television drama, which was
broadcast from the studio of the General Electric Company's station
"WGY," at Schenectady, New York,
on the afternoon of September 11,
<

1928.

When the curtain rose in this first
theatre of the air the audience "saw"
as well as "heard" the key turning in

the lock and the door opening on the
initial scene of a play entitled "The
Queen's Messenger," which was written some thirty years ago by J. Hartley Manners.
As the play went on, the heads of
the two characters appeared in the
pink field behind the four-inch lens of
the television receiver, while their
voices issued from the loud speaker

below.

When the action became more
intense, the faces were "faded -out" in
a true movie fashion and pantomime
was again introduced; the hands of
the two characters appeared -sometimes there was a cigar in the man's
hand and a cigarette in the lady's;
then again the hands picked up champagne glasses, filled them, and after
the wine glasses tinkled lightly when
touched, they disappeared only to reappear suddenly at the lips of the two
actors.

What the Audience Did Not See
What the audience did not see, however, was the elaborate preparation
that was required for the staging of
this short television play. Without
taking into consideration the days of
tedious engineering work which was
essential for the proper installation
and adjustment of the equipment,
there was the problem of evolving an
entirely new "studio technique."

www.americanradiohistory.com

As soon as we were informed about
our assignments, the two actors and
their "doubles" were handed manuscripts of the play and the line rehearsals commenced. From the very
beginning we ran into difficulties ; because of their newness the photoelectric cells, the "scanning machines"
or "cameras" and the "monitor" were
merely "this box" or "that box."
Gradually, by a process of elimination,
we finally reached a point where the
same name was used by all the people
in the studio.

Actors Get Used to Being "Scanned"
Difficulty was also experienced when
the actors were placed before the flickering light produced by the rotation
of the scanning disc. Not only was
this flicker distracting at first, but
also slight headaches resulted; and the
actors, though equally experienced
before microphone and footlights,
found it difficult to remember their
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years ago the world's first two television plays
were staged in the studio of the General Electric station
"WGY," at Schenectady, New York. We are now on
the threshold of commercial television and ere long, the
television studio directors and stage managers will be
pondering the problems which first occupied the minds
of those who successfully staged the first television playa
at "WGY." Not only were entirely different "make -up"
colors than those used for ordinary stage productions
found necessary, but as Mr. Toneski points out, careful
study and a lot of experimenting had to be done; so that
the various "props" such as guns, lamps, jewelry,
etcetera, would "pick up" well and reproduce clearly
on the television screen. The fading "in" and "out" of
the images of the various actors and "props" were suceesafully accomplished, as here explained by Mr.
Toneski.

THREE

-

lines. In addition the televised person
had to keep his head "in focus "; because the lens of the scanning machine
concentrated the beam of light at a
certain distance from the camera. If
the head was turned in either direction, or moved forward or backward,
the focus was lost and the lines became blurred.
Studio Problems We Had to Solve
Not only did we have trouble with
the focusing, but in addition back-

-

The photograph
Right
shown here portrays Gismonda and Pietro in a scene
from Part 2 of the second
Television drama "Torches ";
this part was presented with
60 x 72 picture elements.

that, for example, the "Hairy Ape"

BLACK

/EYEBROWS
Sketch

GREY

TAN

LINER

FACE
POWDER

"B,"

at

left,

illustrates how the different colors were used
in "making up" the
characters for the first
television play, as here
described in an interesting manner by Mr.

Toneski, who acted
stage

VERY HEAVY
MASCARA

BRIGHT RED

OUTLINE OF
NOSE

BRIGHT RED
IN NOSTRILS

manager for

first television players.

E

BROWN LIP
ROUGE FORMING A

X

At

GREATLY EXAGGERATED

CUPIDS BOW.

grounds had to be devised, properties
furnished, and a new make -up invented. Of course, with further enlargement of the image in the future, the
background became the scenery while
costumes supplemented the make-up.
The portrayal of characters in television plays is necessarily different
from the method used in broadcasting, because with the appearance of
the actor before the audience, makeup must be used and in addition casting for "types" must be inaugurated.
Even though, because of technical
limitations, we had no such problem in
the first broadcast, one can easily see

Sketch "A." at the right, shows
the studio's arrangement when
the world's first television play
was produced in the studio of
General Electric station
the
"WGY." at Schenectady, N.Y.
This plan shows the arrangement of the three television
"pickup cameras" during this
epoch -marking television broadcast. The director was so placed
that he was in a position to see
the three cameras at all times,
and he could also fade the vari.

ous images

"in"

as
the

in Eugene O'Neil's play of the same
name can no longer be some wizened
little man with a hoarse voice, who
could have played this part without
any difficulty in front of the microphone.
The same situation comes up in the
use of properties. The microphone
can keep many secrets, because it
never divulges that a galloping horse
is in reality a stick beating a pillow,
or a forest fire is a blow -torch used in
conjunction with a match box which
is slowly being crushed between the
fingers. No longer will the leading
man stand five yards away from his
lady love and kiss her, as he did in the

or "out."

H

A- ACTORS
B- DOUBLES

C- SCANNING MACHINES

PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS
DIRECTOR
FADING CONTROL BOX
G - PROPERTY TABLE
H- SCREENS
D -

E F -

J- MONITOR
X- MICROPHONES

-A-
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Possibly

you

think that stag-

ing a television
play is about the
same as producing any other
play, but as Mr.
Toneski, who assisted in the production of t h e
television
plays explains,
special colors for
the actors' make-

first

up had to be

found,and special
study had to be
given to the color

and nature of all
"props" used in
staging the television plays.
The photo shows the
"doubles" sitting at
the

"prop"

table.

Note the various objects used as properties in the first broadcast.

radio dramas of the pre -television
days.
Color of Background
Even though the size of the televised surface in the first broadcast
measured only 12 x 12 inches, backgrounds had to be employed. At first
we tried a plain mahogany stained
wooden frame, which was placed about
a foot behind the actor. This offered
no contrast; so cardboard painted
with different colors was tried. It was
discovered that a dull gray color offered more contrast than any other.
Keeping the Actors in Focus
In order to keep the actors in
range, their hands were placed on the
back of a chair, which was located at
the proper distance from the lens. As
soon as the head was moved either
forward or backward, it was again
out of focus. A frame resembling a
small window was finally devised; one
of these is shown directly in front of
the male character. This frame is
about 18 inches square, and so arranged that it can slide up and down
like a window. This adjustment is
provided to adapt it for actors of different heights. Even with this arrangement, the actor's head was free
and, upon being tilted either backward
or forward, it was out of focus.
As time went on all the characters
became accustomed to the restricted
field of action and by placing them
within reach of the director's wand,
as shown in Fig. A, it was found that
they would usually adjust their positions upon receiving a light tap on
the shoulder. If difficulty was still experienced, the director "faded-in" the
other actor, until the first regained
his, or her position.

The Use of "Fade- Outs"
The "fade -out" and "fade -in" of
characters was entirely controlled by
the director, who watched the performance in the monitor shown in Fig.
A. By turning a small knob, the
image in the receiver was made to
"fade -in," in exactly the same way
that it does on the motion -picture
screen. The selector switch was so ar-
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ranged that it could pick up any of
the three cameras with equal ease.
The use of "fading" contributed
greatly to the success of the first
broadcast; because it not only added
to the variety, but also enabled the
director to impress certain things
upon the audience by suggestion. For
example, when the messenger spoke of
Russia's Imperialism, a huge Russian
bear was "faded -in," and when the
lady spoke to the messenger about the
dangers that confronted him on his
mission, an evil -looking dagger slowly
moved across the screen, then a revolver followed, and finally a sinister
face appeared.
In order to use the "fade -out" effectively three sets of equipment were
required. One camera with two photoelectric cells was for the leading lady,
a similar set was for the leading man,
and a third set had to be used for the
"doubles" and "properties." (The
name double was assigned to the two
people whose hands performed the actions of the actors.) Fig. A pictorially presents the arrangement of the
equipment in the studio.
Drinking wine was a very complicated procedure, in the first broadcast.
We first arranged to show the hands
of the doubles, as they picked up the
bottle and poured the wine into the
glasses. Then the director switched
to the actors as a toast was offered,
finally the properties camera was
again used to show the glasses as they
touched lightly and began to rise
slowly toward the lips of the characters. The last picture showed the ac-

The first scene, taken from Part 1. shows all the characters as they appeared to the
audience in the drama "Torches." This section of the play was presented with
48 x 48 picture elements.
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tors drinking the wine, which the
doubles had poured. In order to follow this plan effectively, duplicate sets
of properties were placed on a stand
alongside each actor.

MR.

Choice of Properties
The choice of properties which
could be recognized by the audience,
required a great deal of patience.
After trying many different kinds, we
found that the rose-colored wine
glasses were best adapted for the
television camera. All kinds of shining articles (such as rings with
stones, and mirrors, etc.) had to be
avoided because, when the reflected
light reached the photo -electric cell,
one line across the entire width of the
image became blank. The choice of a
watch presented a problem. It was
found that the average watch reflected too much light; so toy imitation
timepieces were tried. Since these
also in no way resembled a watch,
various drawings were made and
placed before the camera. After many
trials, a piece of gray cardboard with
notched edges, roughly resembling the
teeth of a gear, produced the best picture. The hours were painted on with
black india ink. Finally, the watch
was attached to a chain consisting of
half -inch iron links!

TONESKI, the
author of this article, appears in the role
of a "double" in the
photos showing scenes
from the first Television
drama, "The Queen's
Messenger." Mr. Toneski has been interested in radio since 1917,
and when broadcasting
became popular he be-

came the "property

man" f o r the WGY
players. For over a year
he served in this capacity, producing sound effects for the regular
studio players as well as
the student group. Later
Mr. Toneski became
stage manager.
dramatic incident is
taken from Part 3 which was
shown with 80 x 80 picture
elements.

This

tion, did we finally develop a make-up
which was a combination of that used
on the stage and the screen. Fig. B
shows the different colors that were
used and how they were applied.

Facial Make -Up
In addition to the backgrounds, and
properties, we were confronted with
Brown Lipstick Better Than Red
the task of inventing a new facial
The usual cold cream was covered
When rehearsals first
make -up!
with
grease paint, applied with wet
the
moving
began, we noticed that
head in any direction, or even laugh- hands. Following this a black a pencil
gray
ing or smiling in front of the camera was applied to the eyebrows,
of
caused a shadow which changed line to the eyelids, and heavy beads
found
We
also
lashes.
the
to
mascara
the
at
actor
of
the
appearance
the
of the conreceiving end. Make -up had to over- that brown lipstick instead more
come this effect by making prom- ventional red was much in the effecinent all the parts of the face which tive; this was painted on Cupid's form
were thrown into a shadow at any of a greatly exaggerated but a bow.
tan
time. Hours were spent in applying Rouge was not essential, to the face.
applied
to
be
had
powder
powders,
of
and removing all kinds
the inside of the
creams, and grease paints. Only be- The nose and even with
a bright red
lined
were
nostrils
of
the
patience
great
cause of the
of gray eyecombination
The
rouge.
ladies who took part in the produc3FT. SCANNING
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"Torches."
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lids, brown lipsticked nostrils and tan
powder created a truly weird effect
when the actor was seen in daylight;
but through the televisor the face
looked perfectly natural, and the distortion of the features resulting from
laughing or smiling was now entirely
eliminated.
As a final touch the messenger wore
a blue collar, while the lady wore a
crown in her hair. All the jewels
were removed from the crown in
order that no light could be reflected.

The Presentation of the Play
When the signal sounded for the
beginning of the play, the two actors
stood at their cameras, while the
doubles had either their hands or else
some "prop" in the frame. This was
done in order that the director might
be able to switch to any one of the
other two machines, as soon as one
character got out of focus. The play
was presented in a darkened room,
and the positions of all the properties
had to be accurately learned, so that
the correct "prop" could be introduced
at the proper cue. Even though the
play could have been produced in daylight, a darkened room was preferred;
since it not only enabled the director
to watch the performance in the
monitor, but it also assisted the actors
to remain in focus by enabling them
to see the scanning lines.
"The Queen's Messenger" was also
presented on the evening of the same
day, and reports of its reception came

from amateurs from as far west as
the Pacific Coast.
(Continued on page 315)
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Excellent appearance of the television receiving outfit here described, which
includes a "scanner ", "tuner" and "amplifier ".

cc

The

r IND-ALL"

Television

Receiver

Details of Assembly, Wiring and Operation
HE construction of the "FindAll" television receiver should
present no difficulties to the
average set builder. In fact, it is
easier to assemble than most broadcast
receivers. As outlined in the previous issue of TELEVISION NEWS, the
urpose in presenting this circuit to
et builders has been to furnish them
vith a complete television receiver, of
ultra- modern design, which they can
onstruct out of standard, nationally available parts.
For the fan who wishes to dabble in
elevision, but whose finances are some hat limited, this receiver obviates the
necessity for the outlay required for a
complete receiver kit, permitting instead the purchase of separate parts
as funds become available. Although
this procedure may take a little more
time, the final results will be well
worth waiting for.
Through the use of a tuned antenna
in this receiver, the voltage appearing
across coil (4) is quite large. This
very nearly gives the effect of adding
another R.F. stage. An inspection of
the schematic diagram reveals the fact
that one of the filter chokes is tuned
through the use of a condenser (68);

By H. G. CISIN, M.E.

through the use of a special R.F.
(radio frequency) amplifier, passing
a band of from 30 to 40 kilocycles.
This separates the stations and at the
same time amplifies the side bands as
well as the carrier frequencies. The
audio amplifier is worked out to give
a flat amplification characteristic from

One of the features of this television "tuner" and "amplifier" is the
fact that all of the parts are accurately specified and furthermore
they are all standard parts that can
be purchased on the open market. 15 to 40,000 kilocycles.
You can use this receiver to tune
Constructional Details
in television image signals, then
A No. 12 gauge aluminum sheet,
connect the output to your own 15" x 19 ", is bent with
two right "home -made scanner" or the one angle bends, as shown in the
illustraspecified by the author.
tion, to form a chassis, 12" x 15" x
31/2" high. Socket holes and holes for
the electrolytic condensers are then
so that it offers a high impedance to spotted and drilled. A square hole
is
the 120 cycle output. Hence the line - cut at the rear of the chassis,
for
hum, or ripple, cannot cause interfer- mounting the power supply transence. In the original receiver, a con- former. The positions of the various
denser having a capacity of 0.1 -mf. fixed Aerovox condensers beneath the
was found to give best results. How- chassis are located and mounting holes
ever, variations in the filter choke are drilled. Mounting holes are also
(69) may require the use of a higher drilled for switch (73) and volume
or a lower capacity condenser. The control (8).
exact value of this can best be deterThe 8 wafer -type sockets are mountmined by trial.
ed as shown, first fastening the shield
The receiver is designed to tune bases for (5), (16) and (29). The
over the 100- to 150 -meter wave band. four binding posts are also mounted
Adequate picture detail is obtained at this time. All posts are insulated

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SCHEMATIC

FIND -ALL

of the
TELEVISION SET

A. 118 7

DIAGRAM

tal,,

110V. A.C.

here described with complete specifications.
l look -up of apparatus and tubes used in the "Find -All" television receiving set

the primary of the power transformer.
It will be noted that the diagrams
and list of parts in this article have
been changed slightly from those
shown in the previous article. Additional experiments with the receiver
ind1cated the advisability of making
these revisions, and hence the new
diagram published herewith should be
followed. The changes consist in the
addition of a 3,000-ohm resistor at
(62A) to control current flow in the
neon lamp. At (65) the capacity has
been increased to 16 mf. while at (41),
a 4 -mf. condenser is recommended.
Another 4 -mf. condenser has been
added at (64A). It was also found
possible to dispense with resistors
(34), (46) and (56).
All wiring is done with Corwico
Braidite beneath the chassis. If hum
is still noticeable in testing the set on
a loudspeaker, it may be necessary to
change the value of condenser (68) for
best filtering action. A suitable switch
should be provided for changing from
speaker to neon lamp. The characteristic television signal is tuned in on
the speaker, adjusting the equalizing

the chassis, except ground post turned right -side up. The three Find
next,
are
mounted
coils
television
All
(2). An aluminum mounting plate
31,4" wide by 3 " high is cut for the using three small right -angle brackets.
dual Cardwell condenser (14, 24),
Ready for Wiring
while a composition mounting plate of
is now ready for wirreceiver
(3),
The
condenser
for
the same size is cut
since this condenser must be carefully ing. Filament circuits are wired first,
The twisting the various pairs of leads.
insulated from the chassis.
mounting plates are fastened to the Grid circuits are wired next. Screen
are all
front of the chassis as shown, and the grid (double grid) connectionsmarked
terminals
at
the
socket
made
them.
on
condensers are mounted
Note that the double grid of the
The double choke (69, 70) and the "G ". charge
detector (29) connects
spaceAcratest power supply transformer to the grid leak
and condenser.
indirear,
as
at
the
mounted
(71) are
are wired and then
Plate
circuits
is
cated in the top view. The chassis
bythen turned upside down and the vari- cathodes. Then the wiring to allConis
completed.
pass
condensers
the
ous fixed condensers, including
three electrolytics are mounted. The denser (29A) should not be necessary
small Varitors (15, 25) are then under ordinary circumstances. Bias
mounted and finally the Truvolt re- resistor (60) is wired in, using either
or
sistors (64), (60) and (62A). These the center tap on the transformer
are insulated from the chassis by mica else a 20-ohm center -tap resistor as
insulators. The Durham resistors and shown at (59). The wiring to volume
the flexible wire resistors are soldered control (8) is finished. The power
into place during the process of wir- supply transformer, double choke, electrolytic condensers, voltage divider
ing.
The power switch (73) and the and rectifier tube are then wired in;
volume control (8) are mounted on also the Amperite socket (72), and
the front of the chassis, which is then switch (73) are wired in series with
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Neatly arranged under -side of the television receiver.
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condensers (15) and (25) for maximum volume. The neon lamp is then
ubstituted. The resistance at (62A)
may be reduced until the current to
the neon lamp is about 20 mils, as indicated on the Weston milliammeter.
This should be kept in the plate ciruit of the power tube at all times,
to indicate any overloading.
Stronger signals can be obtained
by connecting a .0001 -mf. condenser
between the plate of the detector tube
nd ground.
Complete List of Parts Required for
the Find -All Television Receiver

1- .000365 -mfd. Cardwell "Midway"
Variable Condenser, type 407 -C (3).
1- .0002 -mfd. (each section)
Dual Card1-

well "Midway" Variable Condenser,
type "C ", (14, 24).
De- Jur -Amsco Single Varitors, 140mf. maximum, type X -71 (15, 25).
Electrad Volume Control, type RI-

202

(8).

L- Electrad

Truvolt Fixed Resistor,
type B-15 (60).
1- Electrad Truvolt Fixed Resistor,
type B-30 (62A).
4 -1,000 ohm Electrad Truvolt Flexible
Wire Grid Resistors, type 2G -1000
(7, 18, 37, 47).
1- Electrad Truvolt Fixed Resistor Voltage Divider, type C-200, with extra
tap (64).
1- Electrad Truvolt Type V -20 Center
Tap Resistor (Optional) (59).
1 -Power Switch (73).
1- .0001 -mf. Aerovox Fixed Mica Con denser, type 1460 (26).
1- 0.1 -mf. Aerovox Fixed Condenser,
type 207 (68).
1- .001 -mf. Aerovox Fixed Mica Condenser, type 1460 (optional) (29A).
3 -0.25 -mf. Aerovox Fixed Condensers,
type 207 (33, 44, 54).
1 -1 -mf. Aerovox Fixed Condenser, type
261 (28).
6
-mf. Aerovox Fixed Condensers, type
207 (36, 40, 48, 51, 52, 58).
0.1 -mf. (each section) Triple Section,

-2
2-

This photograph shows neat layout and wiring job on the "Find -All"
television receiver
as built by the author.

3-25,000 -ohm

Metal Case Aerovox Condensers, type
461 -31 (6, 10, 11) and (17, 20, 21).
2
-mf. Aerovox Hi -Farad Dry Electrolytic Condensers, type G5 -8 (66,
67).
16 -mf. Aerovox Hi -Farad Dry Electrolytic Condensers, type G5 -88 (65).
2
-mf. Aerovox Fixed By -Pass Condensers, type 207 (30, 41).
50,000-ohm Durham Metallized Resistor Powerohms, with Pigtail Connectors, type MF -4 (9, 19, 28A) (32, 39,
42, 50, 53).

Durham Metallized Resis-

tor Powerohms, with Pigtail Connect-

-8

ors, type MF -4 (31, 43, 55).
Durham Metallized Resistor Grid Leak, with Pigtail Connector

1- 50,000 -ohm

1-4
8-

(27).

2- 75,000-ohm

Durham Metallized Resis-

tor Powerohms, with Pigtail Connectors (12, 22), type MF -4.
3-250,000 -ohm Durham Metallized Resistor Powerohms, type MF -4 (33, 45,
57).

1- Find -All Shielded Television Antenna

(NOTE: Resistors (34, 46, 56) are
omitted in revised diagram; these are
not needed.)
1 -4 -mf. Aerovox Fixed By-Pass Condenser, type 207 or G5 -4 (64A).

R.F. Inductance Coil (4).
Shielded Television
Transformers (13, 23).
(Continued on page 316)

2- Find-All
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FRONT VIEW of the FIND
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Front view of the "Find-All" television receiver.
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Design of metal chassis, also transformer connections.
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-"A"

-Usual vacuum tube detector hook -up with gr d rectification; "8°
-control of grid bias with potentiometer.

*Fig.

22267

Television Receivers
What detector circuit to use for television? That's the question.
The present article explains some, new angles on what detector
circuit to use for television reception. The author discusses both
"grid- leak" and "plate rectification," including the use of a
"crystal detector" -which yielded very remarkable results.

Fig. 2 -Plate rectification detector circuit with fine control of grid bias by
means of battery and potentiometer.

IN

television receivers, there is
generally used a detector with
regeneration or plate rectification. That these systems of detecting the radio -frequency oscillations received are not the only solutions, however, is apparent from a
study by W. J. Richardson in the
periodical "Television," to which we
are indebted for what follows:
Fig. 1 shows the usual audion
(vacuum-tube) hook -up. In the case
of "A," the detection is caused by the
charge on the grid. This hook -up has
worked very well for voice, to be
sure; but it does not give very good
pictures in the case of television. An
important improvement can be attained by using, instead of the usual
300 mmf. grid condenser, one of 200
or 150 mmf., and increasing the resistance of the grid leak from 2 to 4
megohms to make up for this. It is,
furthermore, advisable to adjust the
grid bias carefully; this being best
accomplished with the use of a potentiometer, as shown in Fig. 1-"B."
A further disadvantage of the grid leak detector for the purpose in question is evident from the following
consideration: it it well known that in
a television receiver, there must always be a very definite number of
stages of amplification; since the picture received is "reversed" after
every stage, so that from a positive
picture comes a negative, etc. For
this reason a resistance -coupled amplifier, in connection with this type of
detector, must have either two or four
stages. But two stages are generally
not enough, and four stages are too
many. This is probably the main disadvantage of the grid -leak detector in
television reception, and therefore, as
a rule, plate rectification is preferred.
A hook -up advisable for this purpose is shown in Fig. 2. Since the
grid return, for plate- circuit rectifica-

tion, is directly connected with the
grid, without the use of a grid condenser, the grid leak can also be
omitted. To be able to adjust carefully, to the lower bend of the plate current characteristic curve, an exact
adjustment of the bias of the grid circuit is necessary. For this the grid
battery GB, consisting of a small number of cells, is used in connection with
the potentiometer P, which effects the
fine adjustment; while the blocking
condenser C (of about 300 mmf. capacity) serves to prevent the high frequency oscillations from going via
battery and potentiometer. With this
hook-up, the incoming signals are first
amplified in the tube itself, before
they are rectified; a process decidedly
different from that in the grid -leak
detector. Since the arrangement gives
sufficiently great amplification, even
to high- frequency signals of great energy, it operates free of distortion to
a great extent.
Although plate rectification, therefore, is in practice fairly satisfactory,
it is natural to look for other methods
of detection, which may perhaps permit improving television reception.
For this purpose Richardson has ex-

perimented with a simple two -electrode tube as rectifier; i.e., without
amplification within the tube. The
ordinary two-electrode tube is certainly not suitable for this purpose
since its characteristic line is strongly bent. Therefore Richardson used
the hook -up shown in Fig. 3, invented
by H. L. Kirke, which incorporates a
three -element rectifying tube (R2).
The grid is given a positive voltage,
as regards the cathode, while the plate
is given a low potential; with the result that the plate current, within a
wide range follows a linear characteristic so that no distortion commences
in the rectifying tube. But such a
tube, of course, furnishes no amplification. For reception there is therefore required effective radio-frequency
amplification, which is obtained in this
hook -up, by the screen -grid tube R1;
while the detector R2 is followed by
three stages of audio frequency amplification.
In Kirke's hook-up, the potential on
the grid of rectifier R2 is so regulated that the internal resistance of
the tube is as low, and the plate characteristic as straight, as possible.
(Continued on page 307)
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Above. shows the Kirke circuit, which utilizes tube "R2" as a pure detector,
without amplification, the grid being given a positive charge, with the result that the
plate current follows a linear characteristic, with no distortion occurring in the rectifyFig.

ing tube.
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How We Received

W3XK
mages in Kansas

Televtstun receiver which picked up W3XK images
in
Kansas.

onstruction data is given by Mr. Brown
n the actual television receiver and
canner used at the University of Kan as, in successfully picking up the Jenins television images from W3XK,
Washington, D. C. A new feature is the
"impedance" coupled amplifier.
F
to

3

.

By C. BRADNER BROWN

-Set -up of

evision

scanner,

min driving motor
"

which can be
any standard
ty.e, together with
phonic wheel syno

chronizing

"F

mot or
"D" is
disc

Fi C".
the scanner

mounted

on a
smaller disc of heavy
aluminum, wit h
counter -sunk rivets;
"G" is a 48 or 60

tooth soft iron gear.

"F"

field coils;

"S"

tubular brass shaft,

N"

diameter; "C"
coupling of rubber
tubing.

SIDE VIEW
as the recent "engineering exposition" held at the
University of Kansas was concluded last spring, the television demonstration set was dismantled; and the author set about
building a set to receive the Jenkins
signals from "W3XK" in Maryland.
AS soon

FIG3

FRONT VIEW

The previous set had been a manually
synchronized outfit, with a 900 R.P.M.
induction motor, controlled by a choke
coil in the A.C. line. This set -up naturally would not "stay in frame" for
any length of time, and results were
not altogether satisfactory. The decision was finally made to construct
'45

NEON
LAM P

IOOo
OHMS

20

OHMS

o
C

.

2.5 V,A.C.

700.

B+ 90

I

Y

O
Fig.
tube.

1-Aboce,
"Y"

MF.

B+' 80

OHMS

` i

MF.

FIG.

shows "impedance" coupled amplifier; "X" goes to plate
goes to ground of receiver; "C" to synchronizing amplifier;
are good chokes of about 30 henries each.

B+ 350

1

of previous
"A and B"

the new set with an automatic synchronized control, such as are used by
Jenkins and Baird.
Impedance Coupled Amplifier
The signals were being received by
one of the usual short -wave sets; available everywhere. Resistance -coupled
amplifiers had been used in previous
attempts to pick -up the Jenkins signals; but, profiting from the experience gained in the television demonstration, the new amplifiers were "impedance- coupled ".
The hook-up and constants for this
power ampifier are shown in Fig. 1.
Despite the predictions of dismal failure made by interested friends, the
amplifiers were constructed and proved
far superior to the resistance- coupled
amplifiers previously used.
Care must be taken that the coupling condensers are free from leakage.
If they can be charged from a high voltage supply and allowed to stand
for a while, the condition of the condensers can be determined by connecting a low- reading milliammeter in dr-
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Fig.
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2-(Lef t)

shows amplifier and
phonic wheel motor

in maintaining
synchronism of the
scanning disc. Diagram (right) shows
optical system, the
used

magnifying the
plate in the Neon
lamp, so as to give
even luminosity at
the scanning aperture.

-p=
t

lens

cuit and noting the deflection. Those
which give the largest deflections are
in the best condition, with regard to
leakage. Care should also be taken
that the grid leads be made as short
as possible. Do not be afraid to
spread the equipment out. Crowding
transformers and tubes makes for interference; and a compact amplifier
of this sort is almost certain to result
in motor- boating.
We Build Our Own Synchronizer
Upon learning that the price of an
automatic synchronizer would run into
NOTCH

r
CORE
BOLT HOLES

3--y-MOTOR
MOUNTING

Ú

r

8
DIA.

2

SHAFT

03

two figures, we decided to construct
our own. The amplifier for this motor
was made of odds and ends available
around the laboratory. The tube used
was a '50; but a '45 is sufficient, as
we later discovered. The choke coil
"D" was an old one; the secondary of
an audio transformer will do nicely.
It is not necessary to make any pretense at careful construction, as no
"tone quality" is necessary, and minor
noises in this circuit will not affect
the operation of the motor. A husky
"B" power device was arranged for
this amplifier, which had a very small
filter; sufficient to make the A.C. ripple
only just noticeable in the background.

LAMP
DISC

-

ing the motors. The disc was mounted
ss"
on the shaft made from a piece of
was
This
tubular brass pipe (3).
smoothed down with emery paper and
polished. The motor mounting shown
at (1) was made from maple. The
holes cut in the center allow the coil
windings to slip through; so that the
core may be bolted to the wooden
mounting. The core was taken from
an old transformer, cut down with a
hacksaw and drilled for bolts as shown.
A notch was cut in the upper part of
the mounting for a place to hold the
bearings. These bearings were made
from 1/2" brass pipe, which was reamed
to take the %" shaft. The bearings
TEETH TO MATCH GEAR
were held in place with a strap of
A
brass and two wood -screws.
The coils were wound with No. 40
B & S gauge, double -cotton -covered
magnet wire, and have about 4,000
turns each.
The gear was discovered in the shop
of the local machinist but, even if it
becomes necessary to purchase a 48tooth gear (60 teeth for 60 -hole scanning), the total price is still low.
The disc was made from light aluminum by the method already described
in the July- August issue of this magaCORE
U
zine (using a large bed lathe). The
teeth T shown in the core at (2) were
cut in with a hacksaw to match the
TOP
gear teeth. The small universal motor
was coupled to the disc shaft with a
REQ.short piece of rubber hose, and this
,, SIDE
motor was mounted on a shelf as
318-I. MA.
shown in Fig. 3.
A side view of the synchronizing
REQ.
'N
motor with the gear in place is shown
t20.DIA.
BEARINGS ®
(Continued on page 315)

Mounting of Motor and Disc
The mounting of the disc and synchronizing motor was made an integral part, as shown in Fig. 3. The
wooden parts were constructed from
maple, although almost any of the
harder woods will do. The brass bearings were drilled for oil holes, and care
taken that they were well lubricated
at all times. The driving motor was
a small universal 110 -volt machine;
speed was controlled by a series resistor.
Fig. 3 shows the method of mount-

BEARING

FOR

NEON

(

Above-Details

of scanner,
showing how to lay out the
motor mounting blocks and
also the laminated transformer steel core for the

phonic motor.

-At

right, shows arof the toothed
rotor, which may he a soft
iron gear with the proper
number of teeth, together
with field coils and laminated frame.

Fig. 4

rangement

--SIDE

FIGA

-END-
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HELICAL _V11RROR

TELEVISION SCANNING

The accompanying article describes the new helical scanning mirror devised
by an
American inventor. This scanning device is built up from a series of solid
cylindrical
blocks of black glass, ground and polished to form a series of slender reflecting
arranged in angular stepped relation to one another, so that they form a helix of surfaces,
one turn
on the shaft. As the helical mirror rotates it causes a beans of light to scan the
image
from side to side and also from top to bottom.

Fig.

-At

5
the television transmitter the subject, the
image of the dog's face for example, is projected on to
the revolving helical mirror, and from the mirror on to
the photo -electric cell.

ASHORT while ago, in the pages
of this journal, we illustrated

and described the mirror scanning system devised by
the Telehor Company of Germany.
We are pleased to present herewith
the latest American mirror -scanning
system devised by Mr. D. B. Gardner
of Los Angeles, California. Mr. Gardner, who has taken out a patent on
his new system of helical mirror scanning, asserts that the unusual mirror
system which he has devised is a
better and more perfect scanning system than that developed by the Telehor concern.
In the diagram, Fig. 1, there is
shown the general arrangement for
the pick -up of the picture image,
either from a film or an original object; the image being reflected from
the revolving helical mirror through
a lens on to the photo -electric or light sensitive cell.
It will be apparent, after a little
reflection, that by using a large number of mirror strips arranged as

Fig. 4 -Here we have a photograph of the helical mirror
rotating at 600 R.P.M. Note the dead flat and square

mirror effect.

shown in the illustration herewith, a
very smooth and continuous scanning
action takes place.

_ PHOTO- ELECTRIC
TYPE.
CELL, LONG
BARREL
LENS

-CAMERA

PROJECTION
PHOTO- ELECTRIC

CELL

LENS
FILM OR
PLATE

FILM OR
CAMERA

Fig.

-Shows how

the Gardner helical
the television transminer, the image from the film or origina! object itself being projected upon the
mirror. and from the mirror through a
lens on to the photo - electric cell.
1

mirror

is

used

at
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How Helical Mirror Is Built Up
Mr. Gardner builds up his helical
mirror from solid cylindrical blocks
of black glass, which are ground and
polished to form a series of slender
mirror surfaces, tangential to the center-line of the device and stepped
round the axis or center -line.
For the small helical mirror of Mr.
Gardner's design, shown in Fig. 3,
only 1 /200 -H.P. is required for the
driving motor, when the size of the
screen surface is 2 x 2 inches; but
larger helical mirrors can, of course,
be used.
Note the picture of the revolving
helical mirror turning at 600 revolu-

tions per minute (R.P.M.) at Fig. 4.
Also note particularly, the dead, flat and square- mirror effect. The single
point of light noticeable on the center
section of the stationary helical mirror in Fig. 3 has now become a closely packed flood of light covering the
total area.
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Transmission
At a television transmitter the
image such as that of a face, etc., is
projected upon this seemingly flat surface; as shown in Fig. 5, where the
face of a dog is observed. The running point of light is thus stopped or
dimmed at those points occupied by

about the shaft; each plate
has a mirror edge arranged close to and tangentially to the shaft,
with the plates elongated
so that the mirror edges
are of great length and
thereby reflect in an arc
of almost half the diameter of the rotary apparatus. The other edge
and also the ends of each
plate are treated to make
them non -reflectors of
light, so that only the mirror edges of the plates reflect the light when the
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the image. The photo -electric cell is
arranged to receive the reflected light
beam from the revolving mirror, responding in the usual way to the succeeding variations of reflected light;
and translating them into minute elec,I'
,I, II 11 ll 11,11i'_1
tric currents, which vary in synchrony
light.
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Drawing above from Mr. Gardener's patent shows different ways of
constructing the helical mirror, also manner of projecting image
on screen.
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SYNCHRONOUS IMAGES
WITH A HOME-BUILT MOTOR
How to Hold That Image Steady
By CLYDE J. FITCH

Electrical and mechanical details required for building your own synchronizing motor, so essential for maintaining constant speed for the scanning
disc. The parts required are inexpensive, and the data here presented for
the first time, is just what every "Television Fan" has been looking for.
THE problem of synchronizing
the television scanning disc of
the receiver with that of the
transmitter is one of the most
important which the experimenter has

factory. Furthermore, methods of
control which depends upon some independent device at the receiver (such
as a tuning fork of constant vibrating
frequency) will not do. In a 48 -line
OUTPUT TO
PHONIC MOTOR.

'27
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'45
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Fig.
left, shows
amplifier circuit f or
synchronizing (phonic
wheel) motor, to be
mounted on the same
shaft with the main

driving

motor.

voltage
the

drop

resistance

supplies the curthe phonic
wheel motor.

for

4180V.

greater accuracy than those employed
for the transmission of photographs

or still pictures is essential.
The ordinary electric motor varies
slightly in speed, wavering a little
above and below its normal rating;
this is called "hunting." This fluctuation is due to slight variations of the
supply voltage, and slight variations
in the load on the motor -part of the
load being the air frictional resistance, which is not constant. When
both transmitter and receiver are
operated from the same A.C. supply
source, and synchronous motors are
employed in each machine, perfect
synchronism obtains. If the transmitter fluctuates slightly in speed, the
receiver will likewise fluctuate and
always maintain a clear image. When
the receiver is operated on a different
source of supply voltage, then trouble
arises; while the receiving operator
may be clever enough to hold his machine in constant speed for a long
period of time, the transmitter may
vary slightly and throw the image
out. This is obviously beyond the control of the receiving operator. Holding a machine in synchronism manually, by means of a variable resistance

to face, for upon its solution depends image, transmitted at the rate of 15
the success of image reception. Too per second, each hole in the scanning
many have neglected this important disc traverses the full width of the
factor, and have tried to receive tele- picture in 1 /720th of a second. And
vision programs on manually -con- the corresponding holes in the receivtrolled, non -synchronous machines, ing televisor must travel the picture
with consequent discouraging results; width in exactly the same time. Hence,
a clear image may be obtained for a a synchronizing method of much
fraction of a second, only to pass away
in a blur and never be found again.
It is absolutely necessary that perfect
synchronism be maintained. The
slightest deviation will destroy the Figs. 2 and 3 -At
image. Yet, in spite of the great right. show field -maycircuits of synchromechanical precision required. the net
nizing motor here deis
not
a
diffiproblem of synchronizing
scribed by Mr. Fitch.
cult one to solve, once the necessary This motor comprises
apparatus is made; for with it, auto- simply a toothed iron
matic synchronism takes place, and wheel. arranged to be
the operator has merely to bring the rotated near the poles
scanning disc up to synchronous of an electro- magnet.
the wheel and
speed; after which it will continue Usually.
also the field are built
further
atwith
no
in
step
running
up of sheet iron or
tention.
transformer steel laminations.
Manual Control Is Difficult
It has been demonstrated repeatedly
that manual control of the speed of
TO At. SUPPLY
the receiving televisor is not satis-
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in the motor circuit, is about as simple
as balancing an egg on end.

Automatic Synchronization

The only satisfactory methods so far
employed are those in which either a
synchronizing signal is transmitted
from sender to receiver, or part of the
image signal is employed for synchronizing purposes. Baird, in England,
employed the former method. An A.C.
generator was driven by the motor of
the transmitter's scanning disc, and
the alternating current thus generated
was superimposed upon the same carrier wave on which the image signal
was impressed. At the receiver, a
small synchronous motor, actuated by
this synchronizing current, was employed for controlling the speed of the
receiving televisor. If the speed of
the transmitting apparatus fluctuated,
the synchronizing current would also
fluctuate in frequency; and the motor
at the receiver, which is controlled by
this synchronizing current, would
likewise fluctuate and always maintain
a clear image. The second method is
employed in this country and will be
described in more detail.

Utilizing the Scanning Frequency
Those who have listened in on a
ltelevision signal coming through a
oud speaker have no doubt been impressed by the loud whine, of uniform
pitch but of fluctuating quality and
value. This is caused by the holes in
the scanning disc, at the transmitter,
interrupting the light impressed on
the photoelectric cell. In every television signal this predominant frequency exists. In a 48-hole, 15 -frame
disc, this frequency is equal to 48
times 15, or 720 cycles per second;
because 720 holes pass by the cell each
second. In a 60 -hole, 20-frame disc,
it is equal to 60 times 20, or 1,200
cycles per second. If the speed of the
transmitter changes slightly, this predominant frequency will also change.
By means of a filter circuit at the receiving end, current of this frequency
can be isolated from the main image signal, and employed for controlling
the speed of a small synchronous motor attached to the shaft of the receiving televisor. Since there is very little

Fiq. 6-Side view of scanning disc and
toothed gear of phonic wheel motor. both
mounted on the same shaft.

TELEVISION NEWS
power available from this synchronizing current, the synchronous motor,
(in this case called a phonic motor)
is mounted on a common shaft with
the main driving motor, and serves to
"lock" it in the proper speed relation.
The main driving motor is adjusted
for a speed as nearly synchronous as
possible; after which the synchronizing current is switched into the phonic
motor.
Obtaining and maintaining synchronism by this method, therefore, resolves itself into: first, isolating the
predominant frequency from the
image -signal by means of a filter;
second, amplifying this current with a
synchronizing amplifier; and, third,
applying this current to a phonic motor attached to the main shaft of the
receiving televisor.
The Filter
The filter need not be very elaborate. In fact, even if no filter is employed, the main predominant frequency will be so much more powerful
than other frequencies, that it will determine the speed of the phonic motor. Therefore, it may be included as
part of the synchronizing amplifier.

If
GOOD IMAGES
You are Getting

Tell other readers
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We will pay good rates for articles
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The audio transformers T may be
of any high -ratio type, such as were
employed in old battery receivers;
since quality is not important. The
synchronizing current is passed

A

FIG 4
2

t

of
e

CIG.S

A

Figs. 4 and
(Top) and

5a

A.C.
Showinq
pulsating D.C. in lower
a sine wave

diagram.

through the first transformer to the
input of a type '27 tube. The condenser C2 may be 1 mf. and the bias
resistor R2, 2,500 ohms, when using
the plate voltage specified. The type
'45 output tube has a bias resistor R3
of 1,500 ohms, bypassed by the condenser C3 of 1 mf. capacity; a 20-ohm
center -tapped filament resistor R4 is
employed. The output of the '45 tube
is applied directly to the magnet coils
of the phonic motor. It may be advis-

able to connect a 0.1 -mf. condenser
across the output terminals. No output transformer is used; the D.C.
plate current serving to polarize the
phonic motor magnet as described
below.

The Phonic Motor

The phonic motor is similar in prin-"Tuners" and "Scanners".
to the synchronous motors emciple
TELEVISION NEWS
in electric clocks; it consists
ployed
New York City
96-98 Park Place
merely of a toothed iron wheel arranged to be rotated near the poles of
an electromagnet. The principle of
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Thus, a tooth passes by one of the
poles of the magnet every half -cycle
(or two teeth per cycle), and the
wheel runs in step with the frequency
of the A.C. supply. For maximum
efficiency, both the toothed wheel and
the magnet should be laminated.
In our 48 -line, 15 -frame picture, the
synchronizing frequency is 720 cycles
per second. Since two teeth of the
wheel pass by each pole for each cycle,
it would be necessary to employ a
wheel having 2 times 720, or 1,440
48

TOOTHED GEAR,

NOTE THAT
AT ANY INSTANT
OPPOSITE POLE S
ARE PRODUCED

SPIRAL

SPRING

SUPPLY
AUDIO TRANSFORMER,

PRIMARY COIL
TO AMPLIFIER.

Fig. 7-Above shows front view of
phonic wheel or synchronizing motor,
with spiral spring connecting gear wheel
with main driving motor shaft. Diagram
also shows how held coils should be connected to give "North" and "South" poles.
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but the power obtained is not as great, speed by means of a variable resisand this idea is not recommended for tance in series with the motor circuit.
the experimenter.
For a 48 -line, 15-frame image this
speed is 900 R.P.M. (15x60) ; and for
Building the Phonic Wheel
While a laminated toothed wheel a 60 -line, 20 -frame image, 1200 R.P.M.
gives the best results, unless the ex- (20x60). The driving motor should
perimenter can obtain armature have the correct speed rating.
After the correct speed is obtained,
punchings with the correct number of
slots, he will have difficulty in making connect the phonic motor coils to the
one. As an alternative, an ordinary output of the synchronizing amplifier,
cast -iron gear wheel may be employed. Fig. 1. This will then hold the speed
For a 48-line image, the Boston to the proper value.

Gear Works' catalog No. ND48 is
recommended. This gear has 48 teeth
and a pitch diameter of 4 inches (outside diameter of 4.166 ") a 3/4" face,
3/4" hole, and a 134" (diameter) hub
which projects 3/4 inches.
For a 60 -line image, the No. ND60
is recommended; this gear has 60
teeth and a pitch diameter of 5" (outside diameter of 5.166 ") the other dimensions being the same as those of
the 48 -tooth gear.
The scanning disc is attached to the
gear as shown in the side view of Fig.
6; and both are placed on the main
driving motor shaft. It will probably
be necessary to use a bushing to adapt
the gear to the shaft. Both gear and
disc should rotate smoothly on the
shaft; they are not clamped to it. A
collar, also shown in Fig. 6, is attached to the shaft by means of a
set- screw. A spiral spring, made of
brass wire, connects the collar to the
gear; one end passing around the setscrew of the collar and the other being
attached to a screw in the gear. This
is shown in the illustration of Fig. 7.
The purpose of the spring is to take
up any variations in the speed of the
motor. The gear and disc will always
run at the correct speed. If the motor's speed varies, it will tend to wind
up or unwind the spring-the spring
tension finally adjusting the speed to
normal.
The two coils of the magnet may be
primary coils of old A.F. transformers. Be sure to connect them in
parallel in such a way that they will
not oppose each other; that is, when
a direct current passes through the
coils, one pole tip should have a north
pole and the other a south pole. The
turns should pass in the direction
shown in the illustrations of Figs. 2
and 3.
The laminated core may be part of
a small transformer core. It makes
no difference how many teeth are
spanned between the two pole tips;
therefore any suitable core may be
employed. It is important, however,
to shape the pole tips so that they will
take the general form illustrated in
Fig. 7. Then the core should be
mounted on a common base together
with the driving motor; so that the
pole tips are very close, but not touching, the gear teeth.

teeth, for one revolution per second.
For fifteen revolutions per second, the
speed desired, the number of teeth
would be 1,440 divided by 15 or 96just twice as many teeth as there are
lines in the picture.
By polarizing the magnet, it is possible to have synchronism with only
one tooth passing by the magnet pole
per cycle. This cuts the number of
teeth for a 48 -line image down to 48.
For the same reason, the number of
teeth required for a 60 -line image
would be 60. The curves of Figs. 4
and 5 explain this. Fig. 4 shows a
pure A.C. wave, the line A -B representing zero voltage. In a non-polarized motor, both positive and negative
half -cycles cause magnetic attraction
between the magnet poles and the
teeth.
By superimposing the A.C. on a
direct current (which occurs when the
motor coils are connected in the plate
circuit of a vacuum tube) instead of
an alternating current, a pulsating
current is produced; this is shown in
Fig. 5. The line A-B represents zero
voltage, and the line C -D the amount
of direct -current component. In this
case, the resultant current reaches a
maximum value once for each cycle of
the A.C. component, instead of twice
(when the flow is both positive and
negative, as in Fig. 4), and only half
as many teeth are required on the
wheel for the same speed. In some
Operation
cases, it is possible again to cut the
To operate the apparatus, it is first
number of teeth in two, and run the necessary to bring the main driving
motor at twice the synchronous speed; motor to approximately synchronous

LENS

r
DIVOT

DIVOT

SLOT IN
CABINET

HANDLE

Fig. 8-Side view of telev'sion scanner
cabinet, showing how motor can be swung
on pivoted cradle, so operator can "frame'
image by swinging handle in slot.

Though the disc may be running at
exactly the same speed as the one at
the transmitter, isochronism, instead
of synchronism, is likely to occur (see
the Mar. - Apr. issue, page 66) ; in this
case, the image will be out of frame.
Half of it may be at one side of the
viewing screen and the other half at
the other side; corresponding to what
sometimes occurs in moving-picture
theatres when the film is not correctly
spliced. To frame the image, it will
be necessary to turn both driving motor and synchronizing magnet around
the shaft, either with the direction of
motion, or the reverse; depending
upon the conditions. Therefore, the
motor and magnet should be mounted
upon a platform that can be rotated
by hand. Fig. 8 shows one method of
doing this but, of course, the builder
may employ any suitable method, depending upon the apparatus available.
In the method of Fig. 8, the whole

assembly is placed in a wooden cabinet. The motor mechanisms are hung
from an iron strap pivoted on the cabinet at both front and back; the pivots
being in line with the shaft. In the
front of the cabinet is cut a circular
slot through which passes a threaded
bolt on which is screwed a handle. The
handle can be loosened, moved along
the slot until the image is framed, and
then tightened against the cabinet;
thereby holding the setting fixed. The
motor's supports must be very rigid.
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BELT SCANNERS
THE accompanying pictures
,how one of the simplest, yet
not so well- known, forms of
television scanner; this employs
a perforated belt, instead of a revolving disc containing a spiral of holes.
There are a number of different ways
in which these belts can be arranged
to conserve space; such as having
the belt run over a series of pulleys
instead of letting it spread out in the
fashion shown in the diagrams herewith.
A straight line is drawn from one
end of the belt to the other, on a

reflected from the face, for example,
pass through the lens and a diaphragm
3 which contains a rectangular opening the size of the image as shown at
2 and the light finally reaching the
photoelectric cell. The scanning belt
moves downward between the diaphragm and lens in this particular
arrangement; 4 represents the wires
connecting the photo -cell with the
multi -stage amplifier. If this arrangement is to be tried out experimentally.
Thus if we had 60 holes and the four to five stages of resistanceimage was one inch high, the belt coupled amplification will be necessary
would be approximately 60 inches to boost the photo -cell currents suffic-

Scanning the image by means
of perforated belts, driven by
motors, presents a new angle
for the experimenter. The
belts may be laid out more
easily than scanning discs and
can be made of a variety of
materials.

z
LAP FOR

LAST HOLE

fr

MOVING BELT

MOVING PERFORATED

CEMENTING

BELT,

FIRST HOLE

LENS

"BELT TRANSMITTER

HOW BELT I)
PERFORATED

BELT RECEIVER

At Left: Perforated belt scanning reflected image at transmitter. At Right: How scanning belt revolves in front of neon
tube and builds up image, which is magnified by the lens.

diagonal; and the holes are of such a
size that the second hole scans a
path alongside that scanned or traversed by the first hole, etc. In other
words, if the width of the picture or
image as scanned by the moving belt,
is one inch and there are 60 holes,
then each hole must have a diameter
of 1/60 of an inch. The distance between each hole and its neighbor,
along the belt, is determined by the
vertical height of the picture, since
the distance between the centers of
any two adjacent holes is equal to
the height of the image. (For use in
receiving American television images
the belt should move horizontally so
that the image is scanned from left to
right.)

long, allowing for lapping and cementing at the ends.
The scanning belt may be composed
of any of a number of different materials, such as cloth, paper, thin sheet
metal (such as thin steel or brass),
celluloid, etc. As the detailed drawing
at the upper right -hand corner of our
illustration shows, the first hole scans
the left -hand side of the picture; while
the last hole scans the right -hand edge
of the picture; the intermediate holes
scan the progressive strips of the picture in between these two.
Looking at the diagrams of the
scanning-belt transmitter, 1 represents powerful lamps, illuminating the
subject to be televised; the light rays

iently to operate the neon tube at the
receiver.
The driving motor, in either case, is
shown at 5. At the receiver the neon
tube is indicated at 7, and a diaphragm containing a square hole the
size of the image is used in front of
the scanning belt. If experiments are
tried with this arrangement, care must
be taken to see that the scanning is
done in the same direction at both
transmitter and receiver. Where both
the transmitter and receiver are to be
located in the same room for demonstration or testing purposes, one motor
only is required; as it can drive both
W. S.
belts from a common shaft.

H.
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AIRD TELEVISION

Fig. 2A- Another view of the new Baird combination television and short -wave receiver.
covering all wavelengths from 16 to 200 meters. Note the well- designed shielding of all
coils and tubes.

WHILE the average broadcast

listener, using a standard
broadcast receiver, is finding
it almost impossible to cut
through the barrage of local and
nearby stations, owners of efficient
short -wave receivers are tuning in
short -wave transmitters located half
way around the world, at all hours of
the day and night and during seasons
when static interference makes reception of regular broadcast stations almost impossible.
There are now over 200 short -wave
stations all over the world which are
broadcasting voice programs on regular schedules, the most important stations received regularly in the United
States being located in Winnipeg,
Canada; London, England; Paris,
France; Berlin, Germany; Rome,

Italy; Mexico City, Mexico; Buenos
Aires, Argentina and Sydney, Australia.
Short -wave radio has removed the
barriers of space between the peoples
of every corner of the world. News
from polar expeditions, long distance

flyers and events all over the world
are received by owners of short -wave
receivers as the events happen.
Short waves are now carrying on
regularly, communication and entertainment over distances far beyond
the dreams of the most hopeful visionaries of a few years back.
The development which has taken
place in the transmission and recep-

The newest design of Television and
Short Wave Receiver designed by
Hollis S. Baird, fanions Boston televisioIl and short wave engineer, is
here illustrated and described. This
receiver, unlike many so- called
"television" tuners, has its radio -frequency stages especially designed to
pass a wide band of frequencies.
This set tunes to all wavelengths between 16 and 200 meters. Its audio
amplifier, of the resistance -coupled
type, provides uniform amplification over a range from 15 to 40,000
cycles; so essential to the reception
of good television images. The description was prepared by Joseph
Calcaterra, well -known radio expert
and author.
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geniously designed to serve many
other purposes in the whole range of
short-wave and regular broadcast reception.
In addition to bringing in the shortwave telephone signals, it can be used
for code and Television reception in
the range of wavelengths from 16 to
200 meters (approximately 18,740 to
1,500 kilocycles respectively), by simply changing the plug -in Octocoils especially designed for use with this
type of receiver, and the operation of
the simple switching arrangements
provided. Its excellent audio amplifier system can also be used for phonograph reproduction by plugging a
phonograph pickup into jack J1. For
operation direct into the input of this
amplifier, a standard pickup having
an impedance of 2,000 ohms at 1,008
cycles should be employed. If a pickup having other characteristics is
used, a matching transformer will be
necessary to complete the pickup to
the input of the amplifier. Earphones
can be plugged into jack J2.
Radio listeners who have never used
a short -wave receiver have a real thrill
in store for them when they find how
easy it is to tune in distant foreign

been designed with a resistance
coupled amplifier system capable of
providing uniform audio amplification
over a range of from 15 to 40,000
cycles.
Short-wave receivers equipped with
transformer coupled audio amplifiers
which cut off frequencies above 8,000
cycles or thereabouts are not suitable
for television reception, since they do
not pass the audio frequencies so
necessary to give good detail to the
Fig. 2 -Front view of the new Baird universal short -wave and television receiver,
showing the extremely simple controls and
the single tuning dial.

stations with the receiver described
here.
The schematic wiring diagram of
the circuit used in this receiver is
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of two
stages of tuned radio frequency amplification using screen grid AC tubes,
a screen grid detector, and two stages
of resistance coupled audio frequency
amplification with a Type -45 power
tube in the last stage.
Since one of the most important
uses of this receiver will be in connection with Television reception, it has
C53Z

CS 21._
SI
VT I

C8

r

i

C11

1

r-----'--1
I

VT3

I

CN5

picture.
Great care has been taken in the
design of the circuit and the arrangement of the parts to eliminate all possibility of instability and distortion
through electromagnetic or electrostatic coupling. All circuits have
been thoroughly shielded, bypassed
and filtered wherever necessary.
The highly efficient Baird Octocoils
are employed to permit the use of the
receiver to tune in signals over the
whole range of short -wave Television
and regular broadcast wavelengths.
Mounting the Parts
Every detail of this receiving set
has been so carefully thought out that
the construction of the receiver is a
very simple matter. When finished, it
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DIAGRAM OF

BAIRD UNIVERSAL SHORTWAVE RECEIVER

tuning to all wavelengths
schematic circuit diagram of the new Baird universal short -wave and television receiver,
1-Completemeters:
to perfect television reception.
the audio amplifier has unusually broad frequency characteristics, so essential
16 to 200
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Fig. 3 -Rear view of the new universal short-wave and television receiver chassis with
tubes in place. The resistance- coupled audio frequency amplifier provides uniform amplification over a range of 15 to 40,000 cycles.
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Switch SW1 should be mounted
with the terminals toward the left
side of the chassis as shown in the
picture wiring diagram, Fig. 7, of the
sub -panel of the chassis. Switch SW3
should be mounted with the single terminal end (terminal 2) toward the
left and with the double to nlinal end
(terminals 1 and 3) toward the right.
The number 1 terminal of switch SW3
(the terminal which connects with the
number 3 terminal of the double choke
unit CH1, CH2) is the terminal which
is nearest the sub -panel and is hidden
from view when looking into the
chassis as in Fig. 7.
The terminal of switch SW1 which
is connected with the K terminal of
socket S3 is also hidden from view in
Fig. 7. These hidden terminals are
shown by dotted lines.
The connections to these terminals
should be made by turning the
switches around, soldering the connection to such terminals and then turning the switches back into position and
fastening them firmly in place.
The front panel is mounted on the
chassis by means of the potentiometer
P and the switches SW1 and SW3
which fasten the front panel and
chassis together. All spacing washers
and nuts from these units should be
removed to permit mounting.

provides a unit that is as fine in ap- mount them at a height sufficient to
pearance, workmanship and perform- clear the condensers C10 and C13,
ance as any factory built receiver.
shown in Fig. 6.
Although no condenser is used unEvery hole necessary to mount a
-It will be found that in some kits
part or bring a connection through the der S9, this socket must also be of (NOTE:
receiver, no provision has been made for
chassis has been punched to simplify mounted at the same height to keep the this
large half -inch holes required to mount
the relative position of its coil with °witches PI1'1 and BII'3 and potentiometer P
assembly.
in the positions shown In
photographs and
Sockets Si to S8 inclusive and the respect to the shield, the same as that layouts. In such cases, the
however, It will be
found that a half -inch hole is providwl in the
bases of tube shields TS1, TS2 and of the other coils.
Just back of the detector tube socket
The bakelite strip on which con- chassis,
TS3 are riveted to and furnished as
83, for mounting switch út4'1. Another halfdensers
C28, C29 and C30 are fast- Inch hole is provided In the side of the chassis,
part of the chassis. So also are the
near the double choke unit CHI, 0112 for
bases of the coil shields CS1, CS2 and ened should be mounted with a clear- mounting
switch XR'a. In such units it will
ance
of
about
a
quarter
of
an
inch
bealso
he found that the combination potentioCS3 and condensers C10 and C13.
meter
and
AC switch, P and 8112 will have to
it and the bottom of the chassis.
mounted in a half -inch hole provided at the
The first step in mounting the other tween
This
is done by putting spacers on the be
extreme
right
the front panel, on a horiparts, is to slip three %2 round head mounting screws at the desired height zontal line withof the
hole used to mount the
regeneration condenser C., and Just In front of
screws into the mounting holes on the to serve as supports for the strip.
the
double
choke
-unit
Cull,
C1122.
The hole for
side of the gang variable condenser,
with the heads of the screws on the
inside of the condenser, and fasten
the screws in place with ùt2 nuts. The
screws will then project outward from
the condenser, thus providing three
studs which fit into the holes provided
for them in the chassis. The condenser can then be fastened onto the chassis with three nuts screwed on the
studs from the under side of the
chassis. A soldering lug should be
fastened at the rear mounting stud
as shown at G7 to provide a ground
connection for the potentiometer P.
Soldering lugs should be attached to
the frame of the condenser at the
points indicated.
Sockets S9, S10 and S11 used for
the plug-in Octocoils should then be
mounted, care being taken that the
terminals are mounted in the relative
positions shown (the F terminals
toward the rear of the chassis and
bent flat against the bases of the
sockets to prevent the terminals from
MM1
touching the cans of the condensers
WIRING OIAORA , Of BAIRD UNIVERSAL SNORTWAVE RECEIVER
which
they
are
mounted.
over
MountTOP VIEW OF CHASSIS
ing is effected by using the long
screws and insulating bushings to
Fig.
Pictorial wiring diagram of the top of the new Baird chassis.

o
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mounting condenser C4 on the front panel will
be found on the extreme left of the front panel,
on a horizontal line with the mounting hole of
condenser (1 and just ahoye the antenna and
ground binding posts. In the case of such
units, the front panel is assembled on the
chassis with three screws and nuts. The wiring to the terminals of such parts, however,
remains exactly the same regardless of the
difference in their positions.)

The body of each resistor R5 to
R14 inclusive is insulated from the
metal mounting strip which holds it
in place. This mounting strip is
automatically grounded when it is
mounted on the chassis. The ground

connections of resistors R5, R7, R8,
R9, R10, R11, R13 and R14 can therefore be made very easily by soldering
one pigtail from each resistor mentioned to the mounting strip, as shown
in Fig. 7.
It is important to note that the
diameter of the resistor at one end
of the resistor assembly is larger than
the rest. The resistor assembly should
be mounted so that this large size resistor locates at position R14. If this
is not done, the values of the resistors
will not be properly located and trouble will result.
Since the radio frequency choke
coils CH3, CH4 and CH5 are polarized, it is important that they be located as shown and connected as follows: The terminals marked "Hi-

QRIA (LARGE RESISTORI MOUNTED
ON END

NEAREST

Ca

Fig.

5

-Here

Freq." on chokes CH3 and CH4 should
be connected with their respective
radio frequency transformers through

holes H6 and 1112 respectively, as
shown in Fig. 7.

The terminal marked Hi -Freq. on
choke CH5 should be connected with
the P terminal of socket S3 and with
resistor R6 as shown.
(Continued on page 309)

CATHODE (NEGATIVE) TERMINALS
DE

CLECTROLVTIC CONDENSERS

WIRING DIAGRAM OF

Fig.

bottom view of the sub -panel of the receiver, revealing the neat
arrangement of the apparatus and wiring.

we have a

BAIRD UNIVERSAL SHORTWAVE RECEIVER
VIEW OF SUB

- PANEL

universal short -wave and television receiver, the relative location of the
7-Picturized wiring diagram ofpartstheonnewtheBaird
under side of the sub-panel being clearly showl.

various
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All About the KERR Cell
IN' the equipment employed in last
year's exhibition of television at
Schenectady, the Kerr cell (as

What is polarized light? What
does a Nicol prism do? How
modified by Dr. Karolus) played can one make a Kerr cell?
an important part. This is one of the How may home-made polarizers
few ways in which an intense source
be cheaply made? These and
other vital questions are answered here.

FiG 2

F10.1

12-

Fig.
"Head -on" view of light wave.
Fig.
Diagram showing analogy of
light wave action with Nicol prisms.

J./.
/

t)-

1..;.
FIG.3

Fig.

-When

two Nicol prisms are arranged as shown, no light passes.
3

of light can be modulated as to intensity.
Before explanation can be
effected it is necessary that we define
"polarized light ". A Japanese student
at the United States Naval Academy
once described it in this wise -"stand
on head -look through crack -see
polarized light." Just what he was
driving at, I have never been able to
figure out; but I trust my explanation
will be a trifle clearer.

Polarized Light
Light is an electromagnetic manifestation, but the wave trains advance
in a particularly disordered fashion
and we cannot by any means represent a light wave boldly on paper as
we do an electric wave. Viewed head on, the wave structure would appear
somewhat as in Fig. 1.
Malus -many years ago -discovered
that light could be polarized -that is

limited to a single plane of oscillation.
Later it was found that a crystal of
"Iceland spar ", cut along its axis and
with a segment removed, could be rejoined in such a manner that it would
transmit advancing light in one plane
only. Two of these crystals in series,
and with their axes crossed at right
angles, would entirely prevent the passage of light. Suppose we have a cord
drawn through a diaphragm in such a
manner that one end is fixed and the
other free to be moved by hand, as
shown in Fig. 2A. Moving the cord
rapidly up and down will result in the
travel of a wave along the cord, if the
slit in the diaphragm is in the position
shown. Moving it from side to side

will result in no wave travel beyond
the first diaphragm. Now, if a second
diaphragm is inserted and turned so
that its slit is at right angles to that
in the first as in Fig. 2B, the wave
motion will stop at the second diaphragm. This is an analogy to the
operation of two Nicol prisms with
their axes crossed. Light passing
through a Nicol prism is said to be
plane polarized; since it exists in one
plane of oscillation only. (Technically, the first of the two prisms is
called a polarizer and the second an
analyzer.) If two such prisms are
set up, as in Fig. 3, no light passes;
but, were we able at will to rotate
the first prism, we would see a gradually increasing transmission of light
as the axes of the two prisms approached the parallel state.
We cannot effect this actual rotation
rapidly enough by mechanical means
to make this property of value; but,
by means of the Kerr cell, we can rotate the plane of polarization of the
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tion of light passing between the
plates, can be rotated by placing
an electric potential across the two
plates. If this device is inserted between a pair of Nicol prisms, it becomes an effective light valve ; the light
being modulated in accordance with
the applied voltage. The curve of
voltage against passage of light for a
typical system is shown in Fig. 4,
where it will be noted that the curve
is not a straight line. It is necessary
then, in order to avoid distortion, that
we provide an initial D.C. biasing voltage; so that the variation in light is
linear over the range used with respect to voltage applied. Probably the
least offensive of the dielectrics which
are effective in this connection is ritrobenzene; this is a liquid having a
slightly yellow tint. It is a dangerous
poison and can be absorbed by contact ; persons have been known to die
from using shoe- polish containing it.
The cell proper can be made from
two small plates immersed in a glass
jar of nitrobenzene, or from a composite structure of plates resembling a
variable condenser in structure and
electrical insulation. In fact, a small
variable condenser can be very well
used in constructing the device. The
electrical circuit and the arrangement
of the parts is as shown in Fig. 5.
Efficiency of Kerr Cell
Unfortunately the Kerr cell is not
a television cure -all, and can be expected to show limitations The light
efficiency of such a system is low
of the order of about 2%. The amplifier power required is, however, not
great
signal of about 200 volts is
sufficient to give a good rotation, while
a small home -movie lamp is a good
light source. The light output will
still be high as compared with that
of the neon tube, despite the inefficiency. A schematic arrangement is
shown in Fig. 6.
Information and prices on Nicol
prisms may be obtained from Carl
(Continued on page 311)

4-Curve showing variation

of light
with applied voltage in a Kerr cell.

light ray between the two prisms so

that we produce the same effect. The

Kerr effect is named for the English
physicist who, following the work of
Faraday in the electro- rotation of
polarized light, discovered the principle that certain dielectrics when subjected to electric strain would rotate
the plane of polarization.
How the Kerr Cell Works

If two plates be suspended in a
medium of nitrobenzene, carbon bisulphide or other highly- refractive dielectric substance, the plane of polariza-

FIG.5
Fig. 5 -Kerr cell with composite electrode

structure.
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The THRILL Of A

TELEVISED
DERBY

B

H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE,

THE first attempt to televise the
Derby was essentially a technical undertaking and was not intendéd to provide entertainment.
The whole scheme was sponsored by
the Baird Company in association
with the B.B.C. (British Broadcasting Company). As a privileged participant in the preliminary tests and
a witness of the final results, I am
sure readers will be interested in a
description of what actually took
place.

The television van was transported
to the famous racecourse on Epsom
Downs and occupied a position against
the rails almost opposite to the grand
stand and finishing post. Post Office
engineers laid telephone lines from
this van under the course to the
stands; and from there they were
linked up direct with the Baird television control room in Long Acre.
From here the signals passed through
the B.B.C. channels to Brookmans Park
and were finally broadcast by the National transmitter (261 meters).
How the Scanning Was Done
For the dress rehearsal on the day
prior to the race, seven commercial
"Televisors" were arranged at the
'laird Company's offices and a number
u: press representatives first of all

visited the race course at Epsom and
made a formal inspection of the caravan and had its intricacies explained
to them. Then, on returning to Long
Acre, a line picture was sent through
and the reporters renewed their acquaintance with those sections of the
course within range of the transmitting apparatus by watching the
images on the small television screen.
Horses being led in parade, the finish
of a race, people walking about and a
car park were all plainly visible and
satisfaction was expressed at what
was shown; especially as the babel of
sound peculiar to Epsom was reproduced with the images.
To overcome the difficulty of moving
the daylight caravan about a horizontal axis to sweep the surroundings into
view, a large mirror was brought into
play. The mirror was hinged on the
caravan side remote from the course
and by setting it at various angles it
reflected different portions of the
course and surroundings; and it was
this looking -glass image that was
scanned by the revolving mirror drum,
carrying thirty mirrors around its
periphery. As the drum revolved the
mirrors in turn caused a strip of the
screen to pass through a lens onto a
photoelectric cell; the individual mirror inclinations relative to each other

Wh. Sch. B. Sc.
How Englishman Saw First Experimental Television Transmission and
Reception of the Derby Race.

being such that the picture was dissected into thirty adjacent strips. The
whole process was repeated twelve and
a half times per second, the electrical
interpretations of the image being
sent along the line in the usual manner after amplification, as shown by
the sketch.

Horses on the Screen
No alteration to the existing vision
apparatus was necessary at the receiving end and, with the "stage" thus
set, all was in readiness for Derby
Day. Punctually at 2:45 P. M. on
Derby Day the scenes came filtering
through on the "screen." built up by
the neon lamp and its associated spirally perforated disc. They were some-

what indistinct at times, but quite
clarified at others. The interference
that occurred and took the form of
streaky light splashes was due to induction from the telegraph and telephone lines; but in spite of this the
(Continued on page 316)
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A SHORT COURSE IN
TALE VISION
Elementary Television Optics
By C. H. W. NASON,
Television Engineer
LESSON 4

ALL light takes the form of an

to its original course when leaving the
denser medium. In all cases, the angle
through which the ray is bent or refracted is determined by the substance
it is traversing, and the degree of this
effect is known as the index of refraction of the material. This index is
different for different wavelengths of
light; and thus the ray is split into
its different color constituents, the
manner is shown in Fig. 4.

electromagnetic manifestation ;
color is determined by the
wavelength of the light. Since
light may be definitely described in
terms of velocity, wavelength and frequency, we may assume that it differs
but slightly from radio waves in some
respects. Light may be "monochromatic"-all of one color or wavelength
-or, again, it may be composed of
many colors.

Refraction
Let us suppose that a squad of men
are advancing across hard ground into
deep sand, their approach is on the
diagonal. As they approach the hard going, one man steps off ahead of the
rest and, as the sand impedes him, the
others crowd up. Those to the left
as shown in Fig. 1, strike the sand an
instant later and they also are impeded. Had they met the sand head
on, the effect would merely have been
one of crowding; as the rear men
caught up with those slowing down.
The fact that they approach at a diagonal results in a turning of the column. A similar effect will occur as
they cross the sand and reach hard
ground once again.
Why Light Rays Bend
A beam of light passing from one

medium to another of denser character,
has its motion slowed up, and, in strik-

Optical diagrams showing at Fig. 1. effect
of light beam passing from one medium to
another of denser character, and at Fig. 2,
simple demonstration of effect with coin
in a glass of water

ing at an angle the wave front is bent
in the manner shown in the case of the
men. Place a coin in the bottom of a
glass of water, as in Fig. 2; view it
from all angles, and see how it is deceptive as to its position beneath the surface. The water does not seem quite so
deep as it actually is. In entering a
denser medium, light is bent toward
the "normal" (the line perpendicular to
the surface of the medium at that
point), while in leaving it is bent
away from the normal. This is shown
in Fig. 3, from which it may be seen
that, where the surfaces are parallel,
the rays leaving and entering are
parallel.
By the use of a prism we can deflect
the ray; so that it will not be parallel
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The Lens
Let us consider a pair of prisms as
shown in Fig. 5, cemented together at
their bases. Note that the rays entering the structure are bent so that,
upon leaving, they converge and are
brought together at F. This constitutes an elementary lens; and the distance between the center of the lens
and the focal point F is called the
fecal length. An entirely equivalent
structure would be the lens shown in
Fig. 6; this type of lens is termed
double- convex. We have, according to
their curvatures, the lenses shown in
Fig. 7; from left to right respectively,
the double-convex, plano- convex, con cavo- convex, double- concave; planoconcave and concavo- convex. Draw
lines normal to these surfaces, and see
what the effect would be on a ray traversing one of these lenses. You will
remember that the index of refraction
is not the same for all colors; and it
therefore holds that, with a lens, the

'\

*".

4
FIG

7

Diagrams above at left show bending of beam of light, as it passes through glass prisms and lenses of different shapes, lllu. rrat, c
at right, Fig. 7, shows development of various shaped lenses from double convex to concave - convex.
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the action of beam of light in passing
shows how optical image is transmitted and reversed when passing through lens;
mirrors at Figs. 11 to 14. Mirrors
of
action
optical
theoretical
and
10:
through other shaped lenses is shown in Figs. 8 and
respectively.
shapes
elliptical
and
shown at 13 and 14 are of parabolic

Fig.

9

focus will not be the same for all
colors. Such color discrimination is
called chromatic aberration. In high quality optical instruments, this is
compensated for by the use of lenses
made from two types of glass, which
have indices of refraction varying
with color in equal and opposite senses.
This is shown quite graphically in
Fig. 8.

Formation of An Image
The formation of an image is accomplished by the means illustrated in
Fig. 9; here AB is the object of which
we desire to form the image at CD.
The junction points a and b define
both the position of the image and its
The relations between focal
size.

length, size, distance, etc., must be
taken into account in the calculations.
These are not necessary for our purpose and can be obtained from any
physics book.
It may be seen by a return to Fig.
1 that the lens will magnify. In Fig.
10 it becomes clear that the rays
reaching the eye through the lens
have been bent; and they appear to
the eye as having taken the course
indicated by the dotted lines. This
gives the impression of increased size
and decreased distance.
The two lines establish the position
of the image. In photography, it is
essential that details such as these be
known, in order that the film may be

situated with respect to the lens
as to receive the image.
so

The Magnifying Glass
be seen from Fig. 2, that the
rays might be so bent as to make the
size of the coin apparently larger.
The sketch in Fig. 10 shows how the
rays reaching the eye are bent; and
how their continuation, out along the
dotted lines, gives the impression of
an increased size, coincident with an
apparent decrease in distance.
In television, it is desirable to increase the apparent size of the image
as seen at the scanning disc. The
size of the image as viewed through
the lens is dependent upon many factors; the curvature of the lens (its
focal length), the distances between
the lens, the object and the eye all
enter into the problem. To simplify
matters, we may say arbitrarily that
for a disc of average characteristics
a 6 -inch lens with a focal length of
20 inches, placed about 5 inches from
the disc, will give satisfactory results.
Attempts to gain a further enlargement of the image, through the use
of a lens having a shorter focal length
(greater curvature), will result in distortion of the image at the edges, such
as to make the increased magnification
valueless.
Reflection Mirrors
The law of reflection, applied to
mirrors, states that the angle which

It may

Y. M. C.

that

evidence,
television is rapidly coming to
the point of practical use, is
the announcement of the New
in
seen
York City Y. M. C. A. that a West
Side Y. M. C. A. Radio -Television Institute, at 5 West 63rd Street, to train
television technicians, is to be inaugurated in the new Educational Building
of this institution in September. This
new television educational enterprise
will be started in response to the demand from young men, who see promising futures in this infant industry,

the main or incident ray makes with
the normal line through the mirror, is
the same as the angle of the reflected
ray. This holds for plane surfaces as
shown in Fig. 11, where it may be
seen that the image is apparently as
far behind the mirror as the true object is before it. (The law holds for
curved mirrors, also, as.we shall see.)
A converging or diderging beam incident upon a mirror follows its normal
law as well as the law of reflection.
The system shown in Fig. 12, with a
mirror at the focal point, would result in an image apparently at A1, but
really formed at A. Interposition of
a plane mirror in an optical system
has then no effect other than the
change of position upon the optical
structure.
Of course mirrors may have curvature; and a mirror such as that shown
in Fig. 13 (known as a parabolic mirror) reflects rays from the source "A"
(its focal point) all in a single parallel
beam; whereas an elliptical mirror,
such as shown in Fig. 14, concentrates
the rays from a point "A" at another
point `B" (its focal point).
Scanning systems employing plane
mirrors are numerous and it should
be remembered that they affect a
change in direction only, as was the
case with the prism. In fact lenses,
prisms, mirrors and all may become
parts of the television optical system,
as we shall later see.

A. Television Course Ready

and who wish to get in on the ground
floor.

"Television is now in the same experimental stage as sound technique
was when broadcasting first started
crude but with a very promising
future ", according to Louis L. Credner, principal of the West Side Y. M.
C. A. trade and technical schools.
"Television, at present, compares favorably with the ear -phone stage of the
early days of radio reception, when
crystal detectors and one-tube receivers were being used; it offers un-

-

limited opportunities for further experimentation. The young man of far reaching vision can tie his future to
this industry and feel that progress
will come rapidly. Radio was such a
field, and now the same kind of opportunity presents itself in the new art
of television.
"Just what the future of this new
art will be, depends upon further extensive research and engineering, with
close cooperation between laboratory
engineers, radio amateurs and, es(Continued on page 312)
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What does the "Control Operator" do in a television studio?
41 What
are the duties of the
"Radio and Film Pickup" Oper-

ator?

What does the "Direct Pickup"
Operator do?
tjj The
"Announcer and Studio
Director" -what are his exacting
duties?
These and many other little -known
points are explained by Mr. Du
Mont.

4-011

The "flying spot" pickup previously used
at Passaic, now superseded by "direct pick-

up"

camera.

Practical Operation of a

COMPLETE TELEVISION
IN this paper

a practical system
for accomplishing radio tele-

vision or radiovision will be described. Before going into details, however, it might be well to
state the general problems and to give
a brief résumé of the inventions which
have made a practical television system possible.

SYSTEM'
TELEVISION

MOVIE FILM

LIGHT

STUDIO

By ALLEN B. DU MONT
Trice-President and Chief Engineer
De Forest Radio Company
POWER
R

TELEVISOR PICKUP

ROOM
1

Floor plan layout

of
Analyzing the Image
typical television
studio, including film
To start with, we must have a suito
pickup room, control
able method of analyzing the event to
switchboard and power
be transmitted. The most satisfactory
rooms. The studio is
method for this purpose at present
here shown with "flymakes use of the Nipkow disc (ining spot" and photo
rvented by Nipkow in 1884), in which
cell pickup.
a number of holes are punched to form
0
a spiral. The disc is mounted on the
shaft of a motor. For picking up outPHOTO CELLS
PIANO
SWITCHBOARD
door events, where the intensity of
illumination is considerable, the image
Going back a bit in our television faithfully the high- frequency
is usually focused on the disc by means
light
of lenses, so that it may be analyzed history, it is interesting to note that variations into corresponding electric
only
as
recently
as
the
past
fire
years
in its reduced form. For studio pickvariations, or they lacked the necesups, however, it is generally advan- have suitable photoelectric cells been sary sensitivity. At present the Potageous to reverse this process. In- available. For television work, the tassium Hydride Cell and the Caesium
stead of focusing the image on the photoelectric cells must be sufficiently Sub -Oxide Cell are available for this
disc, a powerful beam of light, prop- sensitive and possess a satisfactory work and, while by no means the ultierly guided by the disc, is projected frequency response. Prior to five years mate cells, they are successfully emon the subject to be analyzed. The ago, the available photoelectric cells ployed with proper associated apparalenses in front of the disc may be were either too sluggish to transform tus. We are now employing the Deshifted to take care of a larger or
smaller field; while the adjustable
FRAME
CONTROL
mirrors in front of the lenses permit
LINE MONITOR
AIR. MONITOR.
ORDER CONTROL
of shifting the light beam up or down
ORDER. CONTROL
MAIN CONTROL
for any desired height of subject.
-MAIN CONTROL
ANS.

\

l

1

-

Translating Light Waves Into Electrical Impulses
After the event has been analyzed,
it is necessary to translate the vary-

ing light waves picked up, into varying electrical impulses. This translation is accomplished by means of a
light- sensitive or photoelectric cell.
As the light waves fall on the cell, the
current passing through the cell is
proportionately varied.
Paper read before Radio Club of . %meriea.

intricate, but
this control panel de-

Seems
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Forest "Type 668" photoelectric cells
of the Caesium Sub-Oxide type in our
work.

Amplifying the Photo -Cell Currents
Having obtained weak electrical
variations as the result of our light translation process, it is now necessary
to amplify those variations several
million times without distortion. This
step is accomplished by a carefully designed resistance - coupled amplifier
employing a number of Audions
(vacuum tubes). It is hardly necessary to state here that the invention
of the Audion or three -element tube,
in 1906, by Dr. Lee DeForest, has
made possible the amplifying of weak
currents to almost any desired value.
After the electrical variations are amplified, they are put to work modulating or regulating a radio transmitter
which is similar to the usual broadcast transmitter, but designed to pass
the far wider band of frequencies required for good pictorial detail in television work.

\`

artists who are to appear before the

direct pickup camera. In this room
a Radiovisor or "looking-in" device is
provided so that the artists may see
for themselves the programs on the
air and how they are being received.
Looking through a window on one side
of the reception room, the artists and
studio visitors may see the other
artists as they are being televised. A
loud speaker is also installed in this
room, and operated by the voice transmitter.
The Direct Pick -up Studio
Adjoining the reception room is the
direct pick -up studio. As the voices
as well as the actions of the artists
must be picked up in this studio, the
treatment is along the same acoustic
lines as that of a modern sound broadcast studio. The "flying-spot"
pickup apparatus as well as the two
photoelectric cell units are very much
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mitter. It might be well to state at
this point that extreme care must be
taken in the layout of the unit to pre-

vent microphonics. We have found
that, in addition to the cushioned supports of the photo-cell, sound-absorbing material behind the photo-cell
mounting helps considerably. If only
the picture is being transmitted,
without sounds to contend with, no
difficulty is experienced with microphonics.
The flying -spot pick -up makes use
of a 3.7 kw. arc mounted on a movable
stand, together with the scanning disc
and motor. As already mentioned,
several lenses make possible the televising of either close -up or long shots.
Mirrors in front of the lenses enable
the operator to shift the scanning
beam up or down, in following the
artist in a close -up shot. The studio
includes a radiovisor; so that an artist
or the pickup operator may occasionin evidence.
Each photo -cell unit comprises four ally "look in" and check up on the prophotoelectric cells, mounted on cush- gram being transmitted.
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Left: Jenkins television receiver. Center: Spiral scanning shutter and hole drum, both of which are rotated by the synchronous
Right: Large Jenkins radiovisor in which both of the mechanisms shown at left and center are incorporated. Image is

motor.

observed through the large lens.

We have, so far, briefly discussed
the method employed in picking up
the event and starting it on its way
through the ether. No mention has
been made of the voice or sound pickup apparatus, so frequently employed
in combination with television programs; but, since such apparatus is
quite similar to that employed in
sound broadcasting work, no further
mention is required.

W2XCD- Layout of Transmission
Studio

In order to visualize the layout of
a sight and sound television transmitter, we refer to one of the illustrations herewith, depicting the direct
pick-up studio, W2XCD of the DeForest Company at Passaic, N. J.
Referring to the floor plan, we note
that a reception room is provided for

ioned supports, and placed at the focal
point of individual spherical mirrors
that collect and concentrate the reflected light from the subject. As an
integral part of the unit, there is the
"head amplifier," which amplifies the
current from the photoelectric cells
and feeds it to the main picture amplifier. The main purpose of the "head
amplifier" is to raise the level of the
current from the photo -cells until the
ratio between this current and any
extraneous or parasitic currents will
be such as to overcome any streaks or
lines in the picture. The photo -cell
pickup units are mounted on rubber tired wheels, so that they may be
moved about readily. Also, the mounting is such that they may be raised
or lowered to follow the artist. The
photo -cells are screened electrically to
prevent any feed -back from the trans-

Where "Sound" and "Films" Are
Picked Up
Next to the direct pickup studio is
the mechanical pickup room, containing the film -pickup apparatus and the
synchronized sound accompaniment. A
non -synchronous sound pickup is also
provided and is employed when films
without their own sound are being
transmitted.
The main picture amplifier is also
in this room. This amplifier takes the
signal either from the direct pickup
head amplifiers or the film pickup amplifiers, and increases it to feed directly into the modulator tube of the
transmitter. The head and main amplifiers have a practically flat characteristic from 15 to 100,000 cycles. The
main picture amplifier increases the
voltage of the incoming signal approximately 2,000,000 times.
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Left: de Forest "Vision" tube; really a
neon tube with square

Smolt de Forest
photo -cell. fitted with
standard tube base,
which makes it handy
to use for all experimental and other
work. These small
cells are widely used
now by placing them
in the focus of a re -.
flector. instead of the
expensive large -diameter photo -cells. which
are very expensive.

plate, which is placed
behind the scanning
disc at the receiver.

Center: Film and
voice (record) pickup combined in one
machine. The film
scanner is at the left
of the machine.

In the film pickup apparatus, the
film feeds through continuously, that
is, without the intermittent motion of
the usual motion picture projector.
The holes in the scanning disc are
arranged in the form of a circle
rather than as a spiral. At present we
are employing "sound on disc"; but a
new film pickup has been designed and
is being built, which will permit us to
employ either "sound on film" or
"sound on disc" presentations. Also,
at the present time, it is necessary to
employ special records, because all records available are for 24 pictures a
second, whereas we are transmitting
only 15 pictures per second. Our new
pickup is so designed that standard
24-picture -per -second recordings can
be run through at any desired speed,
for perfectly synchronized sight and
sound presentations.
The voice and the picture transmitters are contained in a separate room
adjacent to the film pickup room.
Special precautions have been taken
to prevent modulation of the voice

transmitter by the picture transmitter, or vice versa. The picture transmitter operates on a frequency of
2,035 kc., and the voice transmitter on

a frequency of 1,604 kc.
The Transmitter Control Room
The control room is so located as to
face the three rooms already mentioned, namely, the direct pickup
studio, the film pickup room, and the
transmitter room. Windows are provided, so that the control -room operator can see into each room at all
times.
In front of the control-room operator is a control board, shown in one
of the accompanying illustrations.
Before describing the apparatus in
this room, it might be well to point
out the greater number of details to
be watched in the radiovision station,
as compared with the usual sound
broadcaster. Following are the duties
of the various operators at Station
W2XCD.

Control Operator
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
nized.
(5)
(61

Monitor picture over line for quality.
Keep picure level constant.
Synchronize film and direct pickup.
See that films and sounds are synchroMonitor pictures over line for quality.
Monitor sound or voice for quality.

Sept. -Oct., 1931

in" may only have to frame the picture once, we start our direct pickup
scanning apparatus before the program starts; and allow it to run
throughout the program. The air and

(7) Keep sound or voice level constant.
(k) Shift from films to direct pickup.
(9) Shift from microphone to phonograph

or synchronous phonograph turntable.

Radio and Film Pickup Operator

III

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

t'hmk operation of P i etu re transmitter.
('heck operation of voice transmitter.
Operate film pickup.
Change pl
graph records.
Opera to synch r"nons record drive.
Keep film pickup in focus.

(1)
.2I
(3)
(4)

Keep artists in field of direct pickup.
Keep direct pickup in foeas.
Keep photo -cell units adjusted.
Check are and change carbons.

Direct Pickup Operator

Announcer and Studio Director
\talo, auuuaneenlumts.
Instruct artists.
(3) Locate artists and instruments.
14) Ilare acts ready to go on.
(31 Shift properties.
(1

i

12

It will be noted that there are
twenty-four duties listed. Nine of
these duties are necessary in sound broadcast operation, namely; monitor
voice for quality; keep voice level constant; check operation of voice transmitter; change phonograph x'ecords;
make announcements; instruct artists;
locate artists and instruments; ha.e
acts ready to go on; and shift properties. It will also be noted that the
control operator must keep the other
operators informed as to what is going
on and what is desired, so that the
program may move along without a
hitch.
Double Television Monitor Used
The control panel consists of two
televisors employed as monitors, for
both the picture on the line and the
picture on the air. Beneath the line
monitor is a level indicator; and beneath this is a level control for the
picture over the line. By varying the
level control, the signal to the modulator tubes is varied. Beneath the air
monitor are switches to turn "on" or
"off" the televisors. Between the air
and line monitors is a "frame control," which is simply a switch controlling the scanning motor on the
film -drive. In order that our "lookers-

line monitors are then framed by
snapping "on" and "off" the switches
under the air monitor until they are
in frame. We now have both monitors in synchronization with the direct
pickup scanner; and they are bound to
stay in step until the station is closed
down, following the completion of the
program.
When we shift from direct pickup
to films, the frame control between air
and line monitors is turned on and off
until the picture is "framed "; before
the picture is put on the air. This
calls for one adjustment at the studio,
instead of an individual adjustment at
each receiving location.
Voice Control
Beneath the frame control is the
voice -level indicator, and beneath this
is the voice -level control. To the left
of the central panel just described is
the voice -control panel. The four divisions vertically are, in turn: the
order control; the main control; the
order lamps; and the answer lamps.
The same arrangement also applies to
the picture control, which is to the
right of the control panel. With regard to the voice controls, the four
divisions horizontally are, in turn: the
voice carrier; the studio microphone;
the non -synchronous pickup, and the
synchronous pickup.
On the picture controls the three
divisions are, in turn: the picture
carrier, the flying -spot pickup, and
the film pickup. This control arrangement enables the control operator to
direct and to monitor the programs.
He can indicate to the various operators what is desired, and he is notified when the order has been carried
out. Signal lights in the three rooms
notify the operators what is desired
and also what is going on.
While further improvements are
being made in the control room, the
arrangement referred to has proved
satisfactory in maintaining a smooth
flow of program features. So much
for the transmitting equipment.
(Continued on page 316)
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What's around the corner?
We mean, of course, the "Television Corner." This glimpse
behind the scenes of a modern
television laboratory obtained
by Mr. Fitch will give you some
idea of what to expect in new
"Fall styles" in Televisors. For
one thing, if the family is to
enjoy television, some form of
"projector" will be necessary
nay
practically imperative.
Such a projector is described
here by Mr. Fitch, television
and short wave expert.

-

-

New "I. C. A." crater tube and lens disc
television projector for home use.

Behind Closed Doors
In a Modern Television Laboratory
ct

N inexpensive televisor that
By CLYDE J. FITCH
throw a picture about
one foot square will be avail- midget televisor," he said, "will proable for home use This fall," ject an image up to eight inches
is a statement made to me by Mr. A. square. We also have a new type of
G. Heller, Chief Engineer of the In- lens-disc scanner that will project an
suline Corp. of America. Having image up to two feet square, and an
followed the developments of tele- entirely new type of televisor that will
vision for some time, and gathered give a full -size moving-picture screen
together all the available literature on image of great brilliancy suitable for
the subject, such as newspaper clip- use in the largest theaters."
pings, magazine articles, books and
curiosity was aroused. "How do
what-nots, my curiosity was still un- youMyget
eight-inch image from a
satisfied; for, while the various six -inch an
disc
?" I inquired, knowing
writers give details of the generally that it requires
a 30 -inch disc to obthe
known systems, when it comes to
image
about 11/2 inches
an
tain
latest developments, they invariably square, without magnification.
wind up by stating "We don't know
what is going on behind closed doors."
Into the Laboratory
into the laboratory and see
"Come
Disc
6
-Inch
From
a
An 8 -Inch Image
It was to find out what was going for yourself," he replied. So we
on behind closed doors that caused me walked through the corridors until we
to visit my old friend, Mr. Heller. came to a closed door marked "TELEKnowing Mr. Heller to be a man of a VISION LABORATORIES," and we envery progressive nature, he, certainly, tered. Inside was a large room filled
would be "on his toes" when it came with all sorts of miscellaneous laborato this newest art, television. And he tory testing instruments, vacuum
certainly was. Seated behind his desk tubes, lamps, lenses, projectors, etc. It
at the Company's new spacious head- looked like a combined radio and optiquarters at 23 -25 Park Place, New cal laboratory, with some motion -picYork, he received me with a hearty ture apparatus thrown in.
In the adjoining room was a comwelcome; and, as soon as I made
known the nature of my visit, with a plete television studio. Mr. Heller
broad smile, he opened his desk transmits his own television images,
drawer and pulled out a 60-hole scan- for demonstration and testing purning disc no larger than a saucer! poses, so that he can demonstrate his
It might have been six inches in di- various television receivers at any
ameter, to be more exact. "This time and is not dependent upon the

regular broadcast -image programs;
although these programs are made
use of when available for the more
skeptical spectators. It was this apparatus that he used to demonstrate
his various laboratory models and
convince me of the authenticity of his
statements. Standard motion -picture
film is run through the transmitting
apparatus, and the television signals
are transferred by wire or radio to
the televisors in the laboratory. It is
by such means that Mr. Heller was
able to conduct his exhaustive researches and perfect his various
image receiving instruments, without
being hampered by the lack of suitable programs for testing purposes,

which has indeed handicapped many
television experimenters.

The Midget Televisor
The midget televisor appealed to
me. Midget radio sets have taken the
country by storm, and midget televisors will probably follow in their footsteps. No one wants in their home a
large machine shop that will give
merely a "peep- hole" view of the
image, which only one person can see
at a time. Here is a miniature instrument that projects an image up to
eight inches square, with sufficient
brilliancy to be seen across the room
by a dozen or more persons. Basically, it operates the same as other
televisors, but has reached a finer de-
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e n s scanning disc
and neon "crater"
tube image projector,
the disc being rotated
by
a
synchronous
motor. Each bole in
the disc has a lens

fitted

it.

in

The

crater tube is inside
the box just behind
the disc.

is a new midget

television receiver. At the time
Mr. Heller showed
this to me, it was
in the process of
construction and
consequently full
details are not
available as yet;

but the

circuit

employed is some w hat

standard,

except that a pentode output tube
is used
being
characteristic of
Mr. Heller to use
the newest types
of tubes with his

-it

gree of perfection. Fig. 1 shows the
principles involved.
In this illustration (which is diagrammatic only) the image signal
coming from the television receiver is
fed into a neon crater lamp. This
lamp looks like an ordinary vacuum
tube. but it gives out an intensely
brilliant spot of light, at the top,
which varies in exact accordance with
the pulsations of the image current.
The light from this lamp is passed
through a set of condensing lenses
which cause it to diverge slightly; so
that, when reflected by the mirror and
projected on to the small scanning
disc, which is driven at synchronous
speed by means of a small electric
motor, it covers an area equal in size
to the very small image frame of the
disc-about 1/4 -inch square. At this
point, on the surface of the disc, a
very brilliant small -sized image would
appear, if one looked at the light
through the disc.
Light from the small disc image is
then passed through a set of focusing
lenses and projected, in the same
manner that a moving -picture image
is projected, on to a viewing screen.
The limitations in size of the screen
depend upon the amount of light
available. With this small apparatus.
the upper limit in size is about 8
inches square; or, to be more exact,
about 8 inches high and 91/2 inches
wide, or in the ratio of 5 to 6.
New Compact Television Receiver
Following along the same path of
development with the midget televisor

apparatus.

Work was then in progress on the
design of a special means for coupling
the pentode to the neon lamp, so that
the impedances would be correctly
matched and clear images obtained.
So far, little has been done along this
line by television manufacturers. They
have simply inserted a neon tube of
some 600 to 1000 ohms impedance in
the output circuit of a power tube,
having an impedance of some 2000
ohms, and trusted to luck that images
would be recognizable. Data on this
new receiver will be available shortly.

The Lens Disc
There is nothing new in the use of
a lens disc scanner. It is the same as
FOCUSING LENSES

the ordinary scanning disc but, instead of a number of small holes, it
makes use of a number of lenses. In
this way considerably more light is
gathered from the neon crater lamp,
and the illumination is sufficient to be
projected on to a screen up to two feet
square. The difference between a lens
disc and a hole disc is about the same
as the difference between a pinhole
camera and a lens-type camera -one
requires an exposure of three or four
minutes to take a picture, while the
other can take it in one-hundredth of
a second or less.
The lens disc, therefore, gives much
brighter pictures. It has not come
into general use as yet, because of the
enormous cost of producing them.
This is apparent from the illustration
of Fig. 2, which is a cross -sectional
view showing how the lens is mounted
in the ordinary type of lens disc. A
large hole is bored in the disc, which
is counterbored to a depth a little
greater than the thickness of the lens.
The lens is fitted in place and the edge
then spun over to hold it. It is obvious that a very thick and expensive
disc is required in this construction,
and the weight adds operating difficulties.
This problem was attacked and conquered by Mr. Heller, with the design
shown in Fig. 3. Here a thin disc is
employed. Each lens is fitted into a
thin metal lens holder, which is forced
into the holes on the disc, as shown.
In this way the disc is made thin
enough so that the holes can be
punched instead of bored or drilled;
and the cost of manufacture is greatly reduced, bringing the finished televisor down to a price within the reach
of the average radio listener.
The lens scanners which I saw appeared to be about 26 inches in diameter and 1/16 -inch thick. Sixty lenses
were mounted on each disc, in the
form of a spiral, as in the usual Nip kow scanning disc. The disc was
made of aluminum and driven by a
synchronous motor. This method of
driving a disc is used when the re-

MIRROR
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SCREEN

FIG. 2
4

LENS\

DISC

CONDENSING
LENSES
DISC

FIG.1

Fig.

1-

CRATER
TUBE

LENS
HOLDER

FIG .3

Optical system comprising lenses, scanning disc, mirror and crater tube in the
new I. C. A. television image receiver. Fig. 2 -Shows mounting of lens in a thick
scanning disc and, Fig. 3, how lens is held in a thin scanning disc.
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Appearance of the newest model I. C. A. home television
A
scanner, with short wave receiver and amplifier.
dynamic loud speaker is mounted in the rear top panel,
as photo at right shows.

ceiver is operated from the same electric lighting supply as that which
feeds the transmitting apparatus.
When it is operated from some other
circuit, a special synchronizing device
is employed. This takes the form of
a small synchronous motor driven by
the fundamental image -signal frequency, which is determined by the
number of scanning holes which pass
by the image each second. In a 60hole disc, transmitting 20 images a
second, this frequency is 60 times 20,
or 1200 cycles.
The synchronizing motor, therefore,
is merely a small 1200 R.P.M. synchronous motor mounted on the same
shaft as the main driving motor. The
driving motor brings the disc up to
approximate synchronism, and the
synchronous motor (also called phonic
motor) brings the speed into synchronism with the transmitter and holds
it in step -locking the speed so that
no further adjustment is necessary.
Projection of the image from the
lens disc is effected by the lenses
themselves, as they pass in front of
the neon crater lamp. The lenses have
a 41/ -inch focus; and the lamp is,
therefore, placed 41/ inches from the
disc. All of the light is available all
of the time -the lenses gathering the
total amount and projecting it on the
screen in the proper position; whereas in the hole -type disc, only the light
that passes through the small hole is
available. In other words, with an
image 60 holes high and 72 holes wide
(the 5 -to -6 ratio of the picture now

used) 60 times 72 or 4320 times as
much light is available with the lens
disc. With the aid of the projecting
lenses, this light will produce a large,
two-foot image of a luminous intensity sufficient to be seen by a large
audience. And the picture detail is
exceptionally good.
Either the midget televisor or the
lens -disc televisor may be used in connection with the television receiver
now in the process of construction.
Plans for the production of both outfits are well under way, and they will
soon be available for home use. Demonstration facilities are also under
way and a demonstration studio is now
being prepared for public demonstrations. Just how soon the television
apparatus will be ready for distribution is hard to say. As near as I
could gather, everything was ready
for production except the cabinets,
and these should not take long.

The Giant Televisor
Having taken the liberty of calling
the small televisor the midget, I now
call the large moving -picture screen
sized one the "Giant."
In projecting an image from either
of the two televisors mentioned above,
the limitations in the size of the picture is determined, as I have stated,
by the amount of light available; the
more light, the larger the image can
be. By the system of lenses used, the
size of the image may be changed at
will, in the same manner that a small
magic lantern or moving - picture
image is projected. While, with the

smallest one, it might be best to pro
ject the image on a ground -glass
screen, in the lens -disc type it can be
projected directly on a wall, if desired. The room should preferably be
darkened.
To get an image twice as large
(four times the area) four times as
much light is required. Each enlargement, of course, increases the size
only, and does not make the image any
60 line image
more clearer in detail
remaining 60 lines, regardless of the
size. Increasing the number of lines
introduces more complications -too
lengthy to be covered here. The Bell
Laboratories now use 72 lines, and
eventually all stations may come to
that standard.
Since the projection of an image on
a large moving-picture screen would
require some hundred times as much
light as is now obtained from the lens
disc, I could conceive of no method
whereby this large amount of light
could be obtained; and, seeing no
giant screen in the laboratory, I questioned Mr. Heller.
"We use a large number of lamps
on the screen," said Mr. Heller. And
he went on to describe the process,
which consisted essentially of a screen
made up of literally hundreds of electric lamps, somewhat like the large
electric signs on Broadway. These
lamp screens have been used before,
both neon and electric lamps being
employed. But they have been too complicated for general use. The use of
a small filament -type lamp instead of
(Continued on page 305)
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By P. P. DE
MOVIE REEL

Diagram above shows transmitting scanner scheme where a cathode
ray scans the image on the film and light fluctuations actuate the
photoelectric cell.

WITT

An ingenious suggestion for a television
transmitting and receiving system employing a special photo -film, the image being
scanned and reproduced by means of

cathode rays.

IN

the radio movie scanning system
proposed by the writer, the movie
negative is changed into a pulsating electric current to be amplified and

transmitted.
This system is built around the
cathode tube. The cathode stream is
emitted from the cathode and is di-

rected toward the photoelectric cell.
In the end of the tube we find a brass
cap with a window of aluminum foil;
this window is about one hundredth of
an inch wide and as long as the film is
wide, about one inch. The brass is
opaque to the cathode stream, but the
aluminum is transparent. A vacuum is
maintained in the tube.
A concentrating coil is used to make
the cathode stream come to focus at
the window; electromagnets actuated
by an 800-cycle oscillator drive the
stream across the window, to and fro,
800 times per second.
The film is driven past the end of
the tube at the rate of 16 pictures per
second at a constant speed. Silver and
other heavy metals are opaque to the
ray and, as the film passes with its
varying amounts of silver deposits
that make up the negative, the cathode
stream is made variable and a pulsating output of the photocell is the result.
In the radio-movie receiving system, the modulated carrier wave is
changed into a negative on a film that
can be projected on a screen.
In the receiver the cathode tube
plays the same important part as in
the transmitter. Here the output of
a radio receiver is used to make the
cathode stream variable, by a grid -like
arrangement in the tube. This variable stream is brought to focus on the
film through the window in the cathode tube. This film, which advances

"RADIO MOVIE"

RECEIVER .

SCREEN
LOWER FILM LOOP-

FILM WITH
TEMPORARY IMAGE.

-SPROCKET WHEEL

r STEADY

FEED SPROCKET

DC.
CONCENTRATOR

CATHODE

TUBE

END VIEW
CATHODE -

TUBE

TRANSPARENT FILM

800

CYCLE

FILAMENT

-

DX.

BAT.

HIGH VOLTAGES

Ip

TO RECEIVER

Above we have Mr. De Witt's television receiver using special film the cathode ray
building up the picture on the film, such as the letter (b). the image being removed
from the film by passing it through the heated box.

WE WILL PAY
For Good Articles Describing
WORKABLE TELEVISION
RECEIVERS AND SCANNERS

at the same rate as the one at the
transmitter, is coated with a sub-

stance which is affected by the cathode
stream, and a temporary negative is
built up on it. The cathode tube in the
receiver must scan in perfect syn-

chronism with that at the transmitter.
The variable cathode stream makes
a temporary negative on the film as it
passes the narrow window. This is
retained until it has time to pass the
film gate of the movie projector, and
the image of desired screens is produced on the screen. The negative
image is only temporary and is made
to disappear in the heated Loi, so
that the same film is kept in continuous use.
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is not the intention of the
editors to make this section a
mere Patent Digest; for much has
gone before that is of interest to
those newly interested in the art. In
each issue of TELEVISION NEWS there
will appear a group of patents chosen,
not for their recent date of issue, but
for their general interest and for their
practicability from the point of view
of the amateur enthusiast and the independent investigator. Patents chosen
for publication will be first rated according to their general interest and
value to the group to which this publication caters. Those lacking in value
will be commented upon, for the benefit of those interested in securing a
full digest of the patents in this field.

IT

A light filter "3" and a double spiral disc
are used to produce television images in
color.

Color Television
No. 1748883, issued to Ray D. Kell,
Assignor to the General Electric Co.
Patented February 25, 1930.
This patent relates to a method for

transmitting television

images

Digest
of
Television

Patents

The essence of valuable and
interesting television patents
extracted for you by an expert.
light which played on the scene during
alternate scannings. A commutator on
the shaft of the motor driving the receiving disc serves to connect into circuit the proper discharge tube for
complete synchronization of the system, both as to timing and color. The
scanning is at a sufficiently rapid rate
for the effect of persistence of vision
to give the effect of a two-color halftone. This system is adaptable to
present methods of television transmission without any undue changes in
the equipment used.
56.

L

in

color.

A scanning system employing the
"flying spot" method has a scanning
disc provided with two separate
spirals. During the traverse of the
field by one spiral the light is of one
color-during the second scanning of
each revolution the light is of a second
color. A light filter (3) interposed between the light spot and the disc accomplishes this, by means of suitable
gearing, as shown in the figure. The
reflected light from the scene is picked
up by a bank of photo tubes, and the
resulting variations are used to modulate a radio transmitter. These signals are picked up by a receiving set
of suitable characteristics and fed to a
pair of gas- discharge tubes, having
color characteristics similar to the

rig.t

Receiving system for color television.

1182
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makes the monitor image observable
at one side of the "person being
scanned. A second optical system may
be provided for orienting the image in
the correct sense, to make it visible in
the upright position.

Synchronizing Motor
No. 1778674, issued to Ray D. Kell,

Assignor to the General Electric Co.
Patented October 14, 1930.
An apparatus for the transmission
of pictures.
This particular patent is of extreme
interest, for the arrangement is adaptable to the needs of the home constructor. The disc is driven by a
series motor which serves to take up
the windage and frictional losses and

Novel design of synchronizing motor, the
rotor of Which is attached to the scanning
disc, while the stator is fixed to the front
panel of the cabinet, so that it can be
turned by hand for "framing" the picture.

to maintain the disc in rotation. A
small synchronous motor comprising a
stator carrying A.C. of the same frequency as the supply driving the synchronous motor at the transmitting
point, is mounted in the manner shown
in the diagram. The rotor is attached
directly to the disc; while the stator
is fixed to the front panel of the cabinet, in such a manner that it may be
rotated by hand for phasing or framing the picture. This synchronous
motor carries only the burden of speed
control, and is not required to pull the
load of the disc. This is similar to a
device now on the market, and is well
within the ability of the amateur.

An improved method for monitoring the
output of a television amplifier. A prism
rectifying the side -wise image.

Transmission Monitor

No. 1717782, issued to Herbert E.
Ives, and Joseph W. Horton, Assignors to the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. Patented June 18, 1929.
A method for monitoring the output

of a television amplifier. Here the
transmitting disc has a neon tube
placed at one side and fed by a portion of the output of the transmitting
amplifier. This image is produced
with its left side downward and its
top toward the observers left. A prism

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

Diagram showing how special synchronizing motor is connected.
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Interesting Television Patents Reviewed
Multi-Service Carrier
No. 1770205, issued to Alfred N. Goldsmith and Julius Weinberger, Assignors to the Radio Corporation of

America. Patented July 8, 1930.

synchronizing tone. The manner
in which these are separated, one from
the other, by band -pass filters, is
shown in Fig. 3.
6 -kc.

Background Adjustment

Staging Television
No. 1792259, issued to William A. Tolson, Assignor to the General Electric Co. Patented February 10th,
1931.

No. 1728122, issued to Joseph W. Horton, Assignor to the Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc. Patented September 10th, 1929.

Fy 3

Dr. A. N. Goldsmith and Julius Weinberger, both of the R. C. A. Technical
Staff, have obtained this patent for operating a television system within the 100.000 cycle band.

A system for operating within the
100,000 -cycle band permitted to television transmitters. A plurality of
channels is so arranged as to transmit
a television signal, a sound program
and a synchronizing signal over a

single carrier.

The system employs

apparatus similar to the carrier -current systems employed in telephone
communication. Fig. 1 shows the
manner in which the band is occupied; Fig. 2 shows the method of
transmission and Fig. 3 the necessary
receiving elements. A 2,043-kc. generator is modulated by a television
signal of from zero to 43,000 cycles,
and also by a 50,000-cycle carrier current, on which are superposed a speech
signal of from zero to 5,000 and a
t.

-

This patent relates to a method for automatically adjusting the background of a
received image.

Method of automatically adjusting
the background or initial illumination
of a received image.
Heretofore the person viewing the
received scene has had no knowledge
of the basic brilliancy of the scanned
scene. The only method he has had
of obtaining the proper relationship,
as to contrast, has been by previous
knowledge or by adjustment of the
current through the neon lamp for the
Dest effect. In this invention a normal
television transmitter, using the indirect method of scanning, is employed to feed a signal to a remote
receiver. The final stage of this receiving amplifier contains manual
means for adjusting the initial brilliancy of the image by virtue of a
biasing and gain control in the grid
circuit of the output amplifier. The
initial bias on this tube is adjusted
manually by means of the system 86,
87, 88. An optical effect, corresponding
to an automatic volume control in an
acoustic receiver, serves to adjust the
background to the required intensity
by means of multiple neon tubes operating at different striking voltages.
Methods of obtaining the correct striking potentials for these tubes are
shown in other figures not reproduced.

Cathode -Ray Receiver
No. 1793406, issued to Ray D. Kell,
Assignor to the General Electric Co.
Patented February 17th, 1931.
A method of television reception

with the cathode -ray tube.
The output of a low- frequency amplifier is fed to a cathode -ray tube in
such a manner as to effect a variation
in the intensity of the beam, in accordance with the signal output. This
electron stream is passed through two
pairs of electrostatic deflecting plates,
across which the disçharges of a pair
of two-element tubes are connected.
These two tubes are charged by means
of a pair of commutators, operated in
synchronism with the scanning disc
at the transmitter. The charge is of
the proper intensity and the discharge
of the proper time -intensity characteristic, to shift the beam in accordance with the scanning at the transmitting point. One discharge device
is so timed as to effect the horizontal
scanning motion, and the other the
vertical. The arrangement is such as
to be used with a cathode -ray oscillograph tube of the type available for
laboratory use.

Television receiving circuit for cathode ray tubes.

A system for transmitting an uninterrupted television program. Three
scenes are set as illustrated below.

Three separate scanning mechanisms
are in motion, and in phase and synchronism one with the other ; only'one
scanning device is scanning actively
at any instant. Change of scene is
effected without delay and without the
necessity for resynchronizing at the
received point, after the receiving
scanner is once in step with the transmitter. Change -over may be made
sharply by shutting off one light
source or by a "fade out-fade in"
arrangement. The purpose of the invention is the expediting of the television program from the standpoint of
showmanship, rather than from the
point of view of technical improvement or engineering advance. The
invention is interesting because it is,
in all probability, the first to be issued
in this phase of the art.

A method for staging several scenes in
front of a "multiple" television pick -up,

permitting the operator to switch from one
scene to another in a smooth manner.
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SEEING IS BELIEVING
W3XK Seen in Kansas

NEws:
Editor
You will probably be Interested to know that
we have successfully picked up the television
image signal from W3XK, Jenkins studio, at
Washington. D. C.
The signals were received by one of the usual
short -wave sets available everywhere. Resistance- coupled amplifiers had been used in previous attempts to pick -up the Jenkins signals,
but profiting from the experience gained in a
recent television demonstration at the University of Kansas, the new amplifier was "impedance coupled."
TEi.EVI SloN

disc is free from lines, but I have not finished
the pictures taken with It.
H. E. BURKET,
S10 Center St., Chicago, Ill.

(Great stuff II. E. B. and we hope to hear
from a great many more readers.
I

C. BRADNER BROWN.

Lawrence, Kansas.

(Great work C. B. B. and we hope you will
krrp us posted on all the latest results you
obtain in picking up Easter telcrision signals
on your rrreirer in Kansas. This is pretty good
work. and a large jump for trlcrision signals
as none of the stations are using rery much
power just now and a strong television signal
is necessary in any case. It therefore stands
to reason that one ran hardly hope to pick up
a good fric rision signal loon miles away with
a television transmitter using possibly 500 watts
or so. While it would not be considered much
of a trick to tune in with an ordinary ',Ace
receiver on a broadcast station of average
power at a distance of 1000 miles or more, we
think it a fine piece of work in obtaining telerislon signals at such a long distance. We hope
to hear from more of our readers who hare
picked up television signals at a distance of 200
miles or snore from the transmitting station.

-Editor.)

He Photographed the Image!
TELEVISION NEwa

Editor

:

Herewith photo taken with my television
scanner from images broadcast by the Chicago
Doily News. My present television receiver is
a ten tube set, using an 1S" diameter scanning
dise, driven by a syaehrmaoas motor with gear
transmission.
In taking the photographs of the television
image the first exposure I made was of 2%
seconds duration and other exposures were made
up to 10 seconds duration. I have been experimenting with various television receiver systems for over two years, using spot and crater
type glow tubes, with white or green light,
which gives a better image than the ordinary,
Oat -plate, Neon tubes commonly employed.
With reference to the photos of the image
I am sending please make note that these
and
photos were taken while using my old dise
My_
new
they show the lines quite strongly.

in an Carly issue of TELEVISION
Address Mr. Nasou care of this office.
We hope ereril one of the cnthusiaxts
who has a television receiver and sca,ulrr will
dust off that camera they hare up in the attic
and take a picture of their "look -in" stations.
Yes, 'Visualists;' we need every picture teem(
get to make this department real ncwsir' and
of real ratite to the other readers of TL:LEV I SION
Sawn. Don't forget, a nice clear picture and
description of your set. We particularly are
interested in knowing all about the stations you
received and hoir much diffi^.ulty you may hare
experienced in holding the image steady: perhaps you hare a new wrinkle or idea which you
would like to pass out to your fellow television
enthusiasts, explaining how to make a simple
arrangement for framing the image and holding
it steady. Thanks a lot Edmond, for your

rewire,.
Npo%'s.

letter.- Editor.)

From Batavia, New York
.tir. Burk,

('.v

photo of

nage.

From Carlstadt, N. J.
Editor

TELEVISION NEWS:

Fur the past four years 1 have been a continual looker in on all television programs and
have tried many amateur experiments in this
new

art.

A week or so ago I carne in contact with a
copy of TELEVISION NEWS and immediately sub-

scribed to it.
The outfit contains a 60-line disc: short -wave
tuner; 3 -stage amplifier with 750 volts on the
plate of the neon lamp.
The receiver is a Pilot Super -Wasp with re-

generative control.
The amplifier includes a 224-227-210, and
gives almost perfect pictures when operating
correctly.
The disc is run by a fractional horse -power
motor, with variable rheostat control.
I hope this will he of interest to you and
any amateur who should like to get any information, I will kindly offer any help I can.

If you would it would he very kind of you
to give me the address of yr. C. H. W. Nawan
who writes for your magazine as I knew it before he left the Jenkins Television Corporation,
but lost It since then.
Yours sincerely-.
EDMOND DEANE, JR.

(Mighty glad to hoar from you, Edmond, and
we will endearor to publish the article with
diagrams and photos of your very fine television

Editor TELEVISION NEWS :
Thought you would be interested in knowing
that I have been obtaining good television images
at Batavia, New York. I am using my own
design of synchronous motor which has 120
poles. I have sent you a description of it for
publication, if you elect to do so after reading
the manuscript.
I drive the scanner disc shaft by belt with
an ordinary universal motor, operated from a
110 volt A.C. lighting system. The speed of
the scanner disc shaft is regulated to about
1200 It.P.M. and then my synchronous motor
falls in step wth the oscillator and holds the
dise at this speed. My oscillator is linked tip
with the television receiver in such a way
that during the reception the oscillator falls
in step with the 1200 cycle component of the
transmitted signal and in this way the automatic synchronization of the image is maintained.
KENNETH SIHERMAN,

Batavia,

N. Y.

I We are always glad to hear from any of our
readers, especially with regard to articles describing some practical new application of some
part of a television set. iVe hare looked over
the inantíscript and undoubtedly we will have
an opportunity to publish this in an early issue,
probably the very next issue of TELEVISION
Nsovs. Don't forget, 'Yisualists," we pay for
all articles accepted and published, at regular
rates, and if you hare any sort of hone -made
gadget" which enables you to hold the tele(isinn signal steady on your scanner, and girr
a better image than ordinarily obtained: remember. we are waiting for you with a check
:n our hand.- Editor.)

Letters from Readers
We Can't Keep Our Hat On!
TELEVISION NEwa:
have Just finished reading TELEVISION
NEws and ant not disappointed with it. It certainly is the magazine that has been wanted
for n long time. I find that it has very interesting and instructive material In it.
SIDNEY MAGID.
275 Corbin Place,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
(Thanks Kidney. but if we yet many more
of these laudatory letters, we arc afraid our
heads will swell to such proportions that we
will not be able to keep our hat on. We are
making every effort to obtain the information
which we believe the different classes of readers

Editor
I

of TELEVISION NEWS desire and we arc endeavoring to publish at all times in the columns
of TELEVISION NEWS the latest information
available. Glad to have heard from you.
Editor. )

-

From An Expert
Editor

TELEVISION

NEws:

The first issue of TELEVISION NEWS was
called to my attention recently and it certainly
is a mighty One looking book. From the looks
of the field, there is certainly- room for a magazine dealing with the experimental end of television and the new developments, and I don't
know of anyone better equipped than you to
give out this information.

I certainly wish you all the luck in the world
with your new magazine and hope that it will
eclipse anything that you have yet published.

GEO. C. BAXTER ROWE,

Editorial Director.
Electric Sound Institute.
Easton, I'a.
(Thanks George and we will probably need
all of the luck you wish us, especially if this
depression lasts much longer. flowerer, we hare
a strong back and a heart), appetite for work.
so we feel we hare a winning chance to make
Tru.EvI SIlN NEWS the leading magazine in its
field. -Editor.)

(Continued on page 318)
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How to Make a Home Television Receiver With

Synchronous \4otor
FOR DRIVING SCANNING DISC

Here is the data you have been looking for -how to build a synchronous motor of sufficient power to drive a television scanning dise for your receiver. The "tuner". "amplifier"
and "scanning disc " used with this motor by the authors, are also described in detail.
TODAY we are entering the
dawn of the age of television.
What the future holds in stock
is even more problematical than
was the case with radio a decade ago.
We have had many prophets, some
more or less false; but on the whole
much progress has already been made

By

R. STAIR and
S. R. WINTERS

aid. The research laboratories are
doing their utmost, but help and public interest are needed. The amateur
can aid, not only in research, but in
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toward television, or radio movies, as
entertainment for the

a practical
home.

The final receiver for the home will

no doubt be as much different

from

the crude ones of today as the 1931
electric superheterodyne differs from
the early crystal set.
As with
"talkies" in the case of the movies,
sound and sight will again be combined to make radio entertainment
complete.
How the Amateur Can Aid Television
But are we to sit and wait for the
perfect receiver? There is much work
to be done -many improvements to be
made
new field to be explored.
Again the call is to the amateur for

-a

building up an interest as he has done
with radio in many of its phases. It
is with these ideas in mind that we
are giving in this article the details of
the construction of a relatively simple
home television receiver.
The receiver described is of the
motor -disc type and was designed for
reception of the radio movies from
Station W3XK. (48-hole disc, 15
revs. per second, Jenkins station,
Washington, D. C.) Variations in the
construction for use with stations
transmitting 20 pictures per second
are noted. (W3XK now 20 p. p. s.)
The complete receiver consists of a
number of units; namely, synchronous motor, disc assembly, D.C. sup-

radio receiver, and amplifier.
Each of these may be constructed
easily by following the description
and illustrations.
The Synchronous Motor- Mechanical Details
In Fig. 1, we have given a circuit diagram and many of the details of
construction of the synchronous motor. For the Jenkins system (now
1200) the disc rotates 900 times
per minute (15 times per second) and
is driven, at the transmitter, by a synchronous motor. Hence the problem
of synchronism is solved by the use of
a synchronous motor, built or geared
to run exactly 900 revolutions per
minute. This is accomplished directly, with elimination of noisy gearing,
by building eight field poles (Nos. 1
to 8) for the A.C. windings. Logically,
the rotor also should have eight poles
in order to attain greater efficiency;
but construction is greatly simplified
by using only four poles as illusply,

trated.

Cores Built Up of Laminations
Each of the cores of the field coils
and the rotor electro- magnets are
built up of transformer steel, in laminations 11 -'4 inches wide and piled to
a thickness of 1 inch. The laminations
for the rotor are each 5 inches long
at one side, rounding to 3;ít inches at
the other. These are roughly cut to
dimensions before assembly and then,
after the rotor is complete, it is slowly revolved against a rapidly rotating
emery wheel, until the ends of the four
poles lie in a perfect circle. The field coil poles, as illustrated for No. 4, are
built of pieces of transformer steel,
alternately 2% and 33/4 inches long.
Connecting the poles are laminations
of the shape WXYZ; dimensions WX
= 31/4 inches, and YZ = 41/4 inches.
Alternate pieces reach first to the center of pole No. 2, and then to the center of pole No. 3, etc.
After stacking the laminations for
each field -coil pole, they are clamped
in a vise, and a 3/16 -inch hole is bored
about 1% -inch from the end. The pole
is then slit (with a hack saw) from
the end to the hole, as shown in Fig.
1. The pole is next given a curved
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end, as illustrated, by holding its center to an emery wheel for a few seconds. One -half the pole is short-circuited by a single turn of very heavy
copper wire (about No. 8 or 9) in
order to produce a rotating field in

the direction of the desired rotation
of the armature. That is, the half of
the pole in the direction of desired
rotation is short-circuited.

Winding the Motor Coils
Each of the field coils consists of
400 turns of No. 24 D.C.C. copper
wire, constructed on a removable form
13/s by 11/2 inches and about 1 inch
long; that is, the coils are made of a
size to slip conveniently over the
laminated poles. About 21/2 pounds
of wire were required to wind the
eight coils.
The electro- magnet or armature
windings consist of about 5,000 to
6,000 turns each, of No. 32 enameled
copper wire wound on a form similar
to the field coils, but about 21/2
inches in length. All the windings are
carefully protected by having a fiber
or paper core, and are covered with
shellac or rubber tape, to prevent mechanical injury from the outside.
The armature coils and laminations
are mounted on a brass disc (iron
must not be used) 5 inches in diameter and 1/4-inch in thickness, with 8
bolts 3/16 by 21/2 inches and the brass
clamps D and E as shown in Fig. 1.
(Again, iron must not be used for the
clamps D and E.) The two sets of
laminations are mounted about 3iinch apart, located symmetrically with
respect to the center of the brass disc.
The brass disc was previously mounted on one end of the shaft of a reduction gearing, having a shaft 6 inches
in length and a belt pulley on either
end.. The mounting was accomplished
by soldering the brass disc to the
smaller belt pulley (about 2 inches in
diameter.) The windings of the two
coils are connected in series, in such
a manner that the adjacent poles are
of opposite polarity, (test with compass needle or check direction of windings) when current is flowing through
the coils. One end is grounded to the
brass disc, while the other is connected to an insulated contact C,
which is supported on a piece of

.

110 V.

A.C.

2-

Hook -up of rectifier used by the
authors with their television receiver.

Fig.

ENLARGEMENT
OF

"b"

DISC

A

which has movable
Fig. 3 -Above shows details of the Stair - Winters scanning disc,
accurately.
be
adjusted
can
hole"
each
"scanning
plates, so that

bakelite between the clamps D and E.
When the assembly of the armature is
complete, and all the bolts made secure, it is now slowly rotated against
the face of a rapidly- moving emery
wheel as described above.

suit, no electrical interference from
the motor during the reception of
pictures. Any motor using a commutator, such as the universal type, always produces more or less interfer-

Mounting the Field
The field coils are mounted on the
field poles and wired, as illustrated, in
such a manner that alternate poles
are of opposite polarity. It is an aid
in assembly to prepare a full -size
paper diagram similar to Fig. 1 and
paste it onto the laminated mounting
board. (If the board on which the
field coils are mounted is not laminated, it is liable to warp or split. Bakelite, fiber, micarta, hard rubber, or
other material may be used.) The
laminations are held in place by
clamps and bolts as illustrated for
pole No. 6. They are adjusted tangent
to a circle slightly larger than the
armature; that is, a circle, previously
drawn on the mounting diagram, 51/2
inches in diameter. This gives a
clearance of about 1/16 -inch between
the field poles and the armature. The
field coils are wired in series-parallel
as illustrated; that is, the 110-volt
A.C. house current is placed directly
across the two sets of four coils in
series.
The completed components of the
motor are mounted on a wooden
framework consisting of two 3 by 6
inch joists 18 inches in length, set on
edge and separated by blocks 3 inches
in thickness at the two ends.
One connection to the D.C. armature winding is made through the
bearing, by connecting to the base of
the shaft support. For the other a
cone depression is made in the contact
C with a metal drill and, by means of
a spring, the pointed end of a large
copper wire is held firmly in this cone
as the armature rotates. Thus we get
no arcing or sparking and, as a re-

The D. C. Source
Since a source of direct current is
required for this motor, and since only
one set of storage batteries was
available, we chose a heavy duty "B"
power supply for energizing the D.C.
windings. However, since one is interested only in obtaining a certain
strength of poles, almost any type of
D.C. source will serve, provided the
windings are designed in the proper
manner. If, for example, it is desired
to use a six-volt storage battery, the
windings may be made in parallel, and
consist of about 300 turns of No. 24.
D.C.C. copper wire on each core. We
use about 5,500 turns on each core,
in series, carrying 60 milliamperes.
That is, our motor requires about 330
ampere-turns on each core for satisfactory operation. We have reduced
the value of this as low as 250 ampere -turns in some of our tests, before
the motor would fall out of step and
come to a stop.
In Fig. 2 is given the circuit diagram of the "B" supply which we use.
(Any good commercial "B" eliminator
may be used.) The transformer is
made on a core 11/4 by 11/4 inches
cross section and having an inside
opening, after assembly, about 2 by 3
inches. The primary winding consists
of 600 turns of No. 18 D.C.C. wire;
and there are three secondaries, each
containing 600 turns of No. 24 D.C.C.
copper wire, center -tapped. Each electrolytic rectifier cell consists of a central electrode of lead and two outer
electrodes of aluminum, placed in a
pint jar of saturated solution of
borax, covered with a film of oil. A
condenser (4 to 8 mf.) is necessary
across the leads, as illustrated; since

ence.
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the armature windings have a high
inductance and thus offer a very high
reactance to unfiltered current direct
from the rectifier.
The constructional details given
above apply to a motor revolving 900
times per minute; that is scanning a
picture 15 times per second. We believe that eventually most, or all, stations will change over to the 20picture -per-second rate. Also many
of our readers will desire to construct
the motor for present day 20-picture
broadcasts. In that case the design
of the motor must be changed slightly
as follows: instead of eight poles six
are required. The armature will have
to be constructed somewhat differently. One core piece, centrally located
on the brass disc (which should be decreased in diameter to about 4
inches), is now required. If a "B"
power supply is to be used, the winding should have about 10,000 turns of,
say, No. 32 enamel- covered copper
magnet wire. If a six -volt storage
battery or a good "A" eliminator is
available, the winding should contain
300 to 400 turns of No. 20 D.C.C.
copper magnet wire.
The motor must be brought to synchronous speed by some means other
than its own power. This may be
accomplished either by belting it to
another motor or to a high ratio (say,
10 to 1) pulley turned by hand. (We

trated in Fig. 3. The holes,* 60 in
number for the Jenkins (W3XK,
Washington, D. C.) system at present,
are located either by use of a template

or by means of a compass and proIn either case large holes,
about '/s -inch diameter, are made at
approximately the correct locations
for the scanning openings. A pair of
similar holes (one above and one below) are made % inch from the first
set. Small plates of brass or copper,
'/2 by 1 inch, drilled in the center with
a small hole (about 1/64 -inch in diameter for a 12 -inch scanning disc) are
bolted to the disc with screws slightly
smaller than the holes in them and in
the disc. These are adjusted to the
proper positions and securely tight-

tractor.

ened.
The radial adjustment can be
checked conveniently by looking at
any bright object (such as a frosted
lamp) through the rotating disc. The
lateral adjustments can best receive
the final adjustment by checks against
a broadcast figure. The holes out of
adjustment are easily identified by
temporarily plugging some of the

openings.
The neon glow-lamp (we are using
a 2 -watt General Electric lamp at the
present time) is mounted in the conventional manner back of the disc, except that a ground glass screen is
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The Television Receiver Circuit
The television receiver's circuit is
illustrated in Fig. 4. It is more or
less of the conventional tuned- radiofrequency, detector, and resistancecoupled amplifier type. Storage batteries are used for both the filament
and the plate voltages. Tuning condensers, approximately .0002 -mf., and
coils about 2 inches in diameter, with
8 and 30 turns of wire, for the primary and secondary respectively, cover
the range from 950 to 2,500 kilocycles.
Caution is necessary, to prevent regeneration by sufficiently large grid
resistors (about 1000 ohms), by -pass
condensers, and proper shielding and
placing of the radio -frequency coils.
Broad tuning is essential for the
proper reception of pictures.
The proper plate voltages depend in
a measure upon the particular tubes
used, especially the neon and the
power tube. Some of our neon tubes
require 50 to 100 volts more plate
supply than others. As an example,
we receive good pictures, with 200
volts plate supply and 22% volts
"C" -bias, with one of our neon tubes
in conjunction with a '71A power
tube. We adjust the plate and grid
voltages to give a continuous glow
in the neon tube when no signal is
being intercepted. The exact voltage
adjustments are a matter of experi-
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Fig. 4 -Shows wiring diagrams of the Stair - winters television tuner and amplifier, the latter utilizing
three stages of resistance
coupling. A key or switch cuts the loudspeaker out of circuit and the neon tube in circuit.
1

use an auxiliary induction motor.) If
a meter is placed in either the A.C. or
D.C. circuit, it will be observed to
fluctuate when synchronous speed is
being approached.

Our Scanning Disc
The scanning disc is mounted on the
end of the shaft opposite the armature; its special construction is illusFor patterns of n
Issue of this journal.
issue, page 189.

60 -hole

disc, see No.
Also article in No.

2
3

placed between the lamp and the disc.
This produces a more uniform field
than the plate of the lamp itself, although at the loss of some light.
The ground glass screen is made by
grinding a piece of ordinary window
glass with "flour" carborundum. This
is accomplished by placing the piece of
glass flat on a blotter, covering its
surface with carborundum flour and
water, and gently rubbing by a rotary
motion with a flat piece of steel until
a uniformly ground surface is produced.

ment on the particular set -up employed.
Quite often, the picture is out of
frame when it is first observed. There
are eight possible positions for the
picture to occupy when using the 8pole motor described herein. With a
little practice it is a simple matter to
juggle the position of the picture by
reversing the D.C. or A.C. leads by
means of a reversing switch, or by
opening and closing one of the circuits
quickly. If the circuit is left open too
long, the motor will stop.

ept.-Ort..
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An Early TELEVISION
and Picture Transmission Proposal
THE following is a description
of apparatus designed for
transmitting views or pictures

to a distance, jointly invented

by the undersigned during the period

elapsed between September 29th and
October 11th, 1902.
At the transmitting station (A)
there is provided a dark chamber (c)
having a suitable lens (d) in an opening at the front. Inside the chamber,
exposed to light rays entering through
the lens is a ground glass plate (e)

EDITOR'S NOTE: The television and picture transmission scheme herein described is of
special interest inasmuch as it was devised in
l:ur_ -,I years ago. jointly by Mr. J. I.. McQuarrie. then assistant Chief Engineer of the
Western Electric Company and now Chief Engineer of the international Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, and by Mr. W. W. Cook.
then Chief Engineer of the International Western Elect rie Company, London, England. At
that time photo -electric cells, Neon lamps and
vacuum tube amplifiers were, of course. not
available: nevertheless, the scheme embodies
the fundamental ideas of practical television
The description is
and picture transmission.
taken verbatim from the original manuscript
McQuarrle
and W. W. Cook.
signed by .1. I..

Design of scanner disc
proposed 29 yrs. ago
by Mr. McQuarrie and
Mr. Cook for television
system

which

had

many interesting and
remarkable features.

Immediately behind this plate is a contrivance with a pin-hole opening (f)
arranged to be rapidly and continuously exposed to every point on the
surface of the plate. Next in order is
a lens (g) adapted to focus light rays
passing through the pin-hole to the
center of the chamber at the rear. At
this focal point there is provided a
substance such as selenium (h) which
is susceptible to changes of electrical
resistance under varying intensities of
light. The selenium or other responsive substance is included in an electric circuit which extends to the distant receiving station (B) where it is
joined to an electromagnet or other
device (i) capable of responding to
changes of E.M.F.
In the illustration an electromagnet
is shown; the armature of which is
fitted with a mirror.
A suitable dark chamber (k) is provided at (B) ; this chamber is equipped
with a semi -opaque prism (m) at the
rear. Inside the chamber is a ground
glass plate (o) and in front of this
plate is a device for exposing a pinhole (p) to every point on the surface
similar to that employed at the transmitting station.
In the operation of the apparatus a
source of light (r) is provided at the
receiving station so arranged that its
rays are reflected to the prism at the
rear of the chamber by means of the
mirror attached to the armature of
the electromagnet. In tracing the se-

quence of events which occur in the
use of the apparatus it will be observed that light rays reflected from
the view pass through the small lens
into the chamber at the transmitting
station and are impressed on the
ground glass plate therein. The pinhole passes over the surface of the
plate at a speed which enables it to
cover the area in about one -sixth of
a second, thus exposing all points on
the plate's surface in rapid succession
and permitting the light rays to pass
into the large lens at the rear; these
rays being more or less intense depending upon the degree of light or
shade of the particular point of the
view at which the pin -hole is located at
a particular moment. It follows therefore that the selenium cell is subjected
to light rays of varying intensity and
this in turn causes corresponding
changes in its electrical resistance,
followed by similar variations in the
strength of current in the electric circuit. The current changes are reproduced at the receiving station in the

form of mechanical movement of the
armature of the magnet and the beam
of light which is reflected from the
mirror attached to the armature is
caused to waver in harmony with this
motion. The reflected beam will then
sweep across the surface of the semi opaque prism located in the opening
at the rear of the receiving chamber.
When the light beam is at the upper
edge of the prism practically all the
rays will pass into the chamber and
its interior will be illuminated; when
the beam is at the lower portion of the
prism none of the rays can enter and
the chamber will be dark. As the
beam moves across the prism a gradual change from a condition of light
to one of darkness occurs inside the
chamber. It will thus be seen that if
the pin -hole at the receiving station is
caused to move over the surface of
the ground glass plate located within
the chamber the particular point at
which the pin -hole may be situated at
a given moment will appear to the observer to be either light or dark depending upon the condition inside the
chamber. If then the pin -holes at
both stations are operated with synchronism the view impressed on the
ground plate glass at the transmitting
station will be reproduced on the
plate at the receiving station.
The pin -hole mechanism may consist of two discs placed one in front
of the other and arranged to revolve
at proper speed; one of the discs may
have an opening or slot cut across its
face from the center to the periphery
the other disc may have a spiral slot
extending out from the center as in
sketch.
In place of the apparatus shown at
the receiving station for deflecting the
beam of light it is suggested that an
electric arc be used and means be provided in the line for varying its intensity.
It is proposed that for the purpose
of transmitting photographs or views
of stationary objects a photographic
plate be used at the receiving station
and formed through the action of the
mechanism.-Courtesy of "Electrical
Communication."
Schematic
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By RUDOLF
SCHADOW
(Berlin)

Synchronize Better?
SYNCHRONIZING means making the perforated disc of the
television receiver revolve at exactly the same speed as the
transmitting disc. Better synchronizing means accomplishing this with
the least energy, and without encountering insuperable difficulties. Just
how important is the last requirement,
we may see from most amateur -made
television sets, which operate without
any special synchronizing apparatus.

This is one of the most interesting and valuable European contributions to Television the editors
have found. Mr. Schadow discusses in plain language many
unique methods of synchronizing
or "keeping the image steady."
Electro-magnetic brakes, relays,
phonic wheels, etc., are all described.

right number of revolutions is obtained; on the contrary, the fluctua-

tions in the number of revolutions of
the motor have to be balanced.

Electro- Magnetic Brake
Fig. 1 shows the plans of the electromagnetic brake. The apparatus
consists of the electromagnet E, the
moving armature A, the brake shoe B,
and the battery S. By the key T, provided with a long connection wire, the
circuit can be closed from any desired
distance. The braking takes place by
spring pressure, which presses the
armature and the brake shoe against
the edge of the disc. At a pressure
on the key, the braking is instantly

stopped.
The opposite working arrangement,
shown in Fig. 2, in which the braking
action starts with the pressure on the
key, does not make possiblè the fine
adjustability of the braking pressure
through the spring; so that under certain circumstances the brake acts too
jerkily. Of course in the arrangement of Fig. 1, a key must be used
which can be kept closed, or is provided with a lever switch; so that the
disc can start unbraked.
Fig.
(left). -Shows plan of electromagnetic brake with hand-operated key.
Fig. 2
(right. above)
Unfavorable
braking arrangement.
1

.

-

The picture is simply, even if less
conveniently, brought to a standstill
by placing a finger against the circumference of the disc; thus bringing
the somewhat fast -running Nipkow
disc down to the synchronous number
of revolutions.
It is much more elegant to accomplish this sort of synchronizing by
braking of the disc. This method has
an essential advantage over the very
manifold proposals for regulating the
number of revolutions, by changing
the speed ratio between motor and
disc -shaft; since one is not compelled Fig. 3 (above) Appearance of
to sit directly in front of the receiv- completed magnetic brake; note
brake shoe of felt or leather.
ing set, but can choose any desired
position which still affords observation
of the televisor. Furthermore, a perfect synchronization can never be ob- Fig. 4.-Construction of latertained, even by the most exact regula- ally operating magnetic brake.
tion of the speed ratio. If we operate When magnets are excited both
the televisor with an ordinary motor, armatures and brake shoes act on
the disc.
there is no question of so adjusting
the motor to the disc -shaft that th-

.-
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Where to Mount the Brake
Furthermore, in making such magnetic brakes many variations are of
course possible. In order not to increase the already large dimensions of
the television sets, it is well to put the
brake in a corner of the housing,
where the disc leaves a sufficiently
large free space. Then the apparatus
is so arranged that the brake shoe
SCANNING_
DISC
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/COPPER DISC

Elementary
Fig. 5
(left).
principle of magnetic field braking, the copper disc being slowed
down when rotating in a mag-

NIPKOW
DISC.

netic field.
SOFT

IRON

-To

REGULATING
RESISTANCE

utilize
Fig. 6 (right).
magnetic "drag" braking effect
we would have to place a copper
ring around the edge of the disc.

COPPER
PLATES

7 (extreme right).--Copper plates or segments might also
be used on disc.

Fig.

pl

Copper Disc Brake
Fig. 5 shows the plan of such a
magnetic -field brake. The principle is
that a revolving copper disc is slowed
down in cutting a field composed of
magnetic lines of force; the braking
being stronger, the more powerful the
magnetic field. From this it follows
that with an arrangement like that in
Fig. 5, we can exert a more or less
strong braking effect on the disc, by
simply changing the potential supplied to the magnet coils. To be sure,
it is then necessary to make the disc
out of thin sheet copper, or at least to
provide it at the edge with a copper
band. (See Fig. 6.) It is also possible to use the arrangement shown
in Fig. 7, consisting of a number of
copper plates distributed evenly on the
edge of the disc. Finally, one can also
put on the shaft of the scanning disc
a special copper disc of smaller diameter (about 4 inches), an arrangement
which seems to me about the most
practical. I have not yet given such
regulation, by magnetic -field braking,
a practical, exhaustive test.
Most desirable, in any case, is a
synchronization device which operates
without any manual activity; i. e., entirely automatic. For operating such
devices any constant -frequency alternating current is suitable;
GLOW LAMP
it operates the various synchronizing apparatus, depending on the principle of
synchronizing wheel.
Cne may either have the
`QOOOO

stands at an angle of 45 degrees to
the side where the attachment is
made; as shown in Fig. 3.
Another arrangement, one working
laterally, is shown in Fig. 4. Here
two little blocks of felt press against
the perforated disc, one from each
side; this system is particularly
recommended for timid persons, who
fear a bending of the disc in the case
of pressure on one side. In rapid rotation such bending is practically entirely impossible; on the other hand,
with thin discs, this danger does exist, if the brake acting on the circumference of the disc is not switched off
when turning the motor on or off.
As Fig. 4 shows, a corner-piece is
provided for this brake also, permitting the placing of the apparatus at
an angle of 45 degrees. One reader
(Engineer Hans Teufert, ChemnitzReichenhain) casually made the suggestion of effecting the braking by the
magnetic-field principle. With this
scheme also, remote braking is possible, if we use instead of the key a
regulating resistance provided with a
long connection cord. The adjustment
then takes place very gently and no
pressure is exerted on the disc in
braking.

111111.11111

Fig.

8

(left).

alternating current produced independently of the transmitter and
receiver, as, for example, taking it
from the local house -current system;
or produce it at the place of reception, by means of a tuning -fork interrupter; or finally (as the ideal way),
use for this purpose the line-frequency
of the pictorial (signal) alternating
current. (See Fig. 8.) Certainly its
use is not entirely simple; for on the

one hand the synchronizing wheel re-

quires relatively great initial power,
apd on the other hand the difficulties
increase with the weight of the apparatus to be synchronized. Extremely
precise work is therefore necessary,
above all as regards the mounting of
the disc. Furthermore, displacements
of the center of gravity (unbalancing) of the disc must absolutely be
avoided.
Relay Synchronizing
More suitable seems the relay synchronizing method which offers promising possibilities. So far as I know,
it was first suggested by Baird; the
operation of his system is shown in
Fig. 9. It is not necessary to go into
the details of this; for the principle
can easily be explained by the arrangement reproduced in Fig. 10, to
which long experiments have brought
me. The operation depends on the
fact that a special commutator short circuits the pictorial -line alternating
current (which is conducted not only
to the glow lamp but also to a relay
GLOW

-

LAMP
A'

l'ian for synchronizing with "pictorial- A.C. by
means of

a

RELAY...*

phonic

wheel.
1111111

Fig. 9. -The Baird
(English) method
of " relay " synchronization.

COMMUTATOR
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necessary amount. The parallel resistance is provided also for the previously- described arrangement; since
it suppresses the formation of sparks
at the relay contacts and excludes disturbances connected with them.
The relay can be dispensed with, if
we build the braking device so sensitive that it can be directly activated
by the relay current. Figs. 12 and 13
show corresponding arrangements,
and Fig. 12 is in fact based on Fig.
10, and Fig. 13 on Fig. 11. Both
hook -ups have as yet not been given a
practical test; but I believe that
through this simplification greater
Fig. 10. -Relay synchronization with magnetic brake.
difficulties would arise in every case,
due to the very precise work here reqat the same time) at regular intervals, tracted, and interrupts the braking - uisite. Other than that, the system
depending upon the number of revolu- current circuit. Then the spring represented in Fig. 13, appears
very
tions of the scanning disc. At the presses the brake block against the interesting; because here the
braking
proper speed of the disc, the relay gets disc. It is obvious that in this way effect does not occur by jerks,
only a slight current, which is prac- every other kind of braking action can controlled, within certain limits but is
by the
tically zero; at a higher disc speed, also be performed.
course of the disc at the time. Probhowever, it gets a stronger and
In Fig. 9, for example, the braking ably, however, the arrangement will
stronger current and then begins to is attained by shortcircuiting a resis- also presuppose a higher initial power
act. Thereby a brake is activated, tance, in series with the field winding
of the amplifier, whereby new compliwhich slows up the disc until its nor- of a shunt motor. This arrangement cations arise.
mal speed is again reached. The com- is based on the fact that a motor runs
Synchronizing By A.C.
mutator wheel placed on the shaft of faster, if its magnetic field is weakThat we can also use any other conthe disc must be connected according ened!
stant- frequency alternating current,
GLOW

Fig.

LAMP
SCANNING

11

(left).

-

Here we haue synchronization by nlay and magnetic
field brake.

axeFig. 12.-Electromagnetic synchronization with the
brake connected in
neon tube circuit.

111111111111

MAGNETIC
FIELD BRAKE

COMMUTATOR

to Fig. 10, parallel with the relay
winding. Since the applications of the
short-circuits are to coincide with the
synchronizing line, the commutator
wheel must have as many plates as
there are pictorial lines used.
How the Relay Works
In Fig. 10 the above-described
electromagnetic apparatus is used as a
brake. If the relay receives a stronger
current, through the faster running of
the disc, the relay armature is atGLOW

LAMP

"Shorting" Resistance

Fig. 11, represents a relay hook -up
which uses the principle of magnetic field braking. Here there is in parallel
with the relay contacts a regulating
resistance, by which the braking
power is so adjusted that the disc runs
a trifle too fast. If the
relay begins to act, the resistance is bridged; and
the braking action is increased by exactly the

MAGNETIC FIELD
ti
BRAKE

t

DISC

-

Fig. 13 (left).
Synchronizing b y
magnetic field brake

without

a

special

relay.

--u

*NH
50
IIIIIIIIII

_

OMMUTATOR

OHMS

Fig. 1 4.-Synchroni zing by phonic
wheel or magnetic
brake, operated

from 60 cycle light-

ing circuit (50 cycles, German).

for the relay synchronizing, should be
mentioned for the sake of completeness. Fig. 14 shows an arrangement
which synchronizes the televisor by
means of the 50 -cycle alternating current supplied by a lighting circuit
(Continued on page 308).
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Mr. Gunther sets forth some in-

TELEVISION
EXPERIMENTS
on Short Waves

teresting considerations for the
attention of all television and
short-wave enthusiasts, with
special regard to the arrangement of the receiving circuit
for reception of wavelengths
below 200 meters. This article
deals particularly with the best
form of circuit for the radio
frequency and detector stages.

By HANS GUNTHER

IN

Europe there are as yet no regular television broadcasts on
short waves. Yet the use of short
waves for this purpose offers
excellent prospects; because the necessary "breadth of band" becomes
smaller, the shorter the wavelength.
Therefore, by short waves, one can
much more easily put a number of
television broadcasts alongside of one
another (and of radio programs) than
today in the field of long waves, where
one can transmit only radio programs
or else television programs, not both.
For this reason experiments have
been made in the United States on
wavelengths below 100 meters, and it
is surely only a question of time when
we (Germany) will also change to
these. The (British) Baird Television
Co., is even said to be already constructing a short -wave television
transmitter, which will certainly provide good reception in Germany as
well. Naturally, this implies a properly designed receiver; therefore we
have pleasure in describing a shortwave television receiver suggested by
B. Marshall, which is a model of simplicity; so that our readers may be
prepared in time for short -wave reception in this field.
Fig. 1 represents the hook-up of the
receiver circuit. It contains, as may
be seen, a regenerative detector, and
before it a stage of radio -frequency
amplification utilizing a screen -grid
tube. After the detector follow two
or three stages of audio-frequency amplification (not represented in our diagram), because there is nothing special to be said about this.
The new and surprising feature of
the hook -up is the radio- frequency
stage; for the view is usually set forth
In the literature of the subject, that
there is no sense in using screen -grid
tubes below the 200-meter wavelength.
A further surprising fact is that the
hook-up provides no shielding of any
sort. To be sure, Mr. Marshall advises putting the whole receiver in a
metal box and thus shielding it entirely from the outside; but he expressly says that shielding between
the individual stages is not necessary,
which of course greatly lessens the
difficulty of construction.

In spite of the lack of a tuned input, the receiver is said to be perfectly stable. This is attained, not
only by giving up completely the tuning of the antenna, but still more by
the avoidance of coils and the like in
the antenna circuit. There is inserted in the antenna circuit a resistor
Rl, of about 100,000 ohms; the signal
oscillations across this resistance are
conducted to the grid and cathode of
the screen -grid tube. It should be
noted that this procedure is also ap-

the output energy. The variable condenser C2, of only 100 mmf. capacity,
serves in connection with coil L2 for
regeneration. Condenser Cl is said to
have a capacity of about 1 mf., and
also condenser C7.
It is practical to make coil Ll exchangeable; this consists of a few
turns of thick copper wire (there
being no core) and is provided with a
center tap. The number of turns and
the diameter depend on the desired
waveband to be covered. There have
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Receiving circuit suggested by Mr. Gunther for good reception of the short
waves used in television transmission. showing the use of a screen grid tube in the R.F.
stage, and an ordinary three -electrode tube for the detector.
Fig.

plicable on longer waves, but that it is
then less successful.
The control grid of the screen-grid
tube has a negative bias of 1.5 volts;
the potential is furnished by a single
dry cell, which is connected in parallel
with condenser C6, which is of 1 mf.
.
capacity.
The real tuning condenser is C4; it
is to have at most 300 mmf. capacity.
Condenser C3 serves for coupling the
two tubes; one could also use for this
a fixed condenser of 200 to 300 mmf.;
but variable condenser of this maximum proves more practical, because
with it one can most simply regulate

been so many statements about this in
previous constructional articles that
we do not need to go into the matter
here.
Choke coil D1, which is to prevent
the radio -frequency oscillations of the
first stage from straying into the
plate battery, instead of passing
through the coupling to the second
tube, is to be of the usual kind for
high- frequency oscillations; i. e., it
must above all possess low self- capacity, so that the oscillations may not
leak through the capacity of the
choke. Suitable for this purpose are
(Continued on page 305)
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A New System of Synchronizing Used in

The BARTHÉLÉMY SYSTEM
AFEW months ago, the French
newspapers reported that there
would soon be opened in Paris
a studio in which would be
given public demonstrations of a new
television system invented by the
French experimenter R. Barthélémy,
well known in the field of radio and
telemechanics.
A little later, the technical magazines began to give the first indications how this system differs from
others; in the manner by which it obtains synchronism, and by the great
exactness which it is possible to obtain in the synchronism between the
transmitting station and the receiver.
From these hints, the system appeared
to be very new and interesting; especially since the predicted exactness is
in the order of 1 /10,000 of a second.

new and simple means of
establishing synchronism between the television transmitter
and receiver is here described,
the system using a special synchronizing impulse sent from
the transmitter once for every
revolution of the scanning disc.
A

ing current is to be drawn for its
application. When the filament of the
tube is lighted, and the proper voltages are applied to the plate and the
grid, the plate current flows in B1;
but without causing any oscillatory
phenomena while the current is constant. On striking the tuning fork D,
however, the magnetic field of B1 is

-At

-

Fig. 1
the left,
shows vacuum tube
tuning fork arrangement used for the production of an alternating current of constant
frequency.

Since an explanation, more or less
complete, of the system in question
has not yet been made, we give below
all that it has been possible to learn,
c once r n in g the synchronization,

rather than the remainder of the
apparatus.
The basic patent, on "Motors for
relays, and their applications," applied for in France by Barthélémy on
February 25, 1929, and granted July
11, 1930 (No. 685,512) deals with
motors for receiving apparatus; the
principal part of the invention being
concerned with a new type of directcurrent motor, without brushes, by the
revolution of which the transmitting
apparatus is controlled.

varied by the mechanical motion of
the arms of the fork (which serve as
armatures); and not alone that of Bl,
but also of B2, by which means there
is generated a current which, when
applied to the grid, is amplified in the
plate circuit and therefore in B1. This
variation of the current is opposite in
phase to the preceding one, which was
given by the first stroke on the fork;
the arms of the fork are attracted in
the opposite direction; and the fork
will be thus magnetically excited. The
excitation will be renewed with the
vibration of the fork; the phenomenon
will become periodic; and a flow of
current in the plate circuit will be
maintained by the plate battery of the
tube and will take the frequency
which corresponds to the fundamental of the tuning fork.

The Tuning Fork -Driven Oscillator
To understand properly the workings of this motor, let us first study
the operation of a vacuum tube- tuning
The Use of the "Phonic Wheel"
fork an arrangement frequently
Substituting a "phonic
for
used for the production of alternating the tuning fork, and givingwheel"
it an inicurrent of constant frequency. In the tial impulse, it will continue in revodiagram (Fig. 1) the tuning fork D lution at a speed increasing continuis placed between the two coils B1 and ally until it reaches the limit which
B2 which are inserted, respectively, is determined by the losses, and the
in the plate and the grid circuits of a shape of the "characteristic" of the
vacuum -tube V. In the plate circuit tube. In this arrangement is found
of the latter is located also the pri- the essential novelty of the Barthmary of a transformer, from the sec- élémy patent, in which it is stated
ondary of which the desired alternat- that "the movement of the wheel is

-

governed by the grid of the tube,
making a motor very easily controlled;
and also the elimination of the
'brushes and the ability to use very
light and mobile apparatus permits a
considerable reduction in the power
needed to obtain the required velocity
for television scanning discs."
Analyzing the manner in which this
"D.C. motor without brushes" is applied by Barthélémy to the synchronization of the receiver with the transmitter, we will consider Fig. 2; in
which Bl and B2 are coils like those
used with the tuning fork in Fig. 1.
When the phonic wheel A is set in
motion, the plate and grid circuits of
the tube will become the path of an
alternating current, the frequency of
which depends on the number of poles
and the speed of revolution of the
wheel; while the driving force will be
determined by the voltages on the
plate and the grid, and may be exactly
proportioned to the plate current by a
proper adjustment of the electromagnet Bl.
Putting the wheel in motion, let us
apply to the grid circuit, by means of
the transformer Tg, periodical voltage
impulses which are furnished, for example, by the television transmitter.
It is evident that, if these impulses
have the same frequency and are in
phase with those of the grid voltage,
the functioning of the system will not
be changed, nor the speed of the
wheel.
PLATE
VOLTAGE

B1

tozo-o)

2-

Tg

Fig.
Phonic wheel tube system, the
control impulses being impressed upon the
tube grid circuit through the transformer

T

g.

But, if its speed is such that the
voltage variations set up in the grid
circuit by the revolution of the wheel
have a frequency differing from that
which is applied to the transformer
Tg, there will be set up in the plate
circuit impulses which will either aid
or oppose the motion of the wheel, and
will therefore tend to increase or to
diminish the frequency created by its
revolution. Under these conditions,
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the wheel will be compelled to revolve a synchronizing impulse is applied for
at a speed at which these impulses in 1 /10,000 of a second; this impulse
the plate circuit of the tube are can- having, while it lasts, a much greater
celled out ; i. e., at such a speed that amplitude than the image-frequency
the oscillations in the plate circuit of signals. This is sufficient to create in
the same frequency as those im- the secondary a voltage high enough
pressed upon the transformer, and in to cause the lighting of the neon lamp
phase with them. That is to say, the V (which is separate and distinct
wheel will be governed by the fre- from that by which the image is
scanned), producing a condition very
quency of the current applied to Tg.
In order to apply a similar arrange- close to, but distinctly different from
ment to synchronizing television ap- that required for the generation of
paratus, it is necessary that the trans- continuous oscillations. This is regmitter shall send out a frequency ulated by the selection of the proper
equal to that generated by the motor. constants for all parts of the circuit.
To avoid the necessity of another cirThe Local Oscillating Circuit
cuit, or channel, from that used for
The
of lamp V, by the
the image-frequency, Barthélémy has strikinglighting
voltage created by the signal,
invented an ingenious arrangement by
means of which, utilizing the principle
described above, it is possible to obtain practically perfect phase- synchronism between the revolving parts of
the transmitter and the receiver.
One Signal at Each Revolution
For this purpose he sends, at each
turn of the scanning disc of the transmitter, a current impulse of greater
amplitude than that obtained by scanning the single elements of the image;

since, between the end of the scanning
by the last hole of the disc, and the
beginning of the repetition of scanning by the first hole, there is a little
interval which is utilized for the sending of the synchronizing impulse. This
is sent out at every revolution, instead
of a frequency based on the scanning
(30 cycles for every turn of the
wheel, characteristic of the Baird system; or six cycles to each turn, as in
the Mihaly system).
Since Barthélémy gives this synchronizing impulse a duration of only
1 /10000 of a second-and for many
reasons the time cannot be longer
is necessary to have some special circuit to utilize such a brief impulse for
synchronizing; for the signal itself
could have no overpowering influence
over the much longer period during
which current is generated in the tube
circuit by the revolution of the motor.
On the other hand, the synchronizing impulse is sent out at each revolution of the motor-that is, 16 times a
second (the speed adopted by Barthélémy in place of the 12.5 turns a
second used by Baird) ; making it
necessary that the motor of the receiver shall also turn at the rate of 16
times a second and that the frequency
of the current generated in the tube
circuit shall be 16 cycles, in order
that control of the motor may be obtained by these synchronizing signals.
These considerations resulted in the
adoption of a phonic wheel with only
two teeth; or rather, of a bi -polar
motor, since a wheel of this kind
could not function. His purpose is
accomplished by Barthélémy with the
arrangement shown schematically in
Fig. 3, as followed in an experimental
receiver which has been constructed.
To the input of the transformer Tl

-it

.

FIG.3

HI,
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tion (lasting for 1/16- second) which
is generated by the charging of the
condenser C until the arrival of another synchronizing impulse; then
whatever difference in phase may
have taken place, across the motor in
the local circuit is corrected by the
impulse which forces the motor back
into the proper phase. The exactness
of synchronism obtainable in this
manner might vary slightly, with possible voltage variations in the system
supplying current to the whole circuit.
Use of Six -Inch Disc
As to the remainder of the television receiver invented by Barthélémy, he uses a scanning disc of the
Nipkow type only 6 inches in diamPERMANENT

Har-

BATTERY

(ARM.)

T2

RI

R2

COI L

FIELD MAGNET

1
y

H3

COMMUTATOR

BATTERIES--

Fig. 3 -Above shows circuit finally adopted by Barthélémy, for controlling the speed of
motor accurately at the television receiver. V, represents a neon tube which periodically
charges and discharges the condenser "C," which is charged by the battery Hl.

permits the discharge of the condenser C (through the ionized gas) ;
the condenser, after the lamp has gone
out, is again charged by the battery
H1, which prepares it to receive another signal. The discharge of C
causes, by reason of the voltage drop
across the coupling resistor Rl, an
oscillation to be generated in the circuit R1- C1 -R2; the phase of the oscillation is determined at the instant of
the end of the signal, though its amplitude is governed solely by the constants of the circuit. With proper
values for the capacity C and the resistance Rl, the period of this oscillation may be fixed at 1/16- second; that
is to say, exactly equal to the interval
between signals and to the frequency
of the motor.
The oscillating voltage, applied
across the resistor R2, is then amplified by the tube V1 and fed into the
grid circuit of V2, in the plate circuit
of which is inserted the bipolar armature of a magneto. To obtain with a
motor of this type the corresponding
voltage variations in the grid circuit
of V2, it is necessary to employ a commutator which, together with the
"C" battery H3, puts the proper bias
on the grid of the tube at each revolution.
By the arrangement which has been
described, the motor is compelled to
remain in phase with the local oscilla-

eter, in order to reduce the inertia of
the moving parts and to avoid the
necessity for an expensive high -power
tube; since the whole of the power for
the motor is drawn from the last tube
V2.
Because of the very small size of
this disc, a neon (or helium) lamp
with a very small, but brilliantly lighted plate is used; and the image is
highly magnified by an optical system.
The disc revolves in a horizontal
plane.
It is stated that, with the system
shown, practical results have been obtained noteworthy for the definition
and the absence of drift in the images,
though, it seems, without other advantages over what has been accomplished with other systems. After
brief public exhibitions, it will be possible to draw definite conclusion as to
its efficiency, and the real advantage
of this new method of synchronization.-La Radio per Tutti (Milan.)

Barthélémy System Demonstrated
The demonstration of television
which M. Barthélémy gave recently at
the École Supérieure d'Électricité, at
Malakoff, aroused a curiosity which
exceeded all expectations. The amphitheatre was filled before the appointed
hour, and it was necessary to give a
second showing to satisfy the hun(Continued on page 315)
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The TELEVISION
Regeneration vs. Television

Edited by

G. W. Anderson, Lexington, Va.
Q. 1. In a recent article on the con-

struction of a television receiver, Mr.
Nason says that regeneration does not
necessarily destroy the quality of reception. All other information on television
states that regeneration cannot be employed, if the details of the image are to
be clearly received. Can you explain this

C. H. W. NASON
out the television band and an intermediate frequency amplifier which fed
directly into the neon tube. Naturally
the final "I.F." amplifier tube would
have to be capable of a rather large out-

FIG.1

-A-

-B-

EFFECT OF REGENERATION
ON NORMAL TUNED

REGENERATION REMOVES
UNDESIRABLE BROADNESS
DUE TO GRID LEAK.

CIRCUIT.

EXTREMELY DESIRABLE
EFFECT OF REGENERATION ON
BAND -PASS FILTER CIRCUIT.

Various effects of regeneration in tuned circuits graphically portrayed.

point more clearly for me; since my receiver will not pick up the television stations with good signal strength, unless I
use regeneration?
A. 1. It is quite true that regeneration affects the quality of the television
signal in the ordinary receiver. When
used in circuits employing band selectors,
regeneration is a distinct aid to reception
of the television signal. When used in
connection with a grid -leak detector, as
in the receiver in question, the regeneration has no effect on the quality of the
signal as determined by the tuning elements. Its sole purpose is to compensate
for the presence of the grid leak in
parallel with the tuned circuit. The three
figures here reproduced show the effect
of the regeneration in each of three
cases described in the captions.

QUESTION

Wave Trap for Television
Herbert LeRoy Chase, Quincy, Mass.
Q. 1. I have a television receiver and
scanner, as sold by the Short Wave and
Television Laboratories. I receive the
television programs both from Boston
and from two New York stations with
excellent results. I have considerable
interference from local broadcasters;
which I am told is due to my receiving
the second harmonic of their output on
my television receiver. I called up one
station and they told me that they were
working well within the limits specified
by the Federal regulations. Will a wave trap help me in cutting out this interference? If so, should it tune to the
harmonic of the broadcast station, or to
its actual wave?
A. 1. No receiver-whether for broadcasts, short waves, television or what not
-can be operated successfully with the
so-called "untuned antenna" or "buffer"
stage. This is particularly true in the
case of the screen grid tube. Certain
manufacturers of radio equipment were
early to recognize this fact, while others
seem never to have grasped the situation.
It is possible that, if the broadcaster
interfering is on a frequency just onehalf that of the television transmitter,
the second harmonic is troubling you;
this would have a frequency just double
that of the fundamental. For a short
time W2XCR experienced this trouble
when operating on a frequency just
twice that of WAAM. In all probability
your trouble is due to "cross talk "; this
is due to actual modulation of the signal
occurring in the plate circuit of the first
tube, when the fundamental of the
broadcaster is sufficiently strong to overload the grid of the first tube.
A wave -trap as shown in the accompanying sketch would admirably serve
to reduce this type of interference. The
specified coil and condenser are standard
as made by Hammarlund. Modern practice precludes the possibility of a large
harmonic output from the transmitter,
and it is doubtful whether your inter-

put. Offhand, it would seem that a receiver employing a single '24 as detector
and a '27 oscillator, feeding into an intermediate- frequency amplifier, consisting of two or three '24's, followed by a
pentode or a '10 would prove suitable.
A system for efficiently matching the
impedance of the '10 to that of the neon
tube could be devised, so that the overall efficiency of the system would be far
superior to that of the ordinary tube.
It would still be necessory to provide a
D.C., bias for the neon tube, so that the
average value of the picture background
could be adjusted at will. It would be
impossible to use this receiver for the
reception of sound, except with a particularly fine "condenser" speaker. A
switching arrangement could, however,
be devised so that the final R.F., amplifier could be biased at will as a detector;
Neon Tube Inquiry
operating as a detector feeding a small
Arnold Jones, 342 State St., Portland, loudspeaker, when so desired for the reMaine.
ception of sound. The writer has been
Q. 1. Can the ordinary type of neon working with such a receiver for some
tube be used with radio-frequency en- time past, but has never had it in sufficiergy directly on its elements? Are there ently good form for publication, because
any special precautions to be observed of his desire to get the utmost out of it ference could be so caused.
when the tube is operated in this man- before passing on the information.
ner?
So long as the tube is sufficiently rapid
'HAMMARLUND"
A. 1. To the writer's knowledge, the in operation to follow the carrier fref Hq -C 29
usual type of neon glow lamp will oper- quency, its average illumination will vary
COIL
ate at frequencies of the order of several in accordance with the modulation imhundred kc.; whether it will operate as pressed upon the carrier at the transÌ
well in the short-wave or television band, mitter. It is the writer's opinion that,
he cannot say from experience. Inas- if our neon tubes were more scientifically
much as the major proportion of the designed, they would operate even in the
distortion, present in television receivers, television band; so that no such expeis due to the detector or low- frequency dient as the "super" would be necessary.
amplifier circuits, it seems self- evident It is a perfectly simple matter to design
that the best form of television receiver intermediate- frequency transformers
would be one in which the detector and having a band width such as is required
subsequent amplifier stages were entirely in television service. Those already on
TO SET
HAMMARLUND
done away with. It would be a simple the market could doubtless be made to
MC -M
matter to build a superheterodyne re- do so by simply changing the coupling
MIDGET
ceiver, having an input tunable through- between the windings.
Wave trap circuit for television receiver.

A

;0
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Receiver for Television
Experiments on S -W "s

By HANS GUNTHER
(Continued from page 301)
one -layer cylindrical coils wound on
tubes of hard paper (fiber) or hard
rubber of 2 -3 cm. (1 to 1.2 inches)
diameter, with 100 to 300 turns, according to the waveband desired.
The grid condenser C5 of the detector tube is to have about 100 mmf.
capacity. The grid resistance R2 is
to be somewhat greater than usual;
about 5 megohms.
In the plate circuit of the detector
tube are likewise two more condensers; of which C8 serves to keep the
radio-frequency current out of the
audio -frequency amplifier, so that only
the rectified portions are amplified.
For this purpose the condenser has a
capacity of 100 mmf. while condenser
C9 may be 1000 mmf. (.001 m.f.). The
same rule applies to choke coil D2 as
to Dl. Note, finally, that the grid resistance R2 leads, not directly to the
cathode of the detector tube but to a.
potentiometer, which is.. bridged by
condenser C7, as stated before.
The operation of the receiver is
very smooth, because the adjustment
is very simple. First the potentiometer is set at about its mean
(middle) value; after which one experimentally turns the regeneration
condenser. If a point is found at
which the self- excitation sets in, then
the potentiometer is turned to one
side or the other (generally to the
positive side) until the tube no
longer oscillates. After that the coupling condenser C3 is set to its maximum value, and the tuning condenser
C4 and the regeneration condenser are
varied in the usual way. -Rata, 1931,
H -3.
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Behind Closed Doors in
Modern Television Lai).

By CLYDE J. FITCH
(Continued from page 289)
the neon type has some advantages;
in that the former is sluggish in action and the lamp emits light after it
has once received an electric impulse
from the scanner, and therefore there
is virtually no flicker to the images.
In the process described by Mr.
Heller, there is no limit within reason
to the number of lamps that could be
used, but the number required to reproduce a standard 60 line image
would be 4320.

against mechanical or electrical
defects.

a

Where this lamp system has been
used before, some form of commutator which connects one lamp after the
other to the output circuit of the television receiver was employed.
"We have a new type of commutator, which has no electrical or mechanical contacts," Mr. Heller said.
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RESISTORS for The
Ballasts
THE importance of the line ballast to the radio receiver has
long been known. In the television receiver it is even more important. For ordinary sound reception, a
fluctuating line voltage is not as immediately obvious to the listener, and
shows its destructive effects later in
short tube life and consequent costly
set operation. While tone quality may
be impaired under subnormal voltage
operation, it is often overlooked or
partially corrected by the tone control.
In the television receiver, fluctuating line voltage causes immediate erratic reception. The images become
less clear or fade away entirely; and
the set must be "forced" to bring
them back. Such effects are very apparent and annoying, but they can be
avoided easily by the proper use of a
line ballast.
The clarostat line ballast illustrated
is a special type of resistor whose resistance varies with temperature. In
other words, as the line voltage rises,
the current through the resistor increases, causing the temperature of
the unit to rise and increase its resistance. This automatically prevents
the line current from increasing
greatly, and maintains a relatively
constant input voltage to the set.
These line ballasts are made for
currents between 0.3 and 1.75 amperes. In selecting one, it is important to know the amount of current
that the set draws. This depends upon the number of tubes and other factors and is best determined by actual
measurement with an ammeter.
For best voltage regulation, the
power transformer should be wound
for 85 volts or be provided with an 85volt tap on the primary, as shown in
the diagram. The line ballast is shown
at 1. When so used, the line voltage
may vary between 95 and 135 and the
input voltage to the set will remain
practically constant-or within the
limits allowed by the tube manufacturers. Of course the ballast must
be properly matched to the power
transformer to obtain these desirable
conditions.

By H. G. CISIN, M.E.

TELEVISION

simple synchronous motor for operating the televisor. Even if they were
located within the vicinity of the

transmitter, there are other stations

-bore:

The au-

tomatic t in e
ballast is indixpen xible for
television sets.
Left: Speed con iroì for motors.

Left: Standard
clarostat, useful for regulating neon tube
current.
Right: Clarostet flexible
to i re resistors
are used widely in S.W. and
television
ceivcrs.

re -

which they would like to receive which
operate on some other power supply
system. Therefore, the most universal
televisor employs a main driving
motor of the ordinary induction, universal or D.C. type, in conjunction
with a synchronous phonic motor regulated by the image signal frequency.
Accurate speed control of the main
driving motor is essential. If it has
a tendency to vary widely the phonic
motor will not have sufficient power
to "lock" the speed in synchronism
and the image will disappear.
To supply the demand for a reliable
and easily operated speed control unit,
clarostat engineers have perfected a
special variable resistance motor con-

trol unit. This unit has a resistance
range of 25 to 500 ohms and is rated
at 80 watts. It is shown in the diagram of Fig. 1 at 2. A short-circuiting push button switch is attached.
This is very convenient in television
reception for quickly accelerating the
motor speed, by pushing the button.
By this means, synchronous speed is
quickly obtained -and maintained by
careful adjustment of the control
knob.
The

super -power clarostat illusis also useful in many
instances, as a speed control. This
giant variable resistor has a high current- carrying capacity. It can be used
as a speed control for motors up to Y/.
horsepower. Due to its efficient design it dissipates heat very rapidly.
In addition to the above-mentioned
uses, this resistor may be employed as
a line voltage control and as a filament and plate control for transmitters. The super-power clarostat of
the "Universal" type, has a resistance
range of 200 to 100,000 ohms and a
carrying capacity rating of 250 watts.
(Continued on page 316)

trated,

Graphite element volume control with
switch, reco,,, uova Jed Joy use at 8,
in diagram below.

Television Motor Speed Control
All television enthusiasts are not
fortunate enough to be located within
the district supplied by the same electric power that feeds the transmitter,
and thus to be able to make use of a

!
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Detection in Television Receivers

IM

(Continued from page 267)
One must certainly see to it that the
Ordinary tubes of high internal rehas the right position, i.e.,
detector
a
positive
on
an
average
sistance need
is connected with the
crystal
the
grid bias of 12 volts; often one needs that
; since otherwise the
polarity)
proper
however.
more,
little
a
negative. But by
become
pictures
Since this hook-up has worked well,
a few hints about its construction will simply turning the crystal around, the
negative picture can be changed into a
be welcome.
Condensers Cl and C2 are .001 -mf. positive.
It should be further noted that
mica -dielectric components. Resistor
antenna a
R should be variable between 0 and Richardson put into the
50 mmf.
only
of
condenser
block
small
condencoupling
is
a
1000 ohms. C3
applied
he
bias
the
that
and
ser, 0.1- microfarad, feeding into the capacity,
-grid
screen
of
the
grid
control
the
amplifier
-frequency
audio
three-stage
the
to
lead
In
the
volts.
1.5
was
tube
with resistance coupling. Nothing
lamp
incandescent
small
a
-grid
screen
the
of
-up
hook
the
about
said
be
need
as a fuse, to prevent
latter; since that may be taken for G1 is placed
damage through accidental short-cirgranted as familiar.
The value of the variable resistor R cuit.
In using the receiver, it is advisable
lies chiefly in the fact that, by means
adjust it first by use of headto
concan
brightness
of it, the picture's
to convince oneself that the
phones,
veniently be so regulated that the neon
this purlamp illuminates neither too strongly set is working perfectly. For
to
in
parallel
are
put
the
phones
pose,
gives
nor too weakly, and consequently
condenser C3. The plate potential of
a good steady picture.
the screen -grid tube may amount to
Improved Image With Crystal
120 volts, while the screen -grid is
Detector
given 80 volts. The antenna is conthe
nected to the 50 mmf. condenser; the
with
results
The favorable
above described two-electrode rectifier safety (fuse) lamp G1 is put in, and
taused Richardson to make experi- the ground connection is made. The
ments with a still simpler rectifier; detector crystal is then carefully ad-

r
v

o

f

1,000 MMF.

¡D

Rl

C

s..

i

500 MMF.
M F.

0+
-This

circuit furnished the most excellent pictures obtained by Richardson: note
4
the use of the crystal detector D, which must have the right polarity, as reversing the
crystal in the circuit. changes the picture from positive to negative, or vice versa. The
glow lamp (G I) shown in series with the screen grid circuit, is a small incandescent
lamp acting here as a fuse.

namely, a crystal detector, which of
course can easily be connected in place
of R2 in Fig. 3. It has appeared,
from his experiments, that the detector is best placed in the un- grounded
side of the tuned circuit, in the plate
circuit of the screen -grid tube Rl. If
one interchanges the detector with
condenser C3, then the results become
much weaker. It likewise developed
that this hook -up (Fig. 4) furnished
excellent pictures; "the best," says
our source, "which the constructor has
ever seen." The whole pictorial surface was clear, and the details of the
picture were excellently recognizable;
which has caused Richardson to make
almost exclusive use of the crystal

detector.
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justed; finally the two condensers Cl
and C2 are tuned until the local station

is heard.
When it is certain that the receiver
is in order, it can be changed over to
television reception (on the broadcast
band in Europe) ; for this the headphones are removed and the audiofrequency amplifier is connected. The
heater current for the screen -grid
tube and for the amplifier is best
taken from the same battery; while
it is better to take the plate currents
from separate sources.
After looking at the picture, the
crystal detector is again adjusted, to
seek the most favorable point for reception.-(H. G.) in Rafa 1931. H -3
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explanation and

discussion of Television today -with a frank and impartial
analysis of the problems it faces, its
probable future and commercial possibilities. Unnecessary technicalities and
scientific verbiage have been avoided as
far as possible to make this a practical
and readable book for the interested layman, the amateur television and radio
experimenter -and for all concerned in
any way with the commercial progress
of Television.

Covers Television Topics Such As:
-has

Television really arrived?
HOW and WHY of Television.
-how to "act" before the scanning disc.
-unsolved problems of Television.
-possibilities of 100 -line system.
-latest synchronising methods.
-the human eye in Television.
by air or wire?
-will future programs come receiver
design.
-new developments affecting
-future progress of Television.

-the
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How Shall I Synchronize Better?

LOOK

Hartman
Scanner

iS

0_É

m.t;si1E

Cr

$ 33.20

eract0

sc

24" Scanning
Disc

O101ì
SPIED

('

LARGEST and
BRIGHTEST
PICTURES

IaOL

Developed to Date
-

NOWyou
Out

can have an improved Television Scanner
can be aynebronixrd on any A.I', line
any city.
After years of experimenting our laboratoryIn
has developed the simplest metbiJ of picture
framing.
Motor runs constant speed. Disc speed variable and
csm.tant by simply turning eontrul knob.
l'Rll'E, completely assembled, less motor and

$33.20

lamp
MOTOR--44.E y.- ILP. -175 R.Y.N. -Induct ion...
$10.50
MOTOR-hynrhrnnous-1 /6 ILP. -1800 R.P.M
17.50
N EON LAMPS- 114" Plate
3.95
SCANNING DISCS
Aluminum
Precision male
with 15 or Gm stilare hiles-18"
5.50
RESISTANCE COUPLED AMPLIFIER for Pilot_ 6.50
lays qa and National ct9. etc
16.00
11?es 2-221's and 2.241.9)

-

-
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By RUDOLF SCHADOW

(Continued from page 300)
when both rest on one plate. Another
way is to connect all the commutator
segments to the shaft and to make one
spring slide on the edge of the commutator and the other on the shaft.
Since the quality of the synchronization obtained depends essentially on
the exactness of the commutator,
Practical Considerations
special forms of suitable commutators
Some more practical considerations would be desirable. For instance,
it
in conclusion:
would be very practical
incorporate
As already said above, the operation the commutator with to
the scanning
can be accomplished by any motor, disc, as shown in Fig. 16.
which has sufficient power. The trans- can be made with the same The wheel
exactness
mission between motor and scanning as the laying out of the disc.
Then
disc -shaft must be such that braking the disc has thirty more
recis possible. The braking action is to tangular openings evenly narrow
spaced and,

(European). The commutator in this
case has eight plates; since the disc
revolves 121/2 times a second, during
100 peaks (50 cycles) of alternating
current, and therefore the relay current has to be short- circuited 8 times
per revolution.

Money Order

HARTMAN LABORATORIES
1304-18 N.

8ubs:duary of
DI EN ELT & EISENHARDT, INC.
Howard Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Established 1874

Pioneer-Television- Specialist

Flexible Card tirant Discs 12" with 45 holes three
viral or I8 holes single spiral for '
shaft $1.00;
18" with 60 holes single spiral for
shaft $1.25;
Alumloom Mist, 12" with 45 holes three spiral
for
Is" or 14" shaft 58.50; 12" with 48 holes
spiral %" or 54" shaft $8.50 1G" with GO single
holes

'i"

TENSION
PULLEY

;

single spiral as" nr 54" shaft
Ind
Neon
Lana I" x 1" elate $2.50: f; -10 Neon $7.50.
Lamp
Blank Aluminum Dine to drill your men Scanning
Holes with ?h" or 54" shaft hole 12" $1.25: D:
$1.75.
last Aluminum wyuning Disc Hub with
simple clamping arrangement for 3," or 55" shaft
$1.25. Also make Discs to your specification. Parts
needed to make up anything that Is suggested in
articles published in this magazine or of your
own design may he obtained at reasonable prices.
Parts last. Machined and Drilled, Svomi parts for
Cabinets. etc.. Sheet Metal parr, also supply drills,
screws, nuts, shafting and nail of any description.
What do you need I Send sketch of article. No
article too small or large. Ia hour service. Cash,
Postal Money Order or ('heck with your order.
ARTHUR M. POHL
3541 Michigan Avenue
Detroit. Mich.
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12" Hard Ahaminurn Disc tip
iak I
an
cantillig dise
$1.35
loll aluminum illyc
51.50
454" Magnifying Lens. $1.25; mounted in
aluminum holders
Pot Nn. 247 Power Pentode in the last stage$2.35
of
Yuan. loner amplifier- adapter No. 47, 11.25: Lynch
tubadapter to pill two Power Tubes In parallel.
$1.50; Neon Lames. 65e and 85e; Geissler tubes.
SI.50 up; Phono- electric relis, $4.95 : Ph" telerlsinn
n u-o lamps, $3.95: Ruhmkorff ells. 5 mm.. 53.95:
50 milliamperes Weston, Model Sol. ewer,
$3.45;
regular Prier. $8.00
Short nave colla,
I

The
Radio
Man. Ive.
Dept. TN -4
89 Cortlandt St.
New York. N. Y.

BLAN

Fig.

15-Desirable

method of changing belt tension. together with friction coupling for
brake application scheme.

be exerted, not on the motor but on
the shaft, which accordingly can only
be shared by the motor. For this purpose it is best to use a changeable
belt- tightener; or else the distance
between the motor pulley and the belt
pulley of the scanning disc should be
made changeable. It is, however, also
possible to set the pulley (of the disc)
loose on the shaft of the disc and to
make a friction coupling by a spring
and an adjustable ring. In Fig. 15,
both possibilities are represented;
therefore any further description is needless.
With the short- circuit
wheel (commutator) the
most varied forms are
possible. Simplest is the
use of a commercial commutator with 30 or 8
segments, as the case
may be. The arrangement of the brushes may
be such that two sliding
springs of different
length press against the
commutator and are always s h o r t- circuited

at a radius of about 2 inches. Into
these openings are put pieces of insulating material, which are held fast
by a disc 4 to 4.8 inches in diameter,
which serves also to strengthen the
scanning disc. Contact is made by a
spring on the disc and one on the
shaft.
Without going into details, I have
tried to give a summary of synchronizing devices which, in great part,
depend on the principle of relay synchronizing.-Raja, 1931. H. 4.

$1.75

AAA

Fig.

16-Nipkow

scanning

disc provided with commutator, as described by the

author.
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The New Baird Television and
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Receiver

(Continued from page 279)
In the case of condensers Cl, C2,
It is important, however, that the
transformer T and the choke units C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C18, C19, C20,
CH1 and CH2 should be mounted so C21, C22, C23, C24, C25, C26, C27,
to ground
that the terminal lugs point toward C31 and C32, the connectionmade
when
automatically
is
(chassis)
to
order
in
the center of the chassis
be sure that the relative locations of the units are mounted.
This is also the case with the Gnd
the terminals will be such as to make
the proper connections as shown on binding post terminal, the mounting
strip of resistors R5 to R14 inclusive
the wiring diagrams.
It is also important to bend up the and the frame terminals of jacks Jl
terminals of both the transformer T and J2.
The G numbers, Gl, G2, etc., indiand the double choke unit CH1 and
CH2 so as to be sure that they clear cate grounded connections made
the edges of the holes in the chassis through the chassis.
and that there will be no danger of
The H numbers indicate holes in the
the wires leading to such terminals chassis or shields through which wires
shorting to the chassis.
are passed to make connections beThe set screws provided with con- tween terminals on one side of the
densers C4 and C7 should be removed chassis or shields and terminals on
to prevent any possibility of binding the other side. These holes are
marked with corresponding numbers
as the condensers are operated.
on both sides of the chassis to indiC22
C21,
C20,
Condensers C18, C19,
pass
and C23 are all contained in a single cate that the wires which
retheir
to
continue
them
through
leads
common
their
with
grounded
can
of
the
sides
on
both
terminals
spective
in
to the can. All of the capacities
the can are equal and have the same chassis.
voltage ratings. Pairs of leads from
Wiring the Receiver
this condenser block should be twisted
In wiring, it is a good plan to make
as shown in the diagram, Fig. 7.
to the
Condensers C24, C25, C26 and C27 all the connections which go wire
up
are furnished in one block, with their ground (chassis) first. Then
very
careful
being
leads
filament
the
can.
the
to
grounded
leads
common
transCondenser C24 (red lead) is a higher to make the connections toasthe
indicated
capacity than the other in the block former terminals properlyFig.
7. The
diagram,
and should be connected as indicated in the wiringshould
be used for the
wire
heavy
C26
C25,
in the diagram. Condensers
filament leads and the filament wires
and C27 are of equal capacity and are should be run in twisted pairs.
provided with blue leads which should
The ground connections to resistors
be connected as shown.
R5, R7, R8, R10, R11, R13 and R14
are made easily by soldering one of
the pigtails leads from each resistor
QUALITY
mentioned to the metal mounting strip
of the resistor assembly.
In wiring the radio frequency transformer units, all the wiring of the eleAPPARATUS
ments around the sockets should be
AT
made first and long leads should be
provided for the leads which are to
be brought out through the shields.
These wires can then be run through
SHORT WAVE TRANSMITTING and
RECEIVING PARTS
the holes provided in the shields and
the cylindrical portions of the shield
HARRISON RADIO CO.
can be fitted to the bases by means
189 Franklin St. - Dept. V N. Y. C.
of the bayonet joint provisions made
in the base and shields. The P and
F2 terminals of socket S10 are not
used.
The balance of the wiring is so
clearly shown in Figs. 6 and 7 that it
is not necessary to describe the wiring in detail.
Enroll in our new
COURSE
TELEVISION
Operation of Receiver for Short
that opens this fall. Competent
Waves
reasonable rates.
instructors
The first step, preparatory to operating the receiver is to insert the
WEST SIDE Y. M. C. A.
proper tubes in the various sockets.
RADIO -TELEVISION
Type -24 AC screen grid tubes VT1,
INSTITUTE
VT2 and VT3 should be inserted in
New York
sockets Sl, S2 and S3 and the tube
115 W. 64th Street
shields should then be placed over
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CONTROLS
SPEED CONTROL
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for
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CONTROL

and Heavy Duty
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for
KINO LAMP
CONTROL
REGENERATION
CONTROL
PLATE VOLTAGE
CONTROL

CLARO STAT
WIRE WOUND
POTENTIOMETER
for
VOLUME
CONTROL
Synchronizing
Control
Regeneration
Control
Bias and Plate
Voltage

CLAROSTAT
GRAPHITE ELEMENT
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for
Volume Control
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Control
Tone Control
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Radio's Latest
Books on Servicing

Official Radio Service Manual
and Complete Directory of All
Commercial Wiring Diagrams
Edited by HUGO GERNSBACK

Radio

Service

Man's

Handy-book

With Addenda Data Sheets
THE

OFFICIAL

RADIO

SERVICE

MAN.

UAL is the greatest achievement ever attempted in the Radio Service Field.
It is not
only the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL and Complete Directory of all Commercial
Wiring Diagrams, but it contains a complete and
comprehensive course of instruction for radio service men. Just off the press and more than 30,000
copies sold.
And why not, when it tills such a
universal need among Manufacturers, Jobbers,
Service
Dealers,
Men and all interested in radin?
The OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
is complete and gives you every circuit of every
set manufactured of which there is any information.
Its looseleaf and flexible leatherette covers enable

additional servicing data to be added periodically.
There are hundreds of time- saving kinks which
will help to increase your business and profits.
As the NEW YORK SUN' says. "It is diffindt to
see how any service man can conduct his business
satisfactorily and efficiently without this 350 -pape

volume."

Hundreds of diagrams,
9 a 12 inches

200 pages,

Official
Radio Service
Manual
Compkoe Directory

Over

1,000

Illustrations

-

Diagrams and
352

Pages

The RADIO SERVICE MAN'S lIANPYBOOK contains
a tremendous amount of authentic materiel
and practical

information

n

Modernizing old

receivers; Servicing

obso-

Repairing power packs; Construct dun of test
equipment; Vacuum tubes; Set testing with
analysers and hundreds of other similar subjects. Among
the contributors are Bertram 81. Freed, Leon L. Adelman, Paul L. Welker. Sylvan Harris, C. W. Palmer and
lete

sets;

laboratory

other.

The HANDYBOOE enables service men to record notes,
diagrams and charts on the special 48 -page section of
specially ruled sheets included in the book. Over 200
pages In all -size 9 a 12 inches.

BOTH BOOKS

for $5.00

4

Mail Coupon TODAY!
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS Inc.
TN -4
Park Place. New York. N. Y.
I enclose herewith Check or mnnev order for 2
for which you are to send to me pustago prepaid the
Radio Service Manual
(
1 Official
2150
(
) Radio
Senior Men's Handy'book
2.00
OR BOTH BOOKS FOR $5.00.
96 -98

Name
Address

Citi

them and fitted to the tube shield
bases. The cap terminals from the
radio frequency transformers should
then be fitted over the top terminals
of the screen grid tubes.
Type -27 heater type AC tubes
VT4 and VT5 should be inserted into
sockets S4 and S5, and a Type -45
power tube, VT6, should be placed in
socket S6. A Type BH rectifier RT
should be placed in socket S8.
The speaker cord tips should be inserted in the Speaker tip jacks of the
receiver.
The ground wire should be connected to the Gnd binding post. When
using the receiver for short -wave and
television reception, the antenna wire
should be connected with the Short
Ant. binding post. When using the
receiver on the broadcast waveband,
it is usually better to connect the antenna to the Long Ant. binding post.
A set of three coils is used in the
receiver for any given wavelength
range -one in the first R. F. stage
socket S9 for coupling the antenna to
the first R. F. tube, a second in socket
S10 for coupling the first R. F. tube
to the second R. F. tube and a third
in socket S11 for coupling the second
R. F. tube to the detector. The Octocoils used to cover any given wavelength range are distinguished by the
colors of the forms on which they are
wound. The GREEN Octocoils cover
the range from 16 to 30 meters. The
BROWN Octocoils cover the range
from 29 to 58 meters. The BLUE
Octocoils cover the range from 54 to
100 meters. The RED Octocoils cover
the range from 100 to 200 meters.
Octocoils are also available to extend
the range into the broadcast band
above 200 meters.
For Television reception it is necessary to use regular RED Octocoils in
sockets S9 and S10 and the Television,
(single winding RED Octocoil) in
socket S11.
When the Television (single -winding) Octocoil is used in socket Sil,
the regenerative circuit (shown in
dotted lines) is opened, thus providing the non -regenerative circuit required for Television reception.
For regular short -wave reception
on 100 to 200 meters, place regular
RED Octocoils in sockets S9 and Sil,
and the Television (single- winding)
Octocoil in Socket S10. For other
wavelengths use the three coils of the
proper color in all three sockets, S9,
S10 and S11.
The AC plug of the receiver should,
of course, be inserted in a lighting
outlet, supplying 110 -volt, 60 -cycle
AC power and the proper coils should
be in the sockets S9, S10 and S11.
To tune in a signal, turn the knob
of potentiometer P as far as it will go
in a clockwise direction. This will
automatically snap on the AC switch
and will also put a fairly high voltage
on the screen grids of tubes VT1 and
VT2.
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Switch S1 should be thrown to the
Rectification position.
With the switch on, or in the closed
position, the grid bias resistor R5 in
the detector grid circuit is shorted
out and the detector operates as a
grid rectification detector. For Television operation or for use on very
strong signals, it is advisable to throw
the switch to the Off or plate rectification position. In that case the detector operates as a power detector
and is capable of handling a stronger
signal without distortion. The use
of plate rectification also damps the
tendency toward regeneration and is
therefore preferable when using the
receiver for Television. Grid rectification, however, provides greater sensitivity and better regeneration so
that it is desirable to use the switch
in the On position when tuning in
distant short -wave stations.
For loudspeaker reception, the
switch SW3 should be thrown to the
Hi or Speaker position, thus connecting the speaker across the output
choke CH2.
For Television reception, switch
SW3 should be thrown to the Lo or
Television position, thus switching
the output of the power tube of the
receiver to the input of the Television
Unit.
With the receiver connected to the
lighting outlet and the regular regenerative coil in socket Sll, the potentiometer turned fully on in a clockwise
direction, switch SW1 thrown to the
On or Grid Rectification position and
switch SW3 thrown to the Hi or
Speaker position, the receiver is ready
to be tuned to a shortwave station for
adjusting the tuning and trimmer
condensers.
First line up the main sections of
the variable gang condensers and
tighten the set screws on the shaft.
Then let out the adjusting screws
on the trimmer condensers C5 and C6
of the tuning condenser sections C2
and C3 respectively, and adjust
trimmer condenser C4 to about its
midposition (half- meshed).
On or Grid

Continental Television Corp.
television concern, the ContiCorp, with offices
at 127 South 15th St., Newark, N. J.,
has just been organized. Its officers
are: Joseph Leopold, President; John
Fettig, Vice- President; Paul R. Nachemson, Vice- President; E. Girard
Schmidt, Secretary and Treasurer.
John Fettig and Paul Nachemson, formerly with Radiotechnic Laboratories,
are in charge of engineering and research. Besides the kit on which they
are going into production shortly, they
intend to bring out a projection outfit,
which will throw the image on a screen.
The Gold Seal Electrical Co., also of
Newark, whose president is Mr. William E. Duff, are national distributors
for the line and report that the trade
has shown a keen interest in television.

ANEW
nental Television
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All About the Kerr Cell
(Continued from page 280)
pure state from any technical supply
house.

-

's+

FIG .6

*Br

b- Arrangement

of Kerr cell in output circuit of a television amplifier. Fig.
Fly.

2
7

''I,';;;;,
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--Hots home-made polarizers

can

be

urranyed in respect to the Kerr cell.

Zeiss, 499 5th Ave., N. Y. C. The
nitrobenzene can be obtained in a

New Helical Mirror

Watch

Cheap Home -Made Polarizers
There are, of course, other and
cheaper means of polarizing light,
though not many so efficient. If a
pile of glass plates- microscope slides
-about 12 deep be set so that the
light is incident at an angle of about
67 degrees, as shown in Fig. 7, the
reflected light will be found to be
plane polarized. A second and similar pile may be used as the analyzer.
Disposition of the Kerr cell between
the two in the path of the ray will
result in modulation of the light transmitted, in accordance with the applied
signal. The Kerr cell and its near
relatives are fertile subjects for experiment; and the student undertaking a serious study of them has an
opportunity to make a name for himself in the world of science.

for
FUTURE
JENKINS
Announcements

for Television Scanning

(Continued from page 271)
so constructed that they can be oper- treated so that they are not reflectors
ated to scan a field either with a of light, so that only the mirror edges
steady beam of light, or with an in- 24 reflect the light from the lamp 15
to the field 18. The units are arranged
terrupted beam of light.
The reflecting and scanning appa- so that they form a composite helical
ratus (see patent drawing, Fig. 6), in- mirror which, when rotated, reflect
cludes a neon lamp 15 and lens 16 for beams of light in a consecutive order
directing the light onto the helical mir- to scan the field 18.
In other words each unit is mounted
ror 17, from where it is reflected to
and over the field 18, by rotation of and secured on the shaft, so its mirror
the mirror. From the field the rota- edge is close to and arranged tantor, if visualized, would appear to be gentially to longitudinal axis of the
a stationary rectangular mirror, in shaft, and also arranged in stepped
which the image reflected by the lamp relationship to one another, so that
would be clearly visible, while in real- they form a helix, which -when roity the image would be reflected point tated, causes a ray of light from a
by point in vertical lines that pro- lamp to move over each mirror edge,
gress from side to side of the field, from end to end and progressively
and also from end to end of each unit from end to end of the helix.
of the rotating apparatus.
Rotation In Either Direction
The helical mirror, as previously
Mirror Can Be Revolved In Any
Manner
explained, can be rotated in either diThe helical mirror can be revolved rection, as indicated by the arrows in
in any desired manner. For the pur- Fig. 2.
When the scanning appliance is oppose of illustration it is shown prowith the helical mirror moverated
is
rotated
19
shaft
that
vided with a
by the motor 20, that can be driven ing in the direction of the arrow
the vertical lines 30 indicated
in any well-known way. The helical
mirror 17, is made up of a number of by dotted lines in the field 18, will beunits 21, that are preferably rectang- gin at the top of the field and extend
ular, as shown in Figs. 1 to 5, inclu- downward and the other direction of
sive, but can be of different forms, as movement will be from the right to
illustrated in Figs. 6 to 9 inclusive. the left of the field. When the mirror
The units 21 are arranged on the is reversely rotated, as in the directhe vertical
shaft 19 and secured between the op- tion of the arrow
of the
bottom
at
the
will
begin
lines
when
propso
that
posing nuts, 22, 23,
erly assembled they are held in a field and extend upwardly and the
relatively fixed position on the shaft, other movement will be from the left
and the arrangement is such that they to the right of the field, and in this
movement the reflected light will
form a helix of a single turn.
Each unit is provided with a mirror move from end to end of each mirror
edge 24, preferably treated to form a edge, and from end to end of the
single surface mirror and has its other helix, as above mentioned. The helical
edge 25 and ends 26, 27 blackened or mirror can be arranged in any desired

-a-,

-b-,
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position and can have a multiplicity
of mirror surfaces.
When the helical mirror is made up
of units such as are shown in Figs.
6 to 9 inclusive, it is operated in substantially the same way as indicated
in Figs. 1 to 5 inclusive.
If desired the helical mirror 17 can
be made up of units 21 of the form
shown in Figs. 8 and 9, in which instance only a part of the edge 24 of
each unit is a mirror.
The apparatus as here described is
also adaptable for use in telephoto.
radio -photo and telegraphy, as well as
in television. In operation the lamp
15, lens 16, helical mirror 17 and field
18 are properly arranged as indicated
in Fig. 1. Then the mirror is rotated
as above described to reflect the light
beam from the lamp 15 to the field 18.
which is completely scanned in two
directions at each revolution of the

RAPIDLY :. -reasing each day are
the number of experiments in mirror.
-=sue
the Short -Wave field -developments
which are bringing to this branch of
Y. M. C. A. Television
radio thousands of new "thrill seekCourse Ready
ers." Experimenters, as in the early
days of Radio, again have the oppor(Continued from page 283)
tunity to bring about stirring new inthe experimenters of this
ventions. Read in SHORT WAVE pecially,
modern era. The vast laboratories of
CRAFT, the Experimenter's Maga- the radio industry are concentrating
zine, how you can build your own the energy of their engineers on imShort -Wave Sets, both transmitters provements and refinements in perfectand receivers. SHORT WAVE CRAFT ingA.television. The West Side Y. M.
C.
Radio-Institute
is exclusively a short -wave magazine the field of radio for has pioneered in
years, and
-the kind you have wished for so it has been one of thefifteen
first schools to
take advantage of new discoveries as
long.
they were made, in order to give its
ION( LRµSMITft0.
students a thorough training. PreviRegular Departments in
ous to this, in the early stages of the
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
automobile, this Association was the
ON ALL LARGE
PHOTOGRAPHIC SECTION PICTURES
first to establish educational courses
NEWSSTANDS
OF
LATEST SHORT -WAVE SETS AND STA4 -Color Cover
in automobile mechanics, which have
TIONS.
9" x 12" in Size
TRANSMITTERS FOR SHORT WAVES
for many years been well known as the
Over 200 Illustrations
AND
HOW TO BUILD THEM.
THE SHORT -WAVE EXPERIMENTER
West Side Y. M. C. A. Automobile
TELEVISION ON SHORT -WAVE
School."
AIRCRAFT SHORT -WAVE SETS
The job of the new Radio-Television
HOW TO BUILD SHORT -WAVE AERIALS
Institute will be to teach thoroughly
SHORT -WAVE QUESTION BOX
the operating technique of many of the
A FEW OF THE MANY INTERESTING ARTICLES
problems involved in the field of teleIN THE CURRENT ISSUE
vision. It will instruct, with complete
"P. C. J. "- HOLLAND SPEAKING
theoretical outline, in the principles
EUROPE SPANS THE ATLANTIC ON SHORT WAVES
underlying the functions of the entire
BAIRD COMBINATION SHORT -WAVE AND TELEVISION
system, both broadcasting and receivTHE COLIN B. KENNEDY SHORT -WAVE. CONVERTER RECEIVER
SCOTT "ALL- WAVE" SUPER -HET, PROVIDES WORLD -WIDE
ing. Demonstrations will be given in
RECEPTION
TRANSMITTING TUBES TO FIT YOUR SHORT -WAVE
PROBLEM
the classroom laboratory on a complete
A LOW -COST PUSH -PULL C -W TRANSMITTER
A "FIVE METER" RECEIVER
transmitting and receiving set which
HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN "PHONE" TRANSMITTER
will be available. Later on, as the deSHORT -WAVE. TUNING -LESS PLUG -IN COILS
EXPERIMENTS WITH SIMPLIFIED REMOTE CONTROL
mand arises, servicing courses will be
WINNERS IN 82.000 AMATEUR STATION CONTEST
offered.
WHEN TO LISTEN IN
The chief instructor of the courses
SHORT WAVE STATIONS OF THE WORLD
will be Mr. Harry Higginbottom, chief
Full Details in Coupon About Special Offer
engineer of the Jenkins television
transmitter,
which is located in New
SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
TN -4
York City; Mr. Higginbottom is well
98 Park Place, New. York. N. Y.
known in this field. At first, instrucI enclose herewith my remittance of $2.00 (Canada and Foreign
cheek or money order
Preferred, for which you are to enter my subscription to SHORT WAVE$2.501.
tion will be given evenings only. ReCRAFT
for
One
Year,
and
also send me the last two issues gratis. I understand that the regular subscription
rate is $3.00 and
quirements for entering this school
this offer will be void after September 30th. SHORT WAVE CRAFT is published every
other month.
will be the satisfactory completion of
Name
a course in radio mechanics, or an oral
Address
examination by a television instructor
who will judge the prospective stuCity
State
dent's fitness to take this advance
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
study.
THE RADIO EXPERIMENTERS

MAGAZINE
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Television-Today
and Tomorrow
By DAVID SARNOFF
(Continued from page 251)
new instrumentalities serves only to
emphasize the importance and to increase the necessity for these two vital

What
Wouldn't
You Do
for Them

elements:

First, the creative element; the

domain of the author, the playwright, the composer. The man
or woman who has a story to tell
or a song to compose will be in
demand so long as the art of en-

tertainment endures;

Second, the human interpretation of the creator's work. Someone must speak the playwright's
words before they can be placed
upon the screen, the radio or the
phonograph record ; someone must
interpret the composer's music
before it can come to life through
any of the mechanical devices of
the electrical era.
These are not the requirements of
a day, a week or a year ; they are the
permanent elements of the entertainment arts. Television, when it arrives
as a factor in the field of entertainment, will create a fresh market for
this fuel; it will give new wings to
the talents of creative and interpretive genius; and it will furnish a new
and greater outlet for artistic expression. All this will stimulate and
further advance the art of motion picture production.

Television's Potential Audience
The potential audience of television
in its ultimate development may reasonably be expected to be limited only
by the population of the earth itself.
Since the dawn of the new era of
electrical entertainment, untold millions have been added to our audiences. It is interesting to compare
the opportunities of this new era with
those of the past. The life -time audience of Demosthenes was not as great
as a one -night audience of Amos 'n
Andy. Napoleon and Kaiser Wilhelm,
showing themselves in their splendid
regalia before all their spectators,
never in their lives were seen by as
many eyes as saw Richard Dix in
"Cimarron ". The sound of all the
guns and cannons, fired in all the
wars since the dawn of time, did not
reach as many ears as does the crow
of the proud Pathé rooster on the
talking screen.
This vast increase in the entertainment audience has been made possible
by the introduction of modern science
into the older arts. And now television will come to open new channels,
to provide new opportunities for art
and the artist and to create new services for the audiences of all the
world.

YET you may be overlooking the most vital thing of
all for their future security and happiness- MONEY.
If you were taken away tomorrow, what would they
have to live on? Could the children go on through
school? Could mother earn enough for them?
Life insurance is now sold by mail at so small a cost
NO ONE need be without its splendid protection. We
now offer a special old line, legal reserve life policy for
as low as $4.13 at age 35 (other ages in proportion)
a policy paying you $1,000, with an additional $5,000
special travel accident benefit; disability benefits, loan
values, and other advantages. Think of it! No family
can afford to be without such protection, at so trifling
a cost.
We sell entirely by mail, hence these savings -no
agents' commissions, no medical fees, no extras, no red
tape. YOU save the difference.
Mail the coupon below. We will send you a free
sample policy which you can judge for yourself. If you
like it, keep it. If you don't, there's not a cent of cost
or obligation.
For your own peace of mind, for the security of those
you love, get this low -cost protection while you CAN.
Mail the coupon now.

-

FREE! Mail this coupon TODAY for sani pie policy and
complete details.
(Box 214)
Union Mutual Life Company of Iowa,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Send me above described Free sample policy and complete
details -this is not to obligate me in any way.
Name
Address
Age
Occupation
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR RADIO OR TELEVISION BOOKS WHICH WILL
BE HELPFUL TO YOU, AND WHICH YOU CAN READ DURING YOUR SPARE
TIME, THEN READ THE ANNOUNCEMENT ON PAGE 320.
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Television'; profusely Illustrated; Soudains
a vast fund of vital Infonnatiot. Dont miss
it. It's fret-. Write for it today.
.'SID.. NOEL. Pres.

First National Television, Inc.
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,ranter that this set
pull in Mations within a radius
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PRICE OF SET ONLY $20.00
Price Complete, including tubes, batteries, dyaasic speaker and suppressors. all ready to Install
nd use, $38.60. Semi S5.00 deposit with order.
balance C.O. D. On foreign orders remittance to
full required. ORDER TODAY.
CHAS. HOODWIN CO.
4240 Lincoln Asenur. Decd. H -1110 Chicago. Illinois
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COME DOWN BY THE SEA
Get

Health and Happiness at This Splendidly
Hotel -Gloso to Boardwalk and Steel

Conducted

Pier.

European Plan Rates per Day: Single, with
Running Water, $2.00 and $2.50. Double. $4.00

and $4.50.

With Private Bath: Single $2.50 and

$3.00; Double. $5.00 to $7.00.
Rates.

Special Weekly

A li Carte Restaurant Service at Moderate
Prices -Best of Food. Attentive Service -Cour
esy- Politeness -and Satisfaction Assured. You
Go Home Happier for Having Been a Franklin
Guest.

Bathing Direct from the Hotel
FINIS? AND HST

IIOnICntD RACN IN TM WORD

I-10TEL FRANKLIN
ATLANTIC CITY. N. J.

SOUTH VIRGINIA AVENUE -NEAR THE BEACH

WE LCOM E

to

NEW YORK and
%Ile IOTEL

The Home

GWERNOR
(LINTON

31" ST.D 7r"AVE.
opposite

PENNA.

R.R. STATION,

Hotel

of New York
Homelike in service,
appointments and location .
away from
noise and congestion,
yet but a few minutes
from Times Square ...

garage facilities for
tourists.
Room and Bath from
$3 single $4 double
500 Rooms

Home folks will
like this hotel

1200 Rooms each

with Bath, Servi dor and Circulating

Ice

BRETTON HALL

Wafer.

BROADWAY at 86th
ROOM

AND

BATH .3s° UP

NEW YORK

Buck Issues of TELEVISION NEWS
for Reference Work or to complete your files of Television Data, can still be had at the regular price of
Fifty Cents per copy. Send check or money order to

TELEVISION NEWS
98 Park Place

New York, N. Y.
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What May the Public Expect from
Television?
The instantaneous projection
through space, of light- images produced directly from objects in the
studio, or the scene brought to the
studio by remote control, involves
many problems. Special types of distribution networks, new forms of
stagecraft, and a development of
studio equipment and technique will
be required. With these must come a
new and greater service of broadcasting, both of sight and sound. A new
world of educational and cultural opportunities will be opened to the home.
New forms of artistry will be encouraged and developed. Variety, and
more variety, will be the demand of
the day. The ear might be content
with the oft- repeated song; the eye
would be impatient with the twice repeated scene. The service will demand, therefore, a constant succession
of personalities, a vast array of talent,
a tremendous store of material, a
great variety of scene and background.
There is little in the field of cultural education that cannot be visioned
for the home through the new facilities of electrical communication. Assume sufficient progress in the television art; and every home equipped
for radio reception may, at certain
times, become an art gallery. The
great works of painting and sculpture in the art galleries of Europe
and America lie buried there, so far
as the vast majority of the earth's
population is concerned. Television,
advanced to the stage when color as
well as shadow may be faithfully
transmitted, would bring these treasures vividly to the home. Conceive the
exhibition of such works of art in the
home, accompanied by comments and
explanations by the proper authorities. Just as sound broadcasting has
brought a new sense of musical appreciation to millions of people, so may
television open a new era of art appreciation.
But even more appealing to the individual, is the hope that television
may, at least in a measure, enable man
to keep pace with his thoughts. The
human being has been created with a
mind that can encompass the whole
world within the fraction of a second;
yet his physical senses lag woefully
behind. With his feet, he can walk
only a limited distance. With his
hands, he can touch only what is
within reach. His eyes can see at a
limited range, and his ears are useful
at a short distance only.
When television has fulfilled its ultimate destiny, man's sense of physical limitation will be swept away, and
his boundaries of sight and hearing
will be the limits of the earth itself.
With this may come a new horizon,
a new philosophy, a new sense of freedom, and greatest of all, perhaps, a
finer and broader understanding between all the peoples of the world.
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One in a Thousand

How We Received "W3XK" in Kansas
By C. BRADNER BROWN
(Continued from page 269)
in Fig. 4. No dimensions are given; trol and the meter used for reading
because every experimenter has to the current passing through the neon
work with different material. Care tube. The optical system is shown in
should be taken in adjusting the clear- sketch. Its arrangement is such that
ance between the gear and the core. ** the picture appears sideways in the
This should be made as small as pos- aperture; this, however, is inconvensible without binding. In all cases, a ient and the window was placed in this
small hole was drilled before sinking position only to accommodate the necthe wood -screws used; this prevents essary lens which we had at hand.
splitting of the end grain and assures
number of teeth must be the same as
a tight fit, for the screws can be driven the Th.
number of holes used la the scanning disc.
wax l: now uses 60 holes and .o frames per
home easily.
The photograph reproduced here second.
The two magnet poles of the synchronizor
does not show the construction of the ing motor should be mounted on a yoke
which permits the operator to rotate
motor very well, and was taken only lever.
to
in
order
of
circle,
a
any
them through
part
to show the arrangement of the con- "frame" the image.- Editor.

At 999 hotels in Atlantic City
you can get the same thing

...

rooms with or without meals

"An Original and Unique Service has made

THE

The Barthelemy System

CAROLINA

(Continued from page 303)
dreds of people who besieged the give images with better detail. The
transmitter was Iodated at Montrouge,
doors.
Can it be said that the distinguished three -fifths of a mile from the reengineer has solved the problem of ceiver.
seeing at a distance as the public
His greatest development is the
understands it -that is to say, the synchronism of the motors, which is
transmission of a large and distinct effected by signals lasting only one
image by natural light? Undoubtedly thousandth of a second, impressed on
not. We saw, in the red color of neon, the same carrier wave. He has also
an indistinct, very jumpy image, of increased the brightness and size of
people who were moving within a yard the image, which reaches 155 to 185
of the transmitting apparatus.
square inches.
Those who understand the enorThe images moved on the screen, at
mous difficulties of the problem under- the same time that their voices were
stood that Mr. Barthélémy has made heard from the loud speaker.
improvements, which were not all to
For laymen, the reproduction was
be shown at that demonstration. He
was then working on a band of 40- deceptive; but it showed, nevertheless,
kilocycle width, which he will in- a great technical improvement over
crease, it appears, to 150 kilocycles, to foreign systems. -Le Journal (Paris).

How We Staged the World's First Television Plays
By WILLIAM J. TONESKI
(Continued from page 263)
A large dull gray background with an
Producing the Second Television
archway in the middle was constructDrama
ed for the scene, showing the interior
profited
engineers
It seems that the
the house. The pale sky seen
greatly from this broadcast; for when of
the arch was an unpainted
through
the first rehearsal was called in stag- beaverboard screen, placed about two
eight
ing the second television drama,
feet behind the scene. Two torches.
months later, we were amazed at the (from which the play gets its name)
inch
The
twelve
made.
progress
placed one on each side of the
frame, showing only the head of the were
mounted small fan motors
arch.
actor was now replaced by an eight - in the We
of the torches so that,
tops
we
foot stage. For the second play
were tied to the frames
when
ribbons
chose "Torches," by Kenneth Rais- and the fans were started, we obof
use
the
requires
beck, because it
tained the effect of flames.
only three characters. The play was
All the actors wore costumes which
which
of
each
parts,
three
into
divided
were
either black or dark green,
was produced with a different number trimmed with dull gold braid. The
of picture elements: Part 1 with 48 x make -up was much simpler; since the
48; Part 2 with 60 x 72; Part 3 with focal range of the camera was so in80 x 80.
creased that no distortion resulted
Because the action of the play took from shadows.
place on a stage which was eight feet
Full Size Figures Reproduced
wide by eight feet high by six feet
be
the curtain rose on the first
had
to
As
scenery
and
deep, costumes
used. The lessons learned in the first scene of "Torches" the full figures of
broadcast proved of great value. No of the actors were seen by the audlonger were we forced to experiment ience. Fig. C shows the arrangement
with colors for painting the scenery. of the equipment for this broadcast.
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The Thousandth Hotel

*Abed or at your service table
enjoy

a

delicious Tray Breakfast

WITHOUT CHARGE -in the
privacy of your own comfort-

able room -while you glance
through your morning paper
then wonder as all our guests
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CAROLINA CREST
North Carolina Avenue near Boardwalk

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
SUMMER RATES
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Double -$8 and $10
Every Room with Private Bath
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Don't
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The "Find -All" Television Receiver

This

By H. G. CISIN, M.E.
(Continued from page 266)
1- Acratest 45 -type Power Transformer 1 -180 Arcturus Rectifier Tube (74),
(Television Model) (71).
Milliammeter, 0 -50 ma. type
1- Acratest Double Filter Choke (two 30 1- Weston
301 (63A).
Henry -80 mil. Chokes in Single 1- Aluminum Chassis, 12 gauge, 12" x

Offer
Saves You
$2.00
Until the 30th of September this oppor.
tunity is yours -this chance to read radio's
two great magazines, TELEVISION NEWS
and RADIO- CRAFT. at a saving of $2.00.
Regularly the rate for one year's subscription to TELEVISION NEWS is $3.00 and
for eight months of RADIO- CRAFT$2.00. For a brief period only, our readers can enter their subscription to receive
both magazines for $3.00. This is a reduction of 40% and represents a saving of
$2.00.

TELEVISION NEWS you have read, and
it is needless for us to say that you are
well pleased and want to read every issue.
It is the "Town Crier" of new developments in the television field.
And RADIO- CRAFT, also edited by Hugo
Gernsback, is the radio magazine selected
by the greatest number of service men.
dealers and radiotricians. Of course, thousands of amateurs read RADIO -CRAFT.
too. Each month, men of outstanding
prominence in the radio field contribute
articles of real interest to all. Here is a
summary of articles usually found in each
issue: Service Men's Department -Radio
Service Data Sheets -New Developments-.
Radio Construction and Theory -Kinks and
Information Bureau -Tubes and Their New
Design -etc.
Clip the coupon NOW and mail with your
remittance, check or money order will do.
Postage stamps accepted in small denominations if more convenient.

1

Case) (69, 70).
Corwico Braidite Hook -up Wire,
Solid Core.
Five -Prong Wafer -type Sockets (5,

-Roll

15" x 31/2" high.

2- Vernier Dials.

(NOTE- Numbers in Parentheses re5fer to Corresponding Numbers Used
16, 29, 38, 49).
to Mark Parts on Diagrams.)
3- Four-Prong Wafer -type Sockets (61,
72, 74).
Radiovisor Parts Required
1-Amperite Self- Adjusting Line Volt- 1- Jenkins Radiovisor
Kit Assembly,
age Regulator, type 8A -5 (72).
type RK.
4- Binding Posts (1, 2) and (62, 63).
1 -Low Internal Capacity Neon Lamp,
3

-Tube

Shields.

5-124 Arcturus Screen -Grid Tubes (5,
16, 29, 38, 49).

1

-145 Arcturus
(61).

Power Output Tube

type 601.
Assembly, type RK -11.
1- Jenkins Self- Synchronizing
Motor,
type 502, with necessary amplifier Kit,
type SK -30 (optional).
1

-Lens

The Thrill of a Televised Derby
(Continued from page 281)
parade of the horses and jockeys was
Horses and riders were there quite
witnessed by all present, while now definitely, although
the event porand again a man or a woman would trayed before our critical
walk across the foreground and pre- place about fifteen miles eyes took
away. The
sent a transient close -up.
results proved conclusively that, even
within the present limitations of the
"The Winner" as Seen by Television apparatus,
television can be taken out
A short wait then occurred until we of the studio and applied to outdoor
heard the B.B.C. announcer say the topical events; and also that the need
horses were rounding Tattenham for artificial light and the restrictions
Corner. Very soon after this the first of the studio can be dispensed with.
three horses (not individually recog- The event can justifiably be termed a
nizable, of course, to be able to say historic achievement and furthermore
which was which) flashed by the win- the Baird Company had, in effect, fula promise made years ago that
ning post, with the rest of the field filled
it
would some day be possible to see
following quite close on the leader's the Derby
by television. Amateur
heels.
Wireless, London.

-

Practical Operation of a Complete Television System

Mail Coupon TODAY!
TELEVISION NEWS
TN-4
100 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
As per your special offer, I enclose $3.00. for which
you aro to enter my subscription to TELEVISION NEWS
for lillo year situ to ItA0I0- 11LtFT fur the next eight
months.
Name
Address
City

State

By ALLEN B. DU MONT
(Continued from page 286)
Receiving Programs
type, with a resistance -coupled audio
To receive the radiovision pro- amplifier including a power
and
grams, we have developed several also a self-containing power tube,
pack for
models of radiovisors, and also several A.C. operation.
models of television receivers. WithReally good half -tone pictures may
out going to details, it may be stated be obtained with
this receiver when
in a general way that the receiving employed in conjunction
one of
problem is practically the reverse of the several models of with
radiovisors
the transmitting problem. The mod- which we are producing.
We have also
ulated radio wave is received on a developed a radiovision receiver
radio receiver of a sensitivity of about superheterodyne type which has of the
some 10 microvolts per meter, and capable what better characteristics,
but
is
con of passing frequencies of from 15 to siderably more expensive to produce.
100,000 cycles with fairly flat characIt might be interesting to note at
teristics. In this regard, we have de- this point that the proper receiver
has
veloped an inexpensive receiver that been a minor problem. At
no
time
can be assembled by the average ex- have we been unable to duplicate
the
perimenter. It is of the tuned R.F. results obtained in the studio.

Resistors for the Television Receiver
(Continued from page 306)
Resistors In the Set Proper
amplification is employed. Resistance
As the illustration, Fig. 1, shows, coupling is used in all television
the television receiver is full of re- ceivers because of the wide range reof
sistors of all kinds and types. This frequencies encountered. In ordinary
is mainly because resistance -coupled speech and music broadcast reception

Moor mention TRLETTRTOY

VF.II-fi When teritMg to ndrer[faers
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we only have a range of approximately
50 to 5000 cycles to amplify, and iron
core transformers can be made to op-

erate uniformly over this range.
In the television receiver, frequencies up to about 40,000 cycles must be
amplified uniformly, and the resistance- coupled amplifier is the only type
that will give flat frequency response,
characteristics over this wide range.
The variable resistor, 8, Fig. 1, is a
volume control. In this particular circuit the clarostat graphite element
volume control No. P5 -50B, having a
resistance of 50,000 ohms is employed.
The "C" bias resistors, 7, 18, 37
and 47 are each of 1,000 ohms and for
this purpose the clarostat flexible wire
resistors are recommended.
For the screen grid circuit resistors,

and 53, 50,000
ohm pigtail type units are employed.
Resistors 31, 43 and 55 are plate circuit filtering resistors. They are each
of 25,000 ohms resistance, of the pigtail type capable of carrying the full
plate current of the tubes.
The grid leak resistor 27 for the
space charge detector has a resistance
of 50,000 ohms. This may be of the
usual grid leak type.
The plate circuit filtering resistors
in the R.F. amplifier, 12 and 22, each
have a value of 75,000 ohms. These
may be of the pigtail construction.
For the image frequency amplifier
grid leaks, 35, 45 and 57, 250,000 ohm
units are employed, of the pigtail type.
The power tube "C" bias resistor,
60, should be of greater current -carrying capacity than the other bias
resistors. This one has a resistance
of 1,500 ohms.
The voltage divider, 64, is also very
important. This should be of sufficient wattage rating so as not to become too hot with a possibility of
burning out. A 20,000 ohm resistor
is employed with a tap at 10,000 ohms.
Sometimes it is more convenient to
employ a center tapped resistor across
the filament circuit, than to make a
connection to a center tapped transformer winding. The clarostat fixed
center tapped resistor shown at 59,
is provided for this purpose. It has a
resistance of 20 ohms.
9, 19, 28A, 32, 39, 42, 50

Columbia Is Telecasting!
(Continued from page 253)
visual broadcasting, and is especially
noteworthy for its compactness.
The station, W2XAB, is licensed experimentally by the Federal Radio
Commission. It will operate in the
channel from 2,750 to 2,850 kilocycles
with 500 watts power. Sixty-line
scanning at twenty frames per second
(1200 revs. per minute), are the picture specifications.
The image broadcast will have a
sound outlets on W2XE, (6120 K.C. or
49.02 meters), Columbia S -W station.
A daily schedule (including Sunday) of from 2 to 6 P.M. and from
8 to 11 P.M. will be maintained.
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LUGGAGE
BUY AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Save 40% by Dealing Directly with One of America's Leading
Luggage Manufacturers.

"GLADSTONE" OF GENUINE TOP GRAIN
COWHIDE LEATHER, $12.50
The ever popular Gladstone, with solid brass locks and catches.
Short leather outside straps. Lined with very fine quality tan
twill cloth. Comes in choice of Brown or Black Shark Grain
F.O.B. -New York.
Genuine Cowhide.

OVERNIGHT CASE $2.95
DANDY PORTABLE RADIO AND

INSTRUMENT CASE
Built over solid wood frame, covered
with durable Fabricoid that wears better than cheap leather. Lined with
good quality cloth. Has neat shirred
pockets in lid and body. Size 16 inches.
Strong leather handle; 2 locks; colors,
Brown or Black.
Special "Overnight" Case: Silk-lined, beveled
mirror in cover. Brass locks, leather handle,
covered with Dupont- F.O.B. 12x14 in. $2.95
$4.95
Same case, Genuine Cowhide

Size 22 and 24 inches

(choice)

FOR GOLFERS, SPORTSMEN AND TRAVELERS
Made of Solid Hand -Boarded Cowhide
Roll Golf and Sports Bag, with Zipper. Exceptional value. Genuine Hand -Boarded Cowhide in Russet and Brown. Fitted with Lock.
Size: 20 -inch, $11.00
Size: 10 -inch, $10.50
(F.O.B. -New York)

HANDSOME "CAMP" TRUNK and
LOCKER
Handsome Camp Trunk and Locker, made of three-ply
veneer basswood, covered and bound with fibre, strong
draw bolts and good snap lock. three hinges. This
trunk has the special feature of "duet- proof" tongue
and groove steel molding around the opening edges of

trunk.
Interior of trunk has one tray with three compartments. Color: Maroon Body, Tan Binding.
Size:

SOLID

5 -OZ.

32 -inch, $10.50

Size:

36 -inch, $11.50

F.O.B. -New York.

LEATHER BRIEF CASE

Wide cowhide straps all around. The
top of the gusset is folded to give more
strength. Whole case double stitched

and riveted at the corners. Flap reinforced with leather 1W' wide. Size
16x11 inches. Colors: brown, black or
mahogany.
$3.50 -Model D -2 pockets.
$4.00 -Model E-3 pockets.
$4.50-Model F -4 pockets.
pockets.
$5.00-Model G

-5

All prices F.O.B., New York

Mail Orders only -no C.O.D:s -All Prices are F.O.B. New York. Satisfaction Guaranteed or money cheerfully refunded. Send Money Order or
Check. Be sure to get our prices on all Luggage and Trunks.

"C and S" Supply Co.
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

221 FOURTH AVE.,

Please mention TELEVISION NEWS when

writing to adrertisers

TELEVISION NEWS
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Seeing Is Believing

TELEVISION TIME -TABLE

Visual Broadcasting Stations, Alphabetically by Names of Stations
Furnished by U.

Location of

Transmitter

Illinois: Chicago

Downers Grove

S, Dept.

Lines

per
Frame

Call
Signal

Frequency

in

(watts in
antenna)

W9XAA

45

W X O
W9XAO

2.000 (150) to 2,100 (142.9),
2.750 (109.1) to 2,850 (105.3)
2.000 (150) to 2.100 (142.9)

45
24

W9XAP
W9XR

2.100 (142.9)) to 2.200 136.4
2,850 (10'S.3) to 2.950 (101.7)

2,500
5.000

W9XG

2.750 (109.1) to 2.850 (105.3)

1,500

1

1

1.000
500

Indiana:

lows: Iowa City

-

Enlarges Image With Crater Tube
Editor 'fELEVI loN Sens:
I have been obtaining some very excellent

Power

kilocycle.

(meters in parentheses)

48

West Lafayette

(Continued from page 293)

of Commerce, Radio Division, Washington, D. C.

W9XAZ 2,000 (150) to 2,100 (142.9)

500

results with my experimental television receiver
and scanner, utilizing a neon crater tube. I
operate this tube from a 7411 amplifier and oó-

Licensee and Address

Chicago Federation of
Labor.

Western Television

tniu

Purdue

University,
Northwestern

400

Ave.
State University

Iowa

60

W3XK

2.000 (150) to 2,100 (142.9).

5,000

good results.

Ave..
Massachusetts:
Boston

New Jersey:

Allwood

2,850 (105.3) to 2,950 (101.7)

1.000

Shortwave and Television
Laboratory

_

W2XCP 2.000 (150) to 2,100 (142.9),

2.000

Freed -Eisemann Radio
Corp.. Junius St. &
Liberty Ave.. New
York. N. Y.
R. C. A. Victor Cornpany (Inc.)

Passaic

CO

W2XCD

48

-

W2XBl1

W2X6o

2.000 (150) to 2,100 (142.9)
2.750 (109.1) to 2,850 (105.3)

500

I8

W2XR

2.100 (142.9) to 2.200 (136.1).

500

New York:
Beacon

I.ong Island City

New York

2.100 (142.9) to 2,200 (1:i6.4),
43.000 (6.97) to 46.000(6.52).
48.500 (6.18) to 50,300 (5.96).
611,000 (5) to 80,000 (3.75)
2,000 (150) to 2,100 (142.9)

500

5,000
100

CO

W2XAB

2.850(105.3) to 2.950(101.69)
2.750 (109.1) to 2.850 (105.3)

60

W2XBS

2,100 (142.9) to 2.200 (136.4)

5,000

60

R'2XCR

2.000 (150) to 2.100 (142.9).

5.000

500

De Forest

W2XX
2.000 (150) to 2,100 (142.9)
W2XCW 2,100 (142.9) to 2.200 (136.4)

Schenectady

Pennsylvania:
East Pittsburgh

ED

60

W8XAV 2.100 (142.9) to 2.200 (136.4)
W8XT
660 (455)

100

20,000
20,000
25,000

Wisconsin:
Milwaukee

W9XD

43,000 (6.97) to 44.000 (6.81)

WIXG

43,000

500

PORTABLE

Massachusetts:

Boston

60

New Jersey:
Passaic

60

W2XAP 2,000 (150) to 2,100 (142.9)

Bound Brook

60

W3XAK 2.100 (112.9) to 2.200 (136.41
W2XBT 43,000 (6.977)
to 46,000
(6.522), 48.500 (6.186) to
50300 (5.964), 60,000 (5).

New York

State:

30

250

5.000

Radio Co.

good re-

711

iuu

t

Inc.

National Broadcasting
Co.. Inc.

80.000 (3.75)

Time on the Air: The daily newspapers
the larger cities -- Chicago. New York and Boston,
for example carry television programs and intime
Experimental television stations. such as thoseschedules.
by the N. B. C.. Westinghouse,
General Electric Co., etc., are on the air practically operated
every day. testing, and can be picked up.
The Jenkins stations' time schedules are as follows:
W2XCR-N. Y. City. 3 to 5 and 6 to S P.M. daily : 6 to 8 P.M.
Sunday. Voice transmitted ov'r WGBS. on 354.4 meters or 780 k.r. (Time is Daylight
Saving.)
W3XK -- Washington. D. C., 7 to 9 P.M. and 10:30
to
11.30 P.M. daily (D.S.T.1. 00 holes.
W2XAP i'asraic (Portable transmitter). 60 line. 20 frames per
second "standard" -Time
irregular -Experimental.
W2XCD-- Passaic IDe Forest Radio Corp.). 9 to 10 P.M. daily.
Sound accompaniment
transmitted on 1.601 k.c.

Columbia Broadcasting System (W ?XAB1 went on daily transmission
schedule July 21st, 60
holes. 20 frames (revs.) per second (or 1,200 r.p.m.),
Voice transmitted on 6.120 k.c. (19.02
meters) W2XE.

Short Wave and Television Corp.. Boston, Mass., transmits image
(WIXAV) daily, 60 holes.
20 frames per second. and voice accompaniment on
1004 k.c, or 187 meters (WIXAU).
Note that the general standard now is 60 holes (or
lines)
and
frames
20
per second, or 1,200
revs. per minute for the motor and its associated scanning
at the receiver. Also. if you
"look in" at a New York image in New Jersey, or vice versa,disc
need a phonic wheel synchronizing motor on the same shaft with your main driving motor, you
in order to keep the image from
drifting. as the A.C. systems in the two states are not synchronized.
It is understood, of course. that two receiving tuners or sets are required
to pick up voice
and image, such as from W2XCR and WGBS one set tuned
the image and one set tuned to WGBS or 384.4 meters to pick to 117.5 meters for reception of
un
voice.
the
Daily image programs are broadcast by
stations W9XAA, W9XAO and W9XAP, the Boston station WIXAV, and also by the Chicago

very good control of

system. furnishing power to the transmit-

I

the end of stir-h n given time, keeps accurate
time.
In other words If the cluck loses /10th
of n second in one hour and gains
/10 of n
1

1

second In the next hour. at the end of the
two

hours. it would indicate the correct time.
.ad to relate however. such tl tic t tea t i nus tare
cleft for the blood" of 0 television receiver

The Journal Co. (Milwaukee Journal).

Television
Corp.
National Broadcasting

of this leather

"cancel out," with the result that the cluck at

Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co.

Jenkins

one end

the fact that the plus and minus chuc,s oeeurring in a given tine. say an hour 'r n day.

General Electric Co.

vision

:

1

Television
Corp., 316 Claremont Ave.
Robert F. Gowen.

&
TeleCorp. 70
Brookline Ave.

if-way

know it eon le dune nod turn sure that there
is only the matter of n little more time, before
it will be dune. Electric clocks maintain the
oeemrnte time they do. not bemuse the .1.1'.
system frequency is so Constant, lilt bemuse of

Fifth

Shortwave

piece of leather so as to lap around

ba

t

Ifroadcasting

(Inc.).

a

ter stations. experie ie. trouble from a drifting
of the Image. when using tt sy i,ch ro nous motor.
Ileres sincerely hoping that 1'EI.r.V s nx NEw.s
will wage some kind of a campaign, in order
to make the electric power Congo/Inks get together and "syuehronize" their .1.1', systems.

Jenkins

C

750

fairly

some

"\'isaalists" who live in n different locality'
than t ha t served by t he electric light di stribti

e

(6.977)
to
16.000
(6.522), 48.500 (6.186) to
50.300 (5.961), 60,000 (5).
80,000 (3.75)

111141

ing th Is lever 1 oIta toed
the scantier disc speed.

Ave.

National
Ave.

I have

brake band was fastened permanently to a
piece of wood. amt to the other end of the
brake baud I secure n piece of wire, which ht
taro was fastened to n pivoted lever. one end
of which curried n button similar to n heir
graph key. By alternately pressing and releas-

Harold E. Smith.
United Research Corp..
39 Van Pelt Ave.
Radio Pictures, Inc..
3är1 Northern Blvd.
Atlantic Broadcasting
Corp.. 485 Madison
Co.

Ossining

fastening
the scut ft

(Inc.)

W3XAD

square.

vision

Washington,

W1XAV

60

inches

time. by placing a finger against the telescantier disc.
I also tried out a simple braking system by

a

Connecticut

60

Camden

sixteen

NE%vs and in souse eases I have been able to
hold the image steady for several minutes at

D. C.

2,850 (105.3) to 2,950 (101.7)

about

sults with a magnetic brake system similar to
that deseribrd In the last issue of Tt:t.t:visiox

of

Jenkins Laboratories.
1519

picture

1

Maryland:
Silver Springs

a

projecting the Image on n piece of cardboard.
or even on the wall In some cases.
Speaking of amplifiers, I have tried many
kinds but I finally settled down to a three
stage. resistance -coupled affair. and I have tried
)lI ven as well as .111eu- Bradley amplifiers with

Corp., 6312 Bway.
Chicago Daily News
Great Lakes Broadcasting Co.. 72 W.
Adams St., Chicago.

-tent. as

I,,i

u_

1200

n

little reflection will

changes

of

light

show, there

per

second

in

modern television systems.
When it is remembered that a scanning dlse
.cith its e:n holes for example. whirling around
ai 2n bates per second, results in 12110 light
poises tier seentld : and that these must le
"absolutely' in step" with the 1200 light
clmuges taking ()lace at the television transmitter station: it will be seen that there ,lust
cannot be any flncti ithin In the .1.('. supplying
the scanner at the television receiver.
The way it is now there may be and frequently are slight fluettations in the fregnenev.
for exa mph. in the x1.1`, distributing system

supplying the town I live it): also there are
slight frog ueucy' Il actnatluns in the A.C. system
in the different eitles whore the television
transmitters are located :lid the systems are
never

o

in

absolute svnchronisna at

all

times.

Ramsey, N. J.
(This h. a lip problem ^E.t'' err trill admit
irr ahali Ao Mr rev!, lest tre' rat to help

il. Editor.)

Mr. TELEVISION FAN!
TELL US HOW YOU

Hold the Image Steady?
Articles with Photos and Diagrams
desired: it published. they will be
paid for.

STOP SHOPPING
-

HERE'S a NEW plan, which saves you money. Stop shopping
the lowest prices are right on this page. Yes, lower than in
our own catalog. Why? Because no house can get out a new catalog every month, but by advertising in this magazine we can bring

Several months ago we sent out a questlennaire to 2,000
radin service men and asked them what their ideas were at a
865 answered us and their ideas are now
radio service kit
embodied In the Official Radio Henke Kit which we herewith

$15.75

This kit is a marvel in compactness, a marvel in price, a
marvel in time saving. For the tiret time you aro offered a
comprehensive kit that contains EVERYTHING that the
service man requires in making calla

ARE YOU A 50 PER CENT
SERVICE MAN?
Ton often so- ealled senlee men go on a
job with an analyzer and a pair Of pliers.
Nine times out of ten they have to run back
to the shop to get tolls, and thus their use fulness is cut dense, as a rule. 50% and
over. why not take along, on every job. a
business -tanking like service kit that Woe.
Just as business -like as your analyzer?
\limn you call upon a prosleet and you
arrive with HIM fine -looking kit, your prospect knows that You mean business. It gives
a professional appearance that every
net, r man requires more than anything
else today.

YOUR
CY

trimmings. giving outfit a beautiful

I

1

1
1
1

10
1

1

out.

Top

Diagonal pliers,
Insulated 15,000 volt Insulated handle)
heavy' allers.
Electricians knife.
Set of S drill points.
Ft. of Phosphor bronze drum dial cable.
Neutralizing socket.
Pack extra size pipe cleaners (to clean
nllhdetisers I.

3 Snead : r
o

RADIO CARRYING CASES

drivers.

At last a short -wave
converter that con -

Le
Pura; to Nc!lC .1I, Ill
screw driver and nee seeker

1

aL.l

wonelles.
1 Electric soldering iron. with 1 extra tip.
1 Largo and
I Medium Imported screw drivers.
2 Small files with handles.
Large file with handle.
'4 in. Star (trill, 11% 1n. long.
land drill.
in. chuck, 10 m. long.
Electricians metal hammer.
(leek saw and blade.
l'nekaze Sand paters and emery papen.
Ault 50 ft. solid push be, 'k wire.
Can gentii ne Koster radio solder.
Ii,. of a, In. electrician's tape.
t4l Bottle Furniture polish.
Furniture cheese -cloth.
1 Package
1 Bottle Nujul
(for lubricating purposes).
cement (to mend cones, etc.)
1 'rube special
1 Socket
tool to straighten socket prongs.

:

perfect
radio
shortwave receiver
A

for

e

s

Si

,

$6 25
W

4,69

New 36 page Summer Edition No. 23

$4.75

SMALL CARRYING CASE
is

in

all respects the same

grams.

Mier articles: Sfolernizing
as

glove. exhent that the
the
dimensions are less, otherwise the same In

all respects.

Size 1214 in. long, 7r/s M. high and 7 in.
wide. Net weight. 5 ms.: shinning weight,

List terlee, $6.50.
No. 1003- Carryiap Case
Your Price

-

$3.45

75 New Hook -tTps, etc.
350 Illtl_st ratlöiis.

WE ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CANNOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN 43.00.
If C. O. D. shipment is desired, please remit 20%
remittance. which must accompany all orders.

If full

Send

cash accompanies order. deduct 2% discount.
money order-certified check -IT. S. stamps.

Radio

Trading

ood.
I

trimtninga,

nickel

covered

t h

invside I f ass
ered in blue felt.
Net weight, 4
Sidnping

lbs.

weight.
No.

lbs.

5

1001- Ofnclal

Radio

Service
C a s e
Carrying
only. your price

$4.85

View of kit, closed.

THORDARSON
"245" Power Transformer

- -

In addition tosupplying a full 250
volts to the platee

All

and wrong to the
£rids of tan typo
45 tubes in push pull, this transformer m a y ho,
used to light the
filaments of seven
or eight 2.5 -volt
filament tubes:
and ley connecting
in series two of
the three 2.5-volt
filament

seconda-

ries it Is possible
to light 5 -volt filaments te0, Five
secondaries; S1- -S V

2 Aran.: 52-310 V.
T.: S3 -2!a \'., :i Anlp. tent. T.;
SI -2n4 V., lO% Amn. S5-2% V.. 3 Amp.
Cent. T. lust the power transformer for build.
into up a high -grade public address amplifier
to use a screen -grid A.F. amplifier to boost
the output of a microphone or phonograph
pick -up: fellowinc this with two stages of
Posh-poll amplification consisting of two '27's
in the first stage end two '45's in the second.
Bottom of transformer has bakelite panel on
vii doh are mounted all taps. It outperforms
ANY similar transformer. Many Service Men
keen this model transformer on hand for
urgency replacements In hundreds of makes
of radio sets.
For 110 -120 volts, 50 -60 eyries.
Size: 5 in. high a 4 x 34 in. Shipping
weight, S lbs. List Price, $15.00.
No. 1450-Thordarson Power
Transformer, YOUR PRICE
'P
.

Cent.

:

$3.84

High- Voltage Condenser Units
these coedensers u ncond iUonal ly. They

for srn eel
rra purnnsea rami an
installed in a tec 11Ply
heel_s-i, r- teen-' g
tinned are
with
o -iurh lengths of tinned 'bush"push-back"
back" tyire,
600 VOLTS
800 VOLTS
Mfd.
Cat.
Your
Cat.
Mfd.
Your
No. Came. Pries
No.
Capac. Price
pt.Ideal

01d Radio Sets: Mow
Selection of
Battery to Pew er
Ties; Push-Poll .\mPliOrn; Replacing Audio
Transfonnen; Plan Attachments: thew to ChInse
Power Transformers: Voltage Dividers: Wattage
of lower Transformers: So t etine and Installing
luenlarement Parts to Radio Sets; Filter t'cndenrs; Repairing Eliminators.
WRITE TODAY. Enclose 2 cent for postage.
Treatise sent by return mail.

to Convert

vs

w
entirely
leatherette.

Supplies
A Miniature Power Plant
00 Watts
ABC Voltages

use between 17

end 81 meters. To
put Into operation,
connect antenna,
45 -volt
ground,
and
6 -volt
"A" batteries, and
headphones te the
Posts provided, Plug
in a type 'OlA
tube, and tune In!
Single dial control. An ingenious cirno body capacity. no cuit snakes possisqueals. Thiscnncer- ble a 4.eeil single-winding Plug -in design.
instrument has the same sensitivTl,r -hss'. here shown are a new developter has built -in fila- This little
ment transformer to ity as many hig, shielded short-wave naeivment. They are rade in metal throughout
A power
ten times as much.
ere
costlier
heat the three 227'e.
with baked olive green e nil tinkle. These
any degree of
f1
cases are beautifully and hltnmgly made. and All you need to obtain foul your ,elver Is amplifier may
l'pmldrtead %lib
plug-in noilt
will give you a prvfeaal until apPearateee. lock a positive It voltage anywhere from 45 to
Parisien tuning.
tsn volts. \-nitage Is not fishiest; no moles- Ina tine vernier dial forshort
and side locks are of burnished brass.
-wave set sold
class
The smath r illustration shows dimensions tation of the receiver. So simple a child Never has a arst
This
money.
short -wave cet
for
so
little
S
10
s
inches.
open
s
ra
As
you
operate
It.
Size
7
of
the
can
and closed view
t.,
ver all, Slip.
x7x1
high,
measures
In.
the raw
two trays automatically fold Out Shipping weight. 8 lbs. List Price $25.00.
weight. 3 lbs. 1,1't Prive'. Eí2.50.
As you tilt the
as ab,nvn.
In position,
S.
-W.
Set
No. 1666-World-Wide
bark. the trays fold automatically No. 1614 -Super Converter (less $1
ever
Into the ease. The trays are pros hied with tubes). YOUR PRICE
Your price
a number of compartments for tools and all
other radin applianl.s that you may wish tu
carry. The large box anr,mme.lntes about
eight radio tubas in the bottom compartment. The smaller ,-ase ee.omno:dates about
four tubes.
'Ile new Steamer Edition of our greatly enlarged
Cases are strung and rugged, and when
off
IlADll SERVICE TREATISE has just cone you
closed, nothing can spill. They are marvels
the press.
If YOU liked Un, Winter Issue.
of Ingenuity, and will pay fur themselves
It contains
w 111 like this one a hundred -fold.
many times over.
some 75 new hook -ups, circuit diagrams: and some
1, a r g e
size
Sam illustrations.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST
measures 21 M,
BOOK EVER PUT OUT BY ANYONE. Among
In. long. 7t-i in.
the new matters listed are:
and 7 tn.
1 Nigh
ide. Net weight
VACUUM TUBE TREATISE, with many IllustraShipping
8
lbs.
tions; full page l'aesmrn Tube Average Charnel,'.
weight 10 lbs.
rir Chart; Dow to Take Care of Your Tows: I low
.1
List price 38.50.
to Connect Phonograph Pick -ens; Improving the
No. 1002-Carry.
Tone Goal icy of old Sets; Connecting Additional
Land Speakers; all fully Iiihtstraie.l with diaCase, your price

NI-

neered

NOT A CONVERTER

verts any broadcast
set into a superheterodyne short -weave receiver. Enmloys three
227 tubes and coven
from 20 to 115 meters. No plug -In coils!
Coil switch is used to
cover all wavelengths.

i

tO furnish Seat with the
Radio Service Case only. without
.ntents, a described andle lust :he ease
Ind the two empty trays, size 17 in. lung.
6% in. wide and 10 in. high.
This case is made entirely of light ve-

Nb are prepared

Official

World-Wide Short -Wave Set

NEW! NEW!!
Superheterodyne S -W Converter

$15.75

CARRYING CASE

1

An ordinary doctor
you paynnmauls no such fees. It should ho clear
to you that if you are a professional, you
ran get arofesshahal prices today too. That
is why this marvelous kit will nay for itself Inside of three mouths ur less.
Herewith. are the On.1al Radio Service
Kit siceritirations: Size, small and compact,
not larger than a gessi analyzer; 17 in.
lung, 6% in. wide and 10 in. high.
Construetion. wool veneer throughout, entirely covered with black leatherette, all

lift

Pen Flashlight. complote with nhagnit'Ing
dentist's mirror Ito look undcrierath
chassis, etc.).
1 Automatic alcohol blow torah.
Boa containing 300 assorted serews. nuts.
washers. lugs. etc.
1 Nickel
Bicycle wrench.
1 Tap holder with one 6/32 tan and one
8/32 tap.
1 Stet of Test prods. with 6 ft. cord.
I Telephone type pliers.

Radio Ser-

KIt -Your price

CALLS

for which

6 lbs.

1000-Official

No.

When you visit a medleal specialist today, you are impressed by his instruments,

professional aMlearanne.
There are two trays which
tray contains the following:

)Botn

pneelueton oust. is exceedingly low. but then
is nu question that this price will have to
be Increased later.
Size. 17 in. long. 6% in. telele and L,
In. high: net weight. 16 lbs.; shlppie..
weight, 18 lbs.

because the prospect will look upon you Ss
a professional. and not as a tinkerer.

e
This ells,'
e

rer.

vice

SERVICE
WITH THIS KIT

nickel

IMPORTANT:

There is sufficient room in the bottoms of
the kit to place the Official Radio Service
Manual, as well as other data sheets (but at
quoted Manual
the
lasinsidecov an
trays. s
lined with blue felt, giving kit a beautiful
Both felt lined appearanv.
Nothing similar has ewer been offered betrays are built to fore. Only by buying the various materials
fit the tools and in tremendous quantities are w
abled to
Econtents of kit. sell tick kit at such au extremely'low
nth o.
B
verythinu;
ALarticles
of
the
buy
all
were
to
It you
WAYS in place. separately. in the open market. you would
No hunting for have to pay between $30.00 and $35.00 for
this or that item, them.
Neat. Efficient.
litre to the Inrestnt depression, we are enabled m buy quantities of these materials at
edhtgly low mires. For that reason. our

present ta you.

AND YOU
MONEY ON

NEW!

NEW!

OFícíal Radio Service Kit

NEW!

NEW!

! !

you the latest and lowest prices up to the time this ad is printed.
We watch our competitors and do not allow anyone to undersell
us. We meet ANY price on NEW merchandise. Order direct Irons
this page and save money. 1110': satisfaction an every transaction.

\

CO

25 T West Broadway
New York,1 N. Y

r

lie

1702
1703
1704
1705

1/2

I

2

4

$0.25
.30

.40
.60

1706
1707
1708

I

2
4

$0.40
.70
1,05

ORDER FROM THIS PACE. You will find special
prices from ime to time in this magazine. Het our
big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains.

dl

Should you wish gonds shipped by parcel post. be
cure to include sufficient extra remittance for same.
1

Any excess will be refunded.
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WORLD'S BEST RADIO BOOKS
ORDER
DIRECT
FROM
THIS
PAGE

herewith present to the readers of TELEVISION NEWS
the
most complete collection of recent important radio books.
We
have, after an exhaustive study, selected these volumes because
they represent the foremost radio books of their kind in print today.
There is such a great variety that we are sure it will satisfy any taste as
well as any requirement that the student of radio might have.
WE

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO, by B.
R. Ramsey. Professor of Physics,

Indiana University.

Cloth coven.

sire 75í13 iS , 256 pages. 166
Illustrations,
Price. postpaid
/ a7
This book by Professor Ramsey la
written in the nature of an experimental radio course and contains 128 experiments. illustrated
clear and Inand described In
teresting style. The experiments
cover such valuable subjects

$2 e75

A

test

on

s

speaker;

loud

the

of coils: conetntctlon
cf a filter, screen grid tube; beat
note audio oscillator; etc.
impedance

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COMMUNICATION. by J. H. Morecroft. Prof. of Electrical Engineering, Columbia l'nlvenity. Cloth

site 944x8 ", 988 pages.
Profusely illustrated.
Price
A radio elsasie. indeed, is Frofes.or Morerrnft's very complete
text -hook which corers such important radio phenomena as: the
action in condensers; self and
mutual Induction in a circuit;
phase and phase difference: eifert
of condensen and coils on ware
shape; resonance frequency of
coupled circuits; skin effect in
coils; antenna resistance: transformers; vacuum tubes; radin frealternators; modulation
quency
and circuits; amplifiers and filters.

$7.50

9s6

RADIO TRAFFIC MANUAL AND
OPERATING REGULATIONS. by
R. L. Duncan and C. E. Drew.
Flexible covers. size
".

186 pages. Price

$2.00

This valuable handbook starts off
with instnetion+ on how to learn
the code in considerable detail.
with a list of abbreviations. Then
reines operating rules and regulations of the Radiomarine Como,
ation of America with operators'
report forms: followed by the
rules of the International Radiograph Convention: the t'nl tell
Slate, Radio Act of 1927: the
Ship Act of 1912 etc.
PHOTOCELLS AND THEIR AP
PLICATION. by V. R. Zworykin,
F,.F,., Ph.D., and E. D. N'ilsnn,
l'b.D. (loth
vers. size
!4x8",
210

pages.

97

illus.

nations. Price
ap
á2e50
Flintnrells today occupy
very
Important place in radio and talk-

ing pictures, as
ell as other
branches of applied science, and
these two experts have pro ideal
the very latest Information as to
the action liking place in various
types of photocells. The theory nn
which these different cells Aerate,
including color sensitivity,
together with amplifier and scanning discs used In picture as well
as television transmission, etc.

PRINCIPLES OF
Keith Denney, M.A.
size 8x5S4". 478
306

RADIO, by
Cloth raven,

$3.50

illustrating. Price

The author is well known in radio
and Inc has here provided a very
complete and learly' written dixrsnen of radio circuits and apparatus, Including such Important
topics as: condensers; transformdetermination of inductance;
;

vacuum

tube action. (nrltding
Screen Grid and Pentode; ware
meters. their calibration and use;
modulation; mplifier,; long ware
receivers: and different types of

rectifiera

HOW TO PASS U. S. GOVERNMENT RADIO LICENSE EXAMINATIONS. by R. L Duncan and
('. E. Drew. Flexible covers, size
954x7 ",

170

pages,

appendix.

92

illustraillustra-

$2.00

Price
1r
The authors are thornughly conversant with their subject and all
of the most Important Information Including honk raps; types of
antennae and receivers with
Iran diagrams of both small and
large receivers and transmitters
of commercial type, including ship
sets are given.

RADIO RECEIVING TUBES. by
Moyer and Wastrel. Cloth covers,
alee 7!4x5 4", 298 pages,
181

illustrations.
Price
P
No radio student or operator can
do without this authoritative book
on the radin vacuum tube.
Tite
various chapters include construeEon of vacuum tubes: electrical
fundamentals; elementary action
taking place in the vacuum tube,
with graphs;
reactivation
of
tubes; testing of tubes including
determination of amplification fat.
tor; plate resistance; grid resist-

$2.50

ance, etc.

PRACTICAL RADIO-INCLUDING THE TESTING OF RADIO
RECEIVING SETS. by -lames A,
Mayer. S.It., .t.M., and John F.
R'ostrel. ('loth corers, size sr,: ",
3:8 pages, .J3 Illusfretins, Price
ap
Everyone will find this volume of

$2.50

the utmost practical value as the
authors bave explained in text
and diagrams, for the practically-

minded sWdent, such interesting
subjects as telephone receivers and
crustal sets; various tepee of
aerials; narrent sources for vacuum
tubes: aWlo and radio frequency
simplification with hookups: loud
speakers and hoar they work; arions radio receiving sets with
diagrams and just hone they work.

RADIO CON.
STRUCTION AND REPAIRING.
by J. A. Moyer. S.B., A.M., and
J. F. Wastrel. Cloth covers, size
805 ", 354 pages, 168$2
PRACTICAL

illustrations, Price...

.50

This handbook is one that ever.
radio set tester and general sill.
dent will suant to read carefully
These experts have

complete

ment,

given
verso
of instru
test and repair

deserlptlon

used

to

modern radio sets. together with
complete diagrams of many modem receiving sets. with explanations on how to test the radin
and audio frequency stages for

faults.

H. Morreeroft, Cloth covers,
906 ", 270 pages, 170

$3.00
illustrations.
Price...

ie.o

Remit by money order or certified check. If you send cash, be sure
to register it. If you wish to get any other radio book, please write us.

Professor

FUNDAMENTALS

leattsl
authoritative and
mener
surit Important radio phenomena
current flow in circuit. containing capacity and inductance;
pronagatlon of radio waves; vattam tubes as detectors and amplifiers; fading of radio wares
and its causes; neutralization;
superheterodynes for short waves,
etc.; audio frequency amplifiers;
how filters work, etc,

apparatus: audio amplification and
receivers in general.

e50

RADIO TROUBLE SHOOTING.

by Elinor R. Ilaan. E.D. Flexible
covers, also 6x9 ", 323 pages, 257
Prlcero

This

Is a well Illustrated and intensely practical handbook for all
radio seryice men mid operators,
as well as set builders and testers.
Snme of the practical problems
Illustrated and discussed are. Interference and noise Problem,how to locate and remedy them
antenna circuit troubles and their
effets on radio; batteries, chug era and eliminators.

RADIO SERVICE MAN'S HAN
DYBOOK WITH ADDENDA
DATA SHEETS. Flexible r

tints.

"

i lins.

DRAKE'S RADIO CYCLOPEDIA.
by If. P. Manly.
Cloth corers.
size 6x9 ", 1035 pages, profusely
Illustrated.
Price
This massive cyclopedia coven
radio apparatus -its operatinn and

$1.95
book

Price, prepaid
This remarkable

c,,
ins
several hundred illustrations with
wiring diagrams and charts coy ering every conceivable subject,

including radio

RADIO

SERVICE

by Ilugo Gernsback
and Clyde Fitch Flexible oyers,

rire

.

0x12 ",
liens, 352

tree 1.000 illustranues.
Price, prprepaid
$2.9, O
Commends/ wiring diagrams for
all the regularly manufactured receiving sets are included in this
manual and no radio service man
or student who builds and repairs
radio seta can be without this
tremendously useful completion
of circuits and their descriptions,
This book Is wont, $100.00 to any
one who has a use for it. Tho
Manual is Indexed
commercial s eceiving circuit can

8

rotstcllvaluablea radio

published.

sots.

S. GERNSBACK'S

CYCLOPEDIA.

$1.65

scribed

In this

remarkable book

whirl, required the efforts of

sev-

eral engineers In its compilation.
The eubjecta are alphabetically
arranged and the illustrations are
especially fine and clear.

booksf ever

TELEVISION TO -DAY AND TO-

MORROW. by S. A. Moseley and
H. J. B. Chapple. Cloth covers.
8:554 ", 130 pages, Profusely

.size

Illustrated
Price, prepaid
Tide up- to- the -minute

Our prices

are net, as shown on
this page. You will note
that some of the books
include postage. Those

$2.50

work on
describes In detail the
apparatus used by Baird. The stutelevision

dent will learn all about scanning dises: the best type of motor: reverse defects and how to
overcome them; isochronlsm and
r chronism; various ways of synchroniring the receiving discs;
photocell. and neon tubes; radio
receivers for television signals;
noctovlsloo.

not will be
shipped by express collect if you do not wish
to include a sufficient
amount of postage.
do

~

nab

Price
Radii) apparatus. Inventors and
terms are all Illustrated and de-

We cannot make C.O.D.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS

RADIO EN.

leatherette y Sco
covers,
size
9x12 ", 168 pages, profusely Illuee-

Howto order
shipments.

$6.00

maintenance. the various subjects
being
alphabetically
arranged.
There are 1735 'objects in alphabetical order ranging from Abattery to zero-heat. This volume
contains 1110 Illustrations, diagrams, etc. There are 411 ihmstratimos and articles on the build.
ing and designing of radio sets,
alone; 110 articles eith 383 illustrations on the methods of repair,
service and adjustment of radio

The bok is strictly s upto-date
and contains the newest practical
information which every
man absolutely must have, radio
OFFICIAL
MANUAL,

$3.00

Illustrations.

muddy the magnetic circuit; Ohm's
law ; transformers and induetion;
motor generators and starters;
storage batteries; alternating currents; capacity and inductance
formulae. Vacuum tubes as detectors and amplifier; scillographa;
radio compass; wavelength measurements and short wave receivers.

size 9x12 ", 200 pages, 20o

RADIO.

$3.50

R A D I O TELEGRAPHY
AND
TELEPHONY. by R. L. Duncan
and t'. E. Drew. Cloth covers,
size 954x6 ", 950 pages,
468 Illustrations. Price
1
This 950 page book forms indeed
a most complete treatise on radio
facts.
The authors treat Moe-

$7

OF

by R. R. Ramsey, Professor of
Physics, Indiana University. Cloth
covers. size 95x6 ", 372 Page,.
file strated.
Prepaid
Dr. Ramsey gives us a very re.
(reshing treatment of the funds.
mentais of radio. Including battery and dynamo action: alternating currents: inductance: vacuum
tube constants: aerials of different
kinds and how they operate; radio frequency instruments and

as

that

ELEMENTS OF RADIO COM
MUNICATION. by Professor John

We publish no catalogue and ask you to be kind enough to order
direct from this page. Prompt shipments will be made to you direct from
the publishers. We merely act as a clearing house for a number of radio
book publishers and OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW OR LOWER THAN
WILL BE FOUND ANYWHERE. Prompt shipments will be made.

~

~

PICTURES AND
TROUBLE SHOOTER'S MAN.
UAL. by Cameron and Rider.
Cloth
en, size 8x5X ". 1120
pages, profusely taus- (rays
tratad, Price
sp I
This useful volume will appeal to
all radio as well as "talkie"
trouble -shooters. The first chapters deal with fundamentals of
electrical
circuits,
Including
Ohm's law. A.C. and D.C. circuits, reetifiers, amplifiers, mixer,
and faders: various types of loud
speakers
and how to arrange
them: photocells; electric motors;
various types of talkie projectors;
also commercial amplifiers with
diagrams are given.
SOUND

50

RIDING THE AIR WAVES.
WITH ERIC PALMER, JR.. by
himself. ('loth coven, size 754x

$2.00

51/2", 328 pager,

Price
Short wave fans cannot miss reading this highly entertaining and
l:formative hook Wild) tells the
story of youthful Mr. Palmer and
his remarkable achievements in
amateur radio. "Around the World
with 5 Watts" and many other
interesting subjects appear be.
tweets the covers of this book.

A POPULAR GUIDE TO RADIO
by B. Francis Dashlell. Cloth
profuse size 554 =854 "'
profusely elustrated.
Price, prepaid
The author starts off with an excellent section on electricity and
magnetism; the use of radin
aerials and grounds; the fundamental principes of radio; the
electron tube and crystal rectifiers-law they work; Oie principle of radio amplification; radio
Inductance coils and condensers;
fundamtnlal radio receiving dr-

u7.5Ó

cuits; electrical
sound

reproduction of
and radio

the atmosphere

phenomena. etc.

RADIO VISION, by C. Francis
Jenkins. ('loth covers, size 91x6 ",
I11 pages, profusely Illustrated.

Price,
prepaid
A beautifully printed and interesting illustrated history of trans mission of imagea by radio: Par-

$1.25

ticularly covering the apparatus
and successful demonstrations of
the Jenkins system. Other apparatus illustrated and discussed are
the Braun tube receiver: the R.
C.A. Photo -radio apparatus: the
A. T. A T. Company System:
and the Belin machine,

RADIO

MOVIES AND TELE.
VISION. by C. Francis Jenkins.
('loth covers, size 954x6", 144 pages.
profusely illustrated.
Price. prepaid

$2.50

An absorbing history, handsomely
Illustrated, of the Jenkins system
of transmitting
receiving
and
movies 'Yla radio." One of the
chapters give, constructional details and drawings for building
your own Radiovisor or machine
for making the radio movies visible in your home. Diagrams of
amplifiers are given, with some
other very valuable Information.

245 -T GREENWICH STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

CONTINENTAL
TELEVISION KIT
THE RESULT OF EXHAUSTIVE
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTATION AND THE RESEARCHES
OF THE FOREMOST TELEVISION ENGINEERS.

CONTINENTAL
TO COVER ENTIRE

TELEVISION INDUSTRY.

In addition to this most advanced television kit
the Continental Television Corp. is prepared to
enter every branch and phase of the television
industry.
This organization will manufacture television apparatus for home and commercial purposes. It
will also enter the broad field of broadcasting
and communications.
The above is a picture of a television set made
up from a Continental television kit.
Our financial resources and staff of experienced
television engineers will enable this corporation
to become one of the foremost in the industry.

Television Kits
Television Projectors
Television Broadcasting
Commercial Television
Home Movies

Our Descriptive Circular Gives More Detailed Information.

SEND FOR

YOUR COPY.

CONTINENTAL TELEVISION CORP.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

GOLD SEAL ELECTRICAL COMPANY
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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PILOT RADIO PARTS
in your television receiver and
SEE the difference in results !
You can't afford to waste money and effort on
cheap parts when you're building a television set
-their poor quality shows up in the reproduced
images the first time you turn the outfit on. The
eye is more critical than the ear, and you just
can't get away with distortion. Use cheap parts and
the pictures will look like scrambled eggs in a hot

pan; use Pilot parts and they'll stand out nice and
clear.
Pilot parts are made in the world's largest radio
parts plant, and are backed by twenty -three years
of manufacturing experience. They are uniform
and dependable, and are suitable for every television requirement.

The Pilot line of

I. F. Transformers

Latest design and construction,
fully shielded by aluminum
cans.

-

No. 241

A. C. Power Pack
The K -139 is a man -sized pack,

K-139

Variable Condenser
At last a husky four-gang vari-

able that won't wobble or
change in adjustment. Modified
SLF curve, 320 moat: maximum
per section. Fine for three stage
TRF television tuners or super.
bets. Size: 4t/2" x 33/4 ", 6" long;
t/4" shaft. Fully shielded, with
individual trimmers.
List Price: $7.45

No. 3160

Pilot Radio

A

bracing everything

from knobs to power
packs. You can start
with it and finish
with it. The items
described on the right
and left are only a
few of the collection,
selected because they
are suited for particular television needs.
The entire line is described in the new
Pilot catalog, a copy
of which is free for
the asking. Your
name and address on
a posy card (or your
QSL card.) will bring
you one. Dealcrs
throughout the count ryshandle Pilot
parts; if your local
man doesn't, send us
his name and address
when you write for
your catalog.

List Price: (kit of 3) $5.00

factory built. Enough juice for
the neon tube and the receiver
both. D.C. output 125 mla., 300
volts; A.C. output, 6 amps. at 4
volts; 12 amps. at 2% volts;
31/2 amps. at 2% volts; 2 amps.
at 5 volts. Uses 280 rectifier.
Strong steel construction.
List Price: $35.50

Variable Resistor
variable "jumpless" resistor
of the compression type. Range
from 40 ohms to 10 megohms
through four turns of the knob.
Ribbed case, capacity 20 watts.
Fine for regulating motor speed
or neon lamp exciting current.
Single hole mounting; size 2i'o"

parts in the only real ly complete line, em-

How about building a super -het
and getting really decent signals
from those weak stations? Use
the No. 241 I.e. transformers.
Packed three to a box and accurately matched to 175 kc.

&

No. 350

x I t'a ".

List Price: $.75

No. 501

No. 806

Resistance Coupling Unit
Absolutely indispensable for
television audio amplifiers.
Molded bakelite base, with de.
pression for any Pilot Isograd
fixed condenser and clips for resistors. Practically any combination of capacity and resistance is possible. The handiest
experimental A.F. unit on the
market.
List Price: $.40
By -Pass Condenser
Non -inductive by -pass condenser, three sections of .2 mf. each,
in common case. Flexible leads.
Flash tested at 1250 volts, rated
at 300 volts working. Essential
for proper by-passing in cathode, screen and plate circuits,
to prevent coupling and feedback. L:5t Price: $1.05

Tube Corporation

Factory and Main Office: LAWRENCE, MASS., U. S. A.

Branch Offices: 525 Broadway, New York; 234 So. Wells St., Chicago; 1278 Mission St., San Francisco.
Other offices in the principal Cities of the World
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